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jC   =  The concentration of species j (kmol/m
3
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eff

jD
 

=  The Effective diffusion coefficient of species j (which include both 

 the molecular and the turbulent components, m
2
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-3

s
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Abstract 

Gas industry annually invests millions of dollars on corrosion inhibitors in order to 

minimize corrosion implications on flow assurance; however, attention has never 

been focused on possibilities of these chemicals to promote hydrate formation along 

deepwater pipelines, which would equally result in another flow assurance problem 

of high magnitude. This study investigated the possibilities of corrosion inhibitors to 

aid the formation of gas hydrate along offshore (or underwater) pipeline systems; 

developed a predictive model on corrosion rate for natural gas pipelines with gas 

hydrates as the corroding agent and finally investigated the ability of pure N2 and H2 

gases to inhibit the formation of gas hydrates. 

 

All experiments in this thesis were conducted by forming various water-gas systems 

in a cylindrical cryogenic sapphire cell. The first investigative work on hydrate-

corrosion relationship was conducted by allowing contacts between an industrial 

grade natural gas (with 20% CO2 content) and five different corrosion inhibitors that 

are commonly used at offshore fields. The equipment, consisting of several fittings 

could operate at a temperature range of -160
o
C – 60

o
C (with accuracy of ± 0.10

o
C) 

and pressure range of 1bar to 500bar (with accuracy of ± 0.5bar). Using the 

‗Temperature Search‘ method, the hydrate formation temperature point for each 

inhibitor was located at 500ppm and 100bar and the result compared with that of 

control experiment. Due to observed significant influence, further investigations 

were conducted on Dodecylpyridinium Chloride (DPC) at various concentrations 

and pressures. The corrosion model was developed based on hydrate‘s 

thermodynamic properties such as the operating temperature, pressure, fluid 

fugacity, wall shear stress, superficial velocity, enthalpy, entropy and activity 

coefficient amongst others, and a Matlab computer code was written to simulate the 

generated solution algorithm. Finally, components interaction study was conducted 

on various gas mixtures inside the sapphire cell to investigate the ability of pure N2 

and H2 gases to inhibit the formation of gas hydrates. 

 

The obtained results established that all corrosion inhibitors aid hydrate promotion; 

this was attributed to their surfactant and hydrogen bonding properties which were 

essential for hydrate formation. The five investigated inhibitors showed different 
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promotional rates with DPC having the highest promotional ability. The different 

promotional rate is due to their different sizes and structures, active functional 

groups and affinity for water molecules which determine the type(s) of hydrogen 

bonding exhibited by each inhibitor while in solution. The significant performance of 

DPC compared to other inhibitors was justified by the specific available active 

functional group which obeys electronegativity trend of periodic table to determine 

whether the resulting bond type will be polar covalent, ionic or ionic with some 

covalent characteristic in nature. Also, DPC hydrates revealed strong influence of the 

chemical‘s surfactant properties at all pressures and concentrations while its Critical 

Micelle Concentration (CMC) was believed to be 5000ppm due to the various 

anomaly behaviors exhibited at this particular concentration. 

 

The developed mathematical model adequately predicted corrosion rates with gas 

hydrate as the corroding agent and its effectiveness was confirmed by the level of 

agreement between its generated results and existing literatures. The resulting 

corrosion rate from hydrates could be as high as 174mm/yr (0.48mm/day). This is 

extremely alarming compared to the industry‘s aim to operate below 2mm/yr. At this 

rate, an underwater pipeline would be subjected to full bore rupture within some 

days if corrective measures are not quickly taken. 

 

Furthermore, the components interaction study revealed that CH4 played key roles on 

hydrate formation patterns during natural gas transportation through offshore 

pipeline system; the higher a natural gas CH4 content, the higher the risk of hydrates 

promotion. It also showed that when alone, CO2 does not form hydrate at low 

concentrations but showed a remarkable ability to aid hydrate formation when mixed 

with CH4. This is not surprising since it is also a former with ability to form Type I 

hydrate due to its very small size. Again, the ability of pure N2 and pure H2 gases to 

inhibit the formation of gas hydrate was confirmed but with H2 showing more 

significant effects. This was ascribed to their individual pressure condition to form 

hydrate. Though, N2 gas with small molecules forms Type II hydrate at a relatively 

higher pressure above the investigated pressures, it still forms hydrate within higher 

operating pressures practiced at gas fields during the transportation. However, H2 gas 

can never form hydrate at any natural gas transportation conditions. H2 gas only 

forms hydrates at extremely high pressure of about 2000bar because its molecules 
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are too small and usually leaked out of hydrate cage, thus, reducing the amount that 

could be stored. By extension, these individual properties affect their interactions 

with natural gas during the hydrate formation process.  

 

Conclusively, this study has essentially revealed a new hydrate-corrosion 

relationship and established the need for comprehensive investigations in this 

research area. At all the investigated pressures, it was realized that DPC prolonged 

the complete blockage of the glass orifice at 10000ppm. This special characteristic 

may suggest the potential in applying the chemical as an additive for natural gas 

transportation and storage in slurry forms. Finally, the use of pure N2 or H2 as 

hydrate inhibitor in the offshore pipeline would be very cost effective to the industry. 

However, extreme care should be taken during the selection process since there are 

needs to further investigate the safety factors, material availability, cost implication 

and recovery from the main gas stream in order to choose the better option. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Global energy demand has rapidly increased as a result of increase in population and 

industrialization, with oil and natural gas constituting over 65% of the primary 

sources. Measured in financial indicators, 90% of chemical products in industrially 

developed countries are from organic sources whose 98% production are based on 

oil and natural gas as basic organic chemical feeds (Janovic, 2005). Since petroleum 

as an energy source is non-renewable, the crude reserves are fast declining due to 

long period of utilization (Figure 1.1) while the global focus is now shifting towards 

natural gas as the major source of energy due to its abundance availability, economic 

viability and environmental friendliness. 

 

Figure 1.1: World liquid fuels production between 2001and 2008 (Hook et al, 2009) 

Note: Since mid-2004, production has stayed within a 4% fluctuation band, which 

indicates that new production has only been able to offset the decline in existing 

production  

The increasing use of natural gas as a primary fuel source has led to its greater 

production and exportation in gaseous and liquid ((Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG)) 
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forms from many countries that hold sufficient reserves. This has equally increased 

the global transboundary pipeline networks with minimal considerations to the 

impacts its failure could have on the environment. 

Natural gas is a combustible gaseous mixture of light hydrocarbon compounds and 

other components. Its main components are methane (CH4) and other non-reactive 

hydrocarbons in gaseous state at ambient temperature and atmospheric pressure. The 

gas with low energy density is either found in association with crude oil (either 

dissolved at high temperature and pressure or as gas cap in the same reservoir) or as 

a non-associated gas. This origin of formation, coupled with type, location of 

deposit, geological structure of the region and other factors determine its 

composition. The gas is colorless and odorless in its pure state and when burnt, it 

gives off a great deal of energy with low level of pollutants compared with other 

fossil fuels. 

As of 2007 the world natural gas reserve was estimated at 183.1 trillion cubic meters 

(tcm). 70% of this reserve was available in the Former Soviet Union (FSU) and the 

Middle East, while Oceania and Asia countries accounted for a further 8.9%. As of 

2006, FSU and North American countries accounted for 53.1% of global production 

while the Oceania and Asian countries produced 13.1%; the African gas reserves are 

produced from Nigeria, Algeria, Egypt, Libya, Angola, Mozambique, Namibia, 

Tunisia and Tanzania (Obanijesu and Sonibare, 2005). The gas is largely consumed 

in North America and the FSU with United States demand for 2003 put at 786.32 

bcm (Hill, 2005). Europe also has a large demand for the gas with considerable 

trading sourced mostly from regional supplies, Africa and the FSU. Furthermore, the 

Oceania and Asia countries accounted for 14.8% of total global consumption rate 

(Table 1.1). 

After production from the reservoir, the gas distribution involves transportation 

through long pipeline network systems from the production platform to different 

terminals, treatment plants and process units under high pressure. This is followed 

by further transportation through another set of pipeline systems to an offtake station 

and onward transmission in lower pressure pipes to end-users. The pipelines may be 

laid over several kilometers on land or buried underground (both referred to as 
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onshore pipeline system) or submerged deeply inside water (offshore/deepwater 

pipeline system). 

Table 1.1: The global natural gas reserve, production and consumption (Morikawa, 

2008)  

 Proven Reserve 

(2007) 

Production  

(2006) 

Consumption  

(2006) 

(Tcm) Share (%) (Bcm) Share (%) (Bcm) Share (%) 

North America 8.0 4.4 753.2 26.1 769.9 26.7 

Latin America 6.9 3.8 147.0 5.1 130.8 4.5 

Europe 6.3 3.4 305.4 10.6 568.3 19.7 

FSU 57.2 31.2 778.7 27.0 616.4 21.3 

Africa 14.5 7.9 191.7 6.6 88.5 3.1 

Middle East 73.9 40.4 334.8 11.6 287.1 9.9 

Asia Oceania 16.3 8.9 377.0 13.1 426.7 14.8 

Total 183.1 100.0 2887.7 100.0 2887.7 100.0 

 

1.2 Submerged Pipelines: Failure and Consequences 

Submerged gas pipelines are susceptible to failure in the form of leakage or full bore 

rupture (FBR) as a result of corrosion and/or hydrate formation (Huang et al, 2012; 

Zhang and Wu, 2012). These two flow assurance problems are caused by the flow 

conditions and the fluid properties that introduce thermodynamic conditions and 

electrochemical/chemical reactions that are conducive enough to encourage their 

occurrence within the pipelength. The resulting accidents always discharge the gas 

into the waterbody to cause hazardous impacts on the four environmental matrices 

(soil, vegetation, air and water). Some of the havocs are dissolution of acidic 

components which may cause fish scattering, abnormal behavior and reduction in 

production capacity; air pollution which may result into climate change; soil 

degradation which affects food crops; fire; explosion and human deaths. 

Economically, hydrate prevention costs the gas industry about US$1 million per mile 

(Jassim and Abdi, 2008) while corrosion loss alone on USA economy in 1995 was 

estimated at US$300 billion with 1% coming from pipeline industry (Battelle, 1996). 
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Several attempts have been made by the industry to prevent these two problems 

without success; research has shown however that the problems could only be 

minimized; hence the industry continues to spend heavily on inhibitors. 

In the research fields, all the existing work seem to be isolating each of these two 

problems without consideration given to a possibility of them leading to one another; 

hence, the significance of this work. 

This thesis investigated the feasibility of the hydrate-corrosion relationship. This was 

achieved by studying the possibilities of corrosion inhibitors to aid the promotion of 

hydrate formation along the gas pipeline and the ability of the resulting hydrate to 

initiate internal corrosion along the same pipelength. This study was necessitated 

since corrosion inhibitors have surfactant properties and structural resemblance in 

common with some established hydrate promoters. Five corrosion inhibitors 

commonly used in the gas industry were investigated while further study was carried 

out on the one with most significant impacts. A predictive corrosion model was also 

developed with gas hydrate as the corroding agent. Finally, two gases were 

investigated for their hydrate inhibition properties. 

1.3 Aim and Objectives 

The main aim of this work is to investigate the feasibility of any relationship 

between hydrate formation and corrosion along deepwater natural gas pipeline 

network systems. Consequently, the objectives of the project are: 

1. To investigate the feasibility of corrosion inhibitors to aid hydrate 

formation along the deepwater natural gas pipeline. 

2. To investigate if the resulting hydrates could initiate corrosion along 

the internal wall of the pipeline. 

3. To develop a predictive corrosion rate model as a result of the hydrate 

formation within the pipelength. 

4. To investigate the use of some gases to inhibit hydrate formation rate 

along the pipeline. 
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1.4 Scope of the Study 

Though corrosion and hydrate formation problems are experienced in both the oil 

and gas pipelines, this study focused mainly on the gas pipelines. This is to prevent 

repitition and duplication of experiments. If the investigated problem could be 

established with the gas pipeline, it then extends to the oil pipelines by implications.  

Also, five corrosion inhibitors were investigated for the hydrate-corrosion 

relationship while only one was chosen for further experimentation due to its 

observed significant influence compared to others. For the corrosion rate modeling, 

gas hydrate was considered as the only corroding agent. Finally, only H2 and N2 

gases were investigated for the inhibition behaviour. 

1.5 Significance of this Study 

The global increase in offshore transboundary natural gas transportation increases 

the risk of pipeline accidents thereby making the global environmental consequences 

imminent. Gas hydrates and internal corrosion have been identified as the major 

factors responsible for offshore pipeline failure while an accident in such 

environment can contaminate the aquatic environment, destroy the biological 

component of the ecosystem and affect human health.  

Many efforts by the industry to solve one of the problems at a time always prove 

abortive due to the unforeseen situation that one can assist the other. It is highly 

likely that the existing gas hydrates within the pipelength would have initiated 

internal corrosions before its removal. If this happened, the corrosion would grow 

with time to undermine the pipe‘s integrity by destroying its material, hence, causing 

failure. Also, if hydrate is promoted due to an attempt to inhibit corrosion, a serious 

flow assurance problem is bound to happen. Based on this, development of adequate 

knowledge in hydrate-corrosion relationship would go a long way in solving many 

of the existing ‗unsolvable‘ problems in the industry. An example is the application 

of H2 and N2 gases to inhibit hydrate formation along the pipeline as proposed in the 

closing chapter of this report. 

 Furthermore, many corrosion models, focusing on several corroding agents have 

been developed and improved upon with contingency plans put in place for such 

accidents; but none of such existing models have considered hydrate as a possible 
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cause. An important element in the existing plans is the use of mathematical models 

to predict the transport and fate of the fluid (Yapa and Zheng, 1998; Zheng and 

Yapa, 1998; Lain et al, 2002; Melchers, 2003a; Nesic et al, 2004; Obanijesu and 

Mosobalaje, 2008). Development of a predictive corrosion rate model on a possible 

hydrate-corrosion relationship will go a long way in assisting the pipe designers at 

the developmental stage. It will also assist the Pipeline Operator in the choice of pipe 

material, and to know the likely period to replace the pipes.  

1.6 Contributions of This Research Work 

After addressing the above objectives, significant contributions have been made in 

this study by establishing various relationships between hydrate formation and 

corrosion along natural gas pipelines. So far, there is no known literature in this 

research area apart from those published by the authors either through conferences or 

journal articles; therefore, some of the specific contributions are: 

1. This thesis was able to establish that gas hydrate could initiate corrosion 

along the natural gas pipeline. 

2. The thesis also established that corrosion inhibitors aid the hydrate formation 

along the deepwater gas pipeline but at different rates. It further investigated 

DPC at different pressures and concentrations due to its significant 

promotional ability which opened more knowledge to the negative and 

positive consequences of using the chemical. 

3. Since this study appeared to be an entirely new research area, there was no 

known existing mathematical model to rely upon, hence, the need for an 

extensive literature. Finally, a functional and reliable model was developed 

and validated by comparing the generated results with the outputs from other 

related corrosion models. This model serves as another contribution to 

knowledge from this work. 

4. This thesis established the importance of component interactions during the 

formation of gas hydrates and the ability of H2 and N2 gases to significantly 

inhibit this flow assurance problem. 

5. Through the recommendation for further work, this thesis successfully 

demonstrated both the academic and commercial values of the entire study. 
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1.7 The Thesis Outline 

The objectives of this work were achieved by following a systematic research 

projection based on four questions as summarized below while Figure 1.2 provides a 

diagrammatic representative of the thesis structure. 

Step 1: Can Gas Hydrate (Clathrates) initiate Internal Corrosions along Gas 

Pipelines? 

This question came up due to critical observations on physical shape and chemical 

composition of hydrates during and after formation. Both the semi and fully formed 

hydrates could be considered as particles, and particles are initiators of erosion-

corrosion. 

Thorough literature search was carried out while considering the above question. 

Several pipeline projects were studied with their various operating conditions. 

Kinetic and thermodynamic conditions aiding hydrate formation along the deepwater 

pipelines were studied. The clathrates flow behaviors during and after the formation 

were eventually used to positively fill this knowledge gap. 

Step 2: Can Corrosion Inhibitors aid Hydrate Promotion along Deepwater 

Pipelines? 

This question was necessitated due to similarities in the surfactant properties and 

chemical structures between corrosion inhibitors and some established hydrate 

promoters.  

This question was answered through experimental investigations on five corrosion 

inhibitors commonly used at offshore regions. The considered inhibitors have 

different active functional groups and chemical structures. The general investigations 

on the inhibitors were carried out in a Cryogenic sapphire cell at 100bar and 500ppm 

while the particular inhibitor with the highest significant impact on hydrate 

formation temperature was further studied at different concentrations and pressures. 

An industrially prepared natural gas composition containing 20% CO2 was used 

throughout this study. A constant composition gas is needed to ascertain acceptable 

accuracy for this work. 
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Step 3: Can the Resulting Corrosion Rate be Quantified? 

If hydrates actually behave like particles within the underwater pipelines to cause 

corrosions, the rate should be considered for quantification. This will assist in the 

pipeline design stage, material selection as well as in projecting the shelf-life of the 

pipeline. 

Since this model was new, the existing corrosion models were reviewed, followed by 

systematic development of a functional model for the corrosion-hydrate relationship. 

A program, written in Matlab code was then developed to simulate the model whose 

validity was finally verified by comparison of the generated results with the outputs 

from previous corrosion models. 

Step 4: Are there other possible means of inhibiting the Formation of Gas 

Hydrates? 

Considering the cost implications of these new discoveries on the industry, there 

could be cheaper but still effective means of inhibiting gas hydrates along the 

pipeline trunk.  

This part of the study was conducted by mixing the most effective hydrate formers in 

the gas composition (CH4 and CO2) at different ratios to study the impacts of 

component interactions on the formation properties. H2 and N2 were then mixed with 

these compositions at various ratios to study their inhibitive abilities. 
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2. Natural Gas Pipelines: Importance and Problems 

2.1 Introduction 

The global demand and utilization of natural gas and its major component (methane), 

compared with other fossil fuels have increased most rapidly over the past few years. 

The gas has been gradually accepted as a substitute to other fossil fuels since it is 

economically cheaper to produce; coupled with its abundance availability and 

environmental friendliness (Table 2.1). The gas composition varies from field to field 

and region to region (Table 2.2). 

Table 2.1: Typical uncontrolled factors for natural gas and other stream generator fuels 

(Pounds per MMBtu heat input) (American Gas Association, 1986; Obanijesu and 

Sonibare, 2005) 

   SOx Particulate NOx HC Trace Metals 

Coal    5.70 2.54  0.90 0.005 0.009 

Oil (Residual)  3.22 0.23  0.39 0.01 0.0002 

Solid Waste  0.49 3.22  0.31 - - 

Wood   0.02 4.88  0.25 - - 

Natural Gas  0.001 0.01  0.23 0.003 0.00 

 

Natural gas is domestically used for heating buildings and water, cooking, drying and 

lighting (Brkić and Tanasković, 2008; Joelsson and Gustavsson, 2009). Home 

appliances running on natural gas include furnaces, barbecues, fireplace logs, pool and 

spa heaters, and fire pits. Natural gas air conditioning also exists, though; this is not as 

popular as the electrical alternative. 
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Table 2.2: Natural gas compositions from different gas fields (Obanijesu et al, 2011) 

Composition  Molar Composition (%) 

 Utorogu 

Nigeria 

Kokori 

Nigeria  

Burgan 

Kuwait 

Kirkuk 

Iraq 

Uthmaniyah 

S/Arabia 

Hassi R‘mel 

Algeria 

Ekofisk 

Norway 

Kapuni 

N/Zealand 

Uch 

Pakistan 

Lacq 

France 

Groningen 

Netherland 

Methane 90.19 68.42 74.3 56.9 55.5 83.7 83.3 45.6 27.3 69.0 81.3 

Ethane 6.94 7.65 14.0 21.2 18.0 6.8 8.5 5.8 0.7 3.0 2.9 

Propane 2.09 11.27 5.8 6.0 9.8 2.1 3.4 2.9 0.3 0.9 0.4 

Butane 0.775 8.42 2.0 3.7 4.5 0.8 1.5 1.1 0.3 1.0 0.1 

C5
+ 

0.012 2.67 0.9 1.6 1.6 0.4 1.0 0.8 - - 0.1 

Nitrogen - 0.16 2.9 - 0.2 5.8 0.3 - 25.2 1.5 14.31 

Hydrogen 

sulfide  

- - 0.1 3.5 1.5 - - - - 15.3 - 

Carbon-

dioxide 

- 1.02 - 7.1 8.9 0.2 2.0 43.8 46.2 9.3 0.9 
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Industrially, the gas is a major source of electricity generation (Shukla et al, 2009; 

Tourkolias et al, 2009). As an efficient and convenient fuel, the gas is used in 

developed countries such as Australia, Canada and most European countries in 

transportation sector to run cars, trucks and heavy duty service vehicles (Kamimura, 

2006; Felder and Dones, 2007), while some current researches in the aviation 

industry are targeted at designing aircrafts that will use natural gas as fuel (Gazzard, 

2008a; Gazzard, 2008b; Greenair, 2009). Also, the gas plays a significant role in the 

power plant technology (Mahmut, 2005; Pilavachi et al, 2009). Natural gas is used in 

the making of anti-freeze and plastic. Food processing industries essentially use the 

gas to power up their plants while waste treatment and petroleum refining are also 

recognised consumers of natural gas. The gas is also useful in the production of 

petrochemicals. 

In 2000, the total world reserve and production of the gas were 150.19 trillion cubic 

meters (tm
3
) and 2.4223tm

3
 respectively (UNCTAD, 2009). Russia is the major 

producing nation (Gelb, 2006) with the global highest oil and gas reserves of 69.1 

billion barrel and 48.14tm
3
 respectively (representing 38% of global natural gas 

reserve) while Australian conventional gas reserve as at 2006 was 2.43tm
3
 (DRET, 

2009). The United States gas demand for 2003 was estimated at 786.32billion cubic 

meters (bm
3
) (Hill, 2005) while gas demand of the EU 15 was projected to be 420–

650bm
3
 and 610-900bm

3
 by 2010 and 2020 respectively (Table 2.3). 

Table 2.3: Summary of some European gas demand scenarios (bm
3
) (

a
 OME,2002; 

b
 IEA, 2001); 

c
 Stern, 2001) 

    1999   2010   2020 

EU 15 
a
   386   500   597 

EU 30 
a
   462   642   777 

EU 15 
b
   386   420-650  533-650 

EU 30 
c
      580-690  610-900 

EU 15 = Austria, France, Belgium, Greece, Germany, Italy, Luxembourg, 

Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, Ireland, United Kingdom, Denmark, Sweden, Finland. 

EU 30 = EU 15 + Turkey, Bulgaria, Greece, Rumania, Czech Republic, Hungary, 

Poland, Slovakia, Slovenia, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Norway, Switzerland. 
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2.2 Natural Gas Production and Transportation 

Natural gas exists in the reservoir as a non-associated, associated (or solution) or 

gas-cap gas. The non-associated gas is the one existing in a reservoir without a 

contact with oil, the solution gas is the one where the gas dissolves in the oil at the 

reservoir conditions whereas, and the gas cap is the gas overlying the oil phase in the 

reservoir. Of the three groups, non-associated gas represents 72% of the available 

global reserves while solution and gas-cap gases are 8.5% and 9.5% respectively 

(Valais, 1983). The gas is located thousands of meters below the earth surface with 

the fluid‘s pressure in the pores of the rocks ranging between 10MPa/km while in 

hydrostatic regime (only supporting the weight of the overlying fluid column) to 

25MPa/km in geostatic regime (supporting all or part of the weight of the rock 

column) (Rojey et al, 1997). The gas molar mass and density at STP are 19.5g and 

0.862Kg/m
3
 respectively while (Table 2.4) shows its thermodynamic properties at 

NTP. 

Table 2.4: Natural gas thermodynamic properties at normal temp and pressure of 

293K and 1 atm (Obanijesu et al, 2010a) 

MW Density R  (Gas constant)   Cp    Cv Cp/Cv= γ 

 (kg/m
3
) kJ/(kg.K) kJ/(kg.K) kJ/(kg.K)  

19.5 0.8034 0.426 2.345 1.846 1.27 

 

This compressible hydrocarbon is detected in a reservoir by sensors which are 

geophones for onshore reservoir or hydrophones for offshore. This is based on the 

analysis of the reflection of elastic waves transmitted by the seismic source, gathered 

on a surface marking the boundary between two layers of different acoustic 

impedance. For onshore reservoirs, the reflection is generated by the use of 

explosives to blast the reservoirs whereas; air guns are used for offshore reservoirs to 

discharge compressed air into the water. These will propagate pressure (P) or shear 

(S) waves which propagate the reflections at different velocities. The reflection of 

the waves on impedance discontinuities is used to obtain the structural image of the 

geological layer. The discovered hydrocarbon is then produced using a rotary drilling 

technique. The well is then completed after acquiring wireline logs to measure the 
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formation‘s characteristics and fluid in place. The casing packer and some safety 

devices (storm choke at downhole or surface-controlled subsurface safety valve near 

the surface) are then installed before installing the Christmas tree. Finally, pipelines 

are connected to transport the gas off the field over a long distance to a flowstation 

for various separation operations as required based on composition. Various products 

are finally transported through other set of long pipeline networks to various end 

users.  

2.3 Natural Gas Transportation Options 

Various transportation options of natural gas from off-take include long pipelines 

transport, methanol, Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) and compressed natural gas 

(CNG) of pressure between 3000 and 3600 psi (Imperial Venture Corp, 1998). From 

these options, only long pipelines and LNG are in common use. The unit cost of 

pipeline option is clearly superior to that of LNG due to the required high cost of 

refrigeration and liquefaction of boiled-off liquids and the high risk of over-

pressurization for LNG. Transportation by methanol and CNG demonstrate unit 

costs which are similar to pipelines but these are largely theoretical at present. Due 

to easier transportation option as the low-cost and safe mode of long distance 

transportation of petroleum and its products (Jacobs, 2002), the gas is conveyed from 

reservoir to depots, refineries, jetties and final end-users through long pipeline 

network systems. 

2.3.1 Classification of pipelines  

Pipelines are mainly divided into gas and oil pipelines depending on the nature of the 

cargo conveyed. Main components of a pipeline network are operational areas and 

the pipeline segments. Operational areas may be distribution centers, ports or 

refineries and are connected by pipeline segments. Gas and liquid hydrocarbon 

pipelines are essentially similar with the greatest operational difference resulting 

from the varying needs of transporting gas versus liquid. Oil pipelines require pumps 

to propel the liquid contents while gas lines rely on compressors to force the resource 

through the pipes.  

Although, the fundamental design and purpose of oil and gas pipelines are similar, 

there are differences in their conveyance systems. Gas well flowlines connect 
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individual gas wells to field, gas treating and processing facilities, or to branches of a 

larger gathering system, processed at the treating facility to remove impurities. From 

field processing facilities, the dried, cleaned natural gas enters the gas transmission 

pipeline system, analogous to the oil trunk line system (EPA, 1997). For oil 

pipelines, once oil is pumped from a reservoir, it travels to a tank battery. One or 

more tank batteries may be installed in a single field, each serving a number of 

individual wells. From the tanks, oil is moved through large diameter, long-distance 

trunk lines to refineries or to other storage terminals. 

Pipelines are usually manufactured with material of special characteristics and 

properties due to the nature of the conveyed cargo to be transported. Special 

considerations are given to factors such as tensile strength, stiffness (elastic 

modulus), toughness (fracture resistance), hardness (wear resistance) and fatigue 

resistance; the effects of high and low temperatures on the mechanical properties; 

corrosion resistance; thermal conductivity, electrical resistance and magnetic 

properties; availability in standard sizes-plates, sections and tubes; and cost. 

Commonly used materials are the carbon steel, stainless steel and the Monel. 

Stainless steel is the most frequently used corrosion resistant material in chemical 

industry. To impact corrosion resistance, the chromium content must be higher than 

12% and the higher the chromium content, the more resistant is the alloy to corrosion 

in oxidizing conditions. Nickel is added to improve the corrosion resistance in non-

oxidizing environments with three broad classes, which include Ferritic, Austenitic, 

and Martensitic depending on material compositions. The uniform structure of 

Austenite is the structure desired for corrosion resistance and it is widely used in the 

chemical industry. 

Monel, the classical nickel-copper alloy with the metals in the ratio 2:1 is probably 

after the stainless steels. It has good mechanical properties up to 500
0
C. It is more 

expensive than stainless steel, has good resistance to dilute mineral acids and can be 

used in reducing conditions where the stainless steel would be unsuitable. 

The stannates, AZ91D (a Die casting magnesium alloy known as the alternative to 

zinc and aluminum because of its high-purity and excellent corrosion resistance) is 

appreciated in the industry due to its properties (Tables 2.5 and 2.6) and ability to 

reduce corrosion rates of a coated pipeline by behaving as a barrier to prevent the 
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non metallic ions‘ attack. Hence, it decreases the susceptibility of the alloys to 

corrosion; however, increasing stannate concentration was found to have an adverse 

effect on the corrosion resistance (Hamdy, 2008). 

Table 2.5: Typical room temperature mechanical properties of AZ91 castings 

(Obanijesu et al, 2010b) 

 AZ91A,B,D AZ91C,E 

Property F 

Temper 

F 

Temper 

T4 

Temper 

T6 

Temper 

Tensile strength , MPa (ksi) 230 (33) 165 (24) 275 (40) 275 (40) 

Tensile yield strength, MPa (ksi) 150 (22) 97 (14) 90 (13) 145 (21) 

Elongation in 50 mm (2in) % 3 2.5 15 6 

Comprehensive yield strength at 

0.2% offset, MPa (ksi) 

165 (24) 97 (14) 90 (13) 130 (19) 

Ultimate bearing strength, MPa 

(ksi) 

- 415 (60) 415 (60) 515 (75) 

Bearing yield strength, MPa (ksi) - 275 (40) 305 (44) 360 (52) 

Hardness, HB 63 60 55 70 

Hardness, HRE 75 66 62 77 

Charpy V-notch impact strength, J 

(ft.Ibf) 

2.7 (2.0) 0.79 

(0.58) 

4.1 (3.0) 1.4 (1.0) 

 

Table 2:6: Typical tensile properties of AZ91C-T6 sand castings at elevated 

temperatures (Obanijesu et al, 2010b) 

Testing temperature Tensile strength Yield strength Elongation  

o
C 

o
F MPa Ksi MPa Ksi In 50mm % 

150 300 185 27 97 14 40 

240 400 115 27 83 12 40 
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2.4 Some Existing Natural Gas Pipeline Projects 

Due to its rising global demand, several onshore and offshore inter-state and 

transboundary natural gas pipeline networks are being constructed with each 

transporting millions to billions cubic meters per day with construction cost running 

into several millions or billions of US dollar (Tables 2.7 and 2.8). 

Almost 500,000 miles of oil and gas transmission pipeline criss-cross the United 

States (Parformak, 2004) with the Alaskan oil pipeline bringing crude oil from the 

Prudhoe Bay oil field on the North Slope to tanker ships docked in southern Alaska, 

traversing 1270 km of Alaskan wilderness (Figure 2.1). The pipeline carries up to 2 

million barrels of oil per day from the Arctic coast to the Gulf of Alaska (Encarta, 

2004). 

Shell Transmission owns over 17 Gulf of Mexico natural gas pipelines in operation 

or under construction with capacity of almost 9 billion cubic feet per day (b-ft
3
/d) 

while as at 2003, Equitable Gas Company was supplying over 250,000 customers in 

Southwestern Pennsylvania as well as providing natural gas distribution services to 

over 260,000 residential, commercial and industrial customers located mainly in the 

city of Pittsburgh and surrounding municipalities in Southwestern Pennsylvania. 

 

Figure 2.1: Alaska oil pipeline - A suspended pipeline (Encarta, 2004)
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Table 2.7: Various interstate pipeline projects, their diameter and length 

Project name Country Start Point End Point Diameter 

(in) 

Length 

(km) 

Capacity Construction 

Cost 

 Australia Ballera Wallumbilla 16 293   

 Australia Bayu Undan field Darwin 24 187 2250 bpd A$1.5bn 

Eastern Gas Pipeline Australia Longford Sydney 18 312   

 Australia Darwin Moomba  3500 -   

 Australia Bunbury Albany  320 -   

 Australia Darwin Dunbury  1530 -   

Natural Gas Pipeline 

(Offshore + onshore) 

Australia 
Longford, Victoria Bell Bay,Tasmania  14 734   $350m 

Gove Lateral Australia Moreton, Cape York Weipa 16 670   

PNG-Qweensland 

Project 

 Torres Strait 

(Papua New Guinea) 
Gladstone, Australia  816   

Enbridge Phase 5 (2007) USA Black Horse Corners  

Gate (North Dakota) 

Route Segment E 

North Dakota 
42 83.2 30000 bpd US$78m 

Enbridge Phase 6(2009) USA Western End Minot, North Dakota 24 1050 40000 bpd US$150m  

Enbridge Phase 6 (2009) USA Minot Clearbrook,   51000 bpd  
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Minnesota 

Pathfinder (Proposed) USA 
North Border Pipeline 

Moyes, Minnesota 

and Emerson 
 440   

Pathfinder Natural Gas 

(on-going) 

USA 

(2008-2010) 
Wamsutter, Wyoming Midwest 42 800 

2.0 billion 

cfpd 
 

Bison (On-going) USA 

(2008-2010) 

Rookies Mountain 

Area 
Midwest and Chicago 36 1076.8 Over  610  

Pathfinder USA Meeker Colorado Wamsutter 30 225   

Escravos – Lagos  

Pipeline System 

Nigeria Escravos 

Warri 
Alagbado, Lagos 24 359 

2.7 billion 

cfpd 
 

WAGP Nigeria  Alagbado, Lagos Badagry, Lagos 30 57   

WAGP Ghana  Takoradi  Effasu  12 80   
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Table 2.8: Various global transboundary natural gas pipeline projects 

Project name From To Diam (in) Length (km) Nature Capacity Construction Cost 

PNG-Qweensland 

Project 

Kubutu, Papua New 

Guinea 

Gladstone 

(Australia) 
16 1195 

Onshore/ 

Offshore 

  

Keystone XL 

pipeline (2008) 

Alberta, Canada Nebraska 

USA 
36 3200 

Onshore/ 

Offshore 
1.1 million bpd US$12 billion 

WAGP, Project Lagos, Nigeria 
Takoradi, Ghana 

Vary with 

portion 
674 

 

Offshore 
11.3 billion cmpd US$550 million 

WAGP, Project Nigeria  Cotonou, Benin  20 51 Offshore   

WAGP, 2009 Cotonou, Benin Lome & Tema 

Togo 
16 276 

Offshore 
3.39 billion cmpd US$130 million 

WAGP, 2009 Tema, Togo  Takoradi, Ghana 12 233 Offshore  1.7 billion cmpd US$106 million 

BTC Pipeline 2004 Baku, Azerbaijan 
Ceyhan Turkey  1572 

 

Offshore 
 US$3.6 billion 

Subsea Gas 

Pipeline 2004 

Sangachal Terminal, 

Azerbaijan 

Central Azeri 

Georgia 
28 186 

 

Offshore 
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Due to the mounting pressure on the gas utilization from increase in global 

population and industrial applications, Gas Industry is now forced to explore at 

deepwater regions in search for the crucial energy source; and with the successful 

operation of the existing pipeline networks, more countries are getting involved 

thereby promoting cross-border networking. Offshore gas wells run from various 

depths depending on the depth of the water which are generally classified as shallow 

or deep water. While Sangachal gas terminal pipeline, located at 55km South of 

Baku and covering area of 500 km
2
 and known as one of the world‘s largest 

integrated oil and gas processing terminals was laid by a pipe-lay barge at 200m 

water depth, the depth of the six East Azeri gas well range from 4000m to 5300m; 

and the design depth for the Shah Deniz well is 6285m. 

Saipem s.p.A constructed a $7 billion worth of natural gas export pipeline between 

Qatar, Oman and UAE. The two-phase project, tagged as the Dolphin Gas Project 

(DGC) started in March 2004 and was completed in August 2006. The project which 

still remains one of the largest Transboundary projects in the Middle East, involved 

shipping about 440,000 tons of steel pipes manufactured from Japan to the Gulf for 

coating and laying in a continuous process to a maximum depth of 50 meters. The 

first phase involved the development of two platforms in Qatar's North field, two 

multi-phase offshore sealines to the processing facilities and the gas treatment and 

compression plants at Ras Laffan. The second phase involved the construction of a 

48in diameter by 364km subsea pipeline that carries gas to the UAE at a cost of 

$3.5bn. The pipeline, with maximum capacity of 3.2 billion cubic feet of natural gas 

per day (b-ft
3
/d) carried its first gas in 2007 at 2b-ft

3
/d with an expected life period of 

25 years. 

In 2004, a 1440 km long pipeline was constructed from Libya at a cost of $6.6 

billion to Egypt and Tunisia for natural gas supply (Cordesman and Al-Rodhan, 

2006). The Transboundary pipeline project termed ―Western Libyan Gas Project‖ 

was constructed at 2km offshore Wafa Coaster Plant at the water depth of 28m. The 

pipeline was designed for 25 years duration at a flowrate of 5600m
3
/hr. 

Nigeria is presently constructing a $550 million pipeline of 617 km offshore pipeline 

and 57 km onshore pipe-length to transport 11.3 bm
3
/d of natural gas to power 

generators and industrial consumers in Ghana, Benin and Togo for thermal and 
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industrial. The project tagged ―West African Gas Pipeline (WAGP)‖ Project called 

for installation of 617 km of offshore pipeline and 57 km of onshore pipeline from 

an offtake at an existing natural gas system near Lagos (Amao, 2004) with a 

throughput capacity of 12.718 x 10
9
 m

3
 (450 MMscfd). The project was planned to 

be extended to some other West African countries with time. 

Of equal importance is the on-going Gorgon project in Australia which is notably 

known for her significant natural gas reserves. The Gorgon Project, estimated at 

AUS$43 billion is designed to extract and process natural gas from eleven separate 

natural gas reservoirs on the North West Shelf of Western Australia. The project is 

set to produce up to 15 million tonnes per annum of LNG which is to be transported 

to China and also provide 300 tera joules (276 million ft
3
) of natural gas per day to 

Western Australia‘s domestic gas pipelines. The project also incorporates a carbon 

dioxide (CO2) sequestration plant that will inject up to 120 million tons of CO2 

underground within the lifetime of the plant. The processing plant for the natural gas 

production and CO2 sequestration is to be built on a small section of Barrow Island, a 

―Class A‖ nature reserve. The Gorgon project involves lengthy subsea piping from 

the natural gas fields to the processing plant. 

2.4.1 WAGP Project – Project description 

WAGP project (Fig 2.2) involved transportation of 11.3 bm
3
/d natural gas supplies 

from Nigeria to power generators and industrial consumers in Ghana, Benin and 

Togo for thermal and industrial uses through an additional installation of 617km of 

offshore pipeline and 57km of onshore pipeline from an offtake at the existing 

359km Escravos-Lagos natural gas system. 

The project, whose construction started in 2005 with an estimated cost of $550m and 

initial shelf-life of 20 years before renewal, included pipeline installation and 

metering, pressure regulation, gas scrubbing and compression facilities. The work 

was sponsored through the joint venture agreement of Nigerian National Petroleum 

Corporation (NNPC), ChevronTexaco West African Gas Pipeline Co. Ltd, Shell 

Overseas Holdings Ltd and Takoradi Power Co. Ltd and the total pipe-length is 

1033km. 
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Figure 2.2: View of the WAGP project from Nigeria to Ghana with laterals at 

Cotonou, Lome, Tema and Takoradi (Obanijesu and Sonibare, 2005 – modified) 

359km of the total 1033km pipe-length was already in place through the existing 

pipeline system from Escravos at Niger-Delta area of Nigeria to Alagbado in Lagos. 

Of the remaining 674km that was constructed, 57km of the pipe-length would 

transport the gas from Alagbado (Lagos) to Badagry beach in Nigeria while 617km 

transboundary portion ran offshore from Badagry beach (in Nigeria) through 

Cotonou (in Benin) and Lome (in Togo) to Takoradi Power Station (in Ghana). 

Another 80km offshore pipe-length was then run from Takoradi to Effasu in Ghana. 

Specifically, the existing Escravos-Lagos pipeline with 24in internal diameter and 

capacity of about 2.5b-ft
3
/d (4.24 x 10

9
 m

3
/d) had the tie-in point to the WAGP 

project at Alagbado West of Lagos. The Alagbado-Badagry pipeline network had an 

internal diameter of 30in with length of 30km onshore and 27km offshore as an 

extension of the existing Escravos-Lagos Pipeline System. The onshore portion 

commenced at Alagbado and terminated at the Atlantic Beach in South of Ajido near 

Topol Badagry in Lagos state after crossing the Badagry Creek. The Badagry 

Lateral spurs 
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Lagoon Creek and the Atlantic beach crossing was achieved using both the 

horizontal directional drilling and trenching and burial operations. 

The onshore pipeline system included a mid-line relief system located off the Otta-

Idi Iroko highway near Canaan Land in Ogun state. An 18000-horse power onshore 

compressor station was put in place at the Lagos beach from where 20in by 51km 

pipeline was connected and extended 15km offshore before turning west across the 

Nigeria-Benin border to Cotonou. While maintaining the 15km offshore extension, 

the internal diameter was reduced to 16in for 276km to Tema where a further size 

reduction to 12in for another 233km to Takoradi. Another 12in x 80km offshore 

pipeline was linked from Takoradi to Effasu. 

Along the base route, additional lateral spurs, averaging 15km were extended from 

the base pipeline route to landfall regulating and metering facilities at Cotonou, 

Lome and Tema. The spur diameters were 8in, 10in and 18in at Cotonou, Lome and 

Tema respectively while a compression station operating between 40 and 150MW 

was installed at Cotonou. The Cotonou-Tema pipe-length with the initial cost 

estimate of $130million was designed to convey 60MMscfd (1.70 x 10
9
 m

3
/d) 

natural gas initially with the ultimate expectation of 120MMscfd (3.39 x 10
9
 m

3
/d). 

The ultimate destination in Ghana was the Volta River Authority Plant in Takoradi. 

The Tema-Takoradi pipe-length with the initial cost estimate of $106million was 

also designed to supply 60MMscfd (1.70 x 10
9
 m

3
/d) of natural gas to Takoradi 

Power Plant with gas demand of 43MMscfd (1.22 x 10
9
 m

3
/d) and the additional 

Hydro Power Plant in Effasu. In Tema, it was expected to supply VALCO power 

plant whose gas demand is 21MMscfd (0.60 x 10
9
 m

3
/d).  The specifications for 

each location are given in Tables 2.9 – 2.14. 

Table 2.9: Benin power plant (Obanijesu and Macaulay, 2009) 

Item Comment  

Operator CEB 

Capacity 40-150MW 

Status Preliminary Studies Done 
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Table 2.10: Segment 2 of the pipeline system (Cotonou to Tema) (Obanijesu and 

Macaulay, 2009) 

Item Comment  

Capacity 80mmscfd (2.26 x 10
9
 m

3
)  (initial) 

120mmscfd (3.39 x 10
9
 m

3
)  (final) 

Length 276km 

Diameter 16in 

Cost $130million (initial) 

 

Table 2.11: Operating capacity of Valco power plant in Tema (Obanijesu and 

Macaulay, 2009) 

Item Comment  

Operator Valco 

Capacity Up to 100MW 

Gas Demand 21MMSCFD (0.60 x 10
9
 m

3
) (Max.) 

Type: Combined Cycled Gas Turbine 

Status Under Evaluation 

Remarks Valco considering supplemental power to allow them to 

restart their 25% of capacity that is currently idle 

 

Table 2.12: Segment 3 of the project (Tema to Takoradi) (Obanijesu and Macaulay, 

2009) 

Item Comment  

Capacity 60MMSCFD (1.70 x 10
9
 m

3
) 

Diameter 12in 

Length 233km 

Cost $106million (initial) 
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Table 2.13: Takoradi power plant (Obanijesu and Macaulay, 2009) 

Item Comment  

Operator Volta River Authority 

Capacity 40MMSCFD (1.13 x 10
9
 m

3
) 

Type Combined Cycle Gas Turbine. 

Type Start-up: 2Q 1997 

Status Under construction 

Initial fuel Light crude oil 

Financing World Bank 

Remarks Two-100MW GE turbine to be installed. 

 

Table 2.14: Tema power plant (Obanijesu and Macaulay, 2009) 

Item Comment  

Operator GNPC 

Phase 1 

Capacity 131MW (simple cycle) 

Expanded capacity 200MW (Combined Cycle) 

Start-Up Funding Pending 

Phase2 

Capacity 120MW 

 

2.4.2 The Australian Gorgon Project – Project Description 

The Gorgon gas project, aimed at developing eleven natural gas fields (Figure 2.3) is 

estimated to cost about AUS$43 billion to the operators (Table 2.15). 

As the biggest single investment ever made so far in Australia, the Gorgon LNG is 

expected to provide jobs for about 6000 people at the peak construction period, bring 

an export income of about $300 billion from LNG sales to customers in the Asia-

Pacific over the next 20 years (Table 2.16). The project is also expected to buy about 

$33 billion worth of Australian good and services over the next few years and 

generate about $40 billion in government revenue over the next two decades. 
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Figure 2.3: The eleven gas fields to be developed under Gorgon gas project 

(Thoebald, 2006). 

Table 2.15: Gorgon operators by share (DSD, 2010) 

Operators Share (%) 

Chevron Australia (main operator) 50 

Exxon Mobil 25 

Royal Dutch Shell 25 

 

Table 2.16: Already signed sales and purchase agreements between the Gorgon 

Project stakeholders and Asia-Pacific establishments. 

Stake holder  Quantity Duration 

 

Chevron 

Australia 

Osaka Gas 1.4 Mtpa 25 years 

Tokyo Gas 1.1 Mtpa 25 years 

Chubu Electric Power 1.44 Mtpa 25 years 

GS Caltex of South Korea  0.5 Mtpa 20 years 

 

Shell Petroleum 

PetroChina   Long term 

BP  Long term 

ExxonMobil Petronet LNG (India) 1.5 Mtpa 20 year 

PetroChina (China) 2.25 Mtpa 20 year 
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The gas fields are located about 130 km off the north-west coast of Western 

Australia and collectively contain about 40 trillion cubic feet (tcf) of natural gas 

which is approximately 25% of Australia‘s known gas reservoirs with majority of 

the recoverable gas comings from the Jansz-lo and Gorgon fields. Gases from the 

fields would be channeled into Gorgon and Jansz fields depending on the nearer field 

and then transported through two separate subsea pipelines, one from each field 

(Figure 2.4) to a process plant located on Barrow Island (Figure 2.5) for separation 

into various components before further distribution to final destinations as Liquefied 

Natural Gas (LNG) or town gas (domestic gas). 

Each pipeline has a different gas composition with the pipeline from Gorgon gas 

field consisting of high amounts of CO2 while the pipeline from Jansz-Io 

predominately contains gas with very low condensate content (Table 2.17). 

 

 

Figure 2.4: Conceptual map of Gorgon gas project showing relevant gas fields, 

pipelines and processing plant on Barrow Island (Theobald, 2006) 
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Figure 2.5: Gorgon gas project subsea well development schematic (Chevron 

Australia, 2011)  
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Table 2.17: Gorgon and Jansz fields‘ compositions and required specifications 

(Chevron Australia, 2009; Hosa et al, 2011) 

Component* Gorgon 

(Vol%) 

Jansz 

(Vol%) 

Typical LNG 

Specification (Vol%) 

Current Domestic Gas 

Specification (Vol%) 

CO2 14-15 0.28 <100ppm <3.6 

N2 2-3 2.35 <1 Total inert gasses <6.5 

Hydrocarbons 

Methane 76.71 97.48 - - 

Ethane 3.23 3.75 - - 

Propane 0.89 1.06 - - 

Butane 0.3 0.41 - - 

Pentane and 

heaviers 0.13 0.63 - - 

Hydrocarbon 

Total 83+ 97.4 99 93.5+ 

*Feed gas contains traces of hydrogen sulfide, mercury and aromatics from the 

reservoirs. 

The tieback subsea pipeline from Jansz field which is 20in by 90km (Clough, 2011) 

is required to traverse some jagged, rocky and uneven seabed (Figure 2.6) from a 

depth of 1350m onto the continental shelf with substantially incline slope and cliff 

height of substantial maximum depth of 250m (Figure 2.7). A direct route from the 

Jansz field to the processing plant at Barrow Island would subject the pipeline to 

inclinations of up to 70 degrees, thereby passing through an area of seabed instability 

around the Chrysaor canyons which had recently shown some activity (Equid 2008). 

The produced gas would be sent to Barrow Island where a gas treatment facility 

(Figure 2.8) has been installed to process 15 million tons per annum of LNG and 300 

terajoules (276 million cubic feet) per day of domestic gas (Table 2.18). The 

treatment facility consists of three parts which are CO2 geo-sequestration, LNG and 

domestic gas production facilities. The 14% CO2 recovered from the gas stream after 

processing will be injected using the geo-sequestration facility into a saline aquifer 

approximately 2km below the production plant. 
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Table 2.18: Production rates of exports from Barrow Island.  

Product Production rate Product destination 

Condensate 20000 bbl/day Japan, India and local markets 

Liquefied Natural Gas 15 MTPA Japan and India 

Domestic Gas 300 terajoules/day Perth, Western Australia 

 

 

Figure 2.6: Seabed profiles at Jansz (Equid, 2008) 

 

Figure 2.7: Pipe span due to cliff (RCEBC, 2009) 
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Figure 2.8: The gas treatment facility at Barrow Island 

It is estimated that the plant will sequester a total of 120 million tons of carbon 

dioxide within the lifetime of the plant with a proposed maximum injection of 4.9 

million tons per year through 8 wells. If these injection rates are reached, the Gorgon 

project is expected to reduce net global greenhouse gas emissions by approximately 

45 million tons per year. Geo-sequestration injections are expected to commence in 

2014 (Hosa et al. 2011). 

The LNG is to be exported to China and neighboring countries whereas, the 

domestic gas whose main treatments involve acid gas removal, dehydration and 

liquefaction (Figure 2.9) is for local consumption within Western Australia. 

Barrow Island (Figure 2.10) is a Class ―A‖ nature reserve due to the presence of 

unique and endangered flora, fauna and surrounding waters. It is located off the 

Pilbara coast 85 km North-North-East of the town of Onslow and 140 km west of 

Karratha. The Island is approximately 25 km long and 10 km wide and covers 

approximately 23500 ha. It is the largest of a group of islands, including the 

Montebello and Lowendal Islands. The Island is home to at least 22 unique terrestrial 

species which include the endemic Barrow Island Euro, White winged Fairy Wren, a 

subterranean blink snake and a range of other cave dwelling species. The island is 

also a significant nesting site for marine turtles. The mean ambient wind speed 
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around the Island during the summer period (October to March) is 6.6 m/s and the 

maximum summer wind speed is 16.2 m/s. The dominant directions during summer 

are from the South-West and West. During winter (April to September), winds 

approach from the East, South and South-West and have a mean speed of 5.8 m/s 

and maximum speed of 19.4 m/s. Easterly gales occur between May and August with 

speeds in the range of 12.5–20 m/s. (MetOcean 2006). 

Figure 2.9: Gorgon gas processing plant (Chevron Australia, 2012) 

 

Figure 2.10: Barrow Island and surrounding area 
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2.5 Hydrate Formation Problems along Offshore Gas Pipelines 

2.5.1 General Description 

During the offshore pipeline transportation, the low paraffinic homologous (C1 – C4) 

composition of natural gas usually combines with the non-hydrocarbon components 

of the gas (such as N2, CO2, H2S) and water vapour to form gas hydrate which is one 

of the major flow assurance problems encountered in the production, processing and 

transportation of natural gas. Gas hydrates are ice-shaped, crystal lattice, solid 

compounds formed by the physical combination of water molecules with small 

hydrocarbon molecules and the non-hydrocarbon components at high pressure and 

low temperature due to the weak Van der Waals forces and the hydrogen bonding 

properties of water (Hao et al., 2006; Du et al., 2007; Liu et al. 2007). The crystalline 

compound is stabilized by the encapsulated smaller molecular diameters guest such 

as CH4 and C2H6 (Sloan and Koh, 2007) which are trapped in the microcavities of a 

crystal lattice provided by the host water (Figure 2.11).  

 

Figure 2.11: Gas hydrate when formed inside a gas pipeline (Obanijesu et al, 2011) 

A typical hydrate composes of 90% H2O while other components constitute the 

remaining 10% (Abdel-Aal et al, 2003). Specifically, at 1 MPa, ethane gas can form 

gas hydrates at temperatures below 4
O
C whereas, at 3 MPa, it can easily form 

hydrate at temperature below 14 
O
C (Talaghat et al, 2009). Undersea gas 

transportation pipelines often have such thermodynamically suitable conditions for 

this formation (Palmer and King, 2008; Lorenzo, 2009) because the gas is 
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transported at supersonic velocity under high pressure and a very low ambient 

temperature. 

Due to the rapid formation of gas hydrates, it is considered by far the most serious 

and common problem in flow assurance in the case of deep subsea transportation 

compared to other solid deposits (Sloan, 2005).  

Hydrates have important bearing on flow assurance and safety issues in oil and gas 

pipelines due to their physical properties, most notably, the non-flowing crystalline 

solids which make them denser than typical fluid (Sloan, 2003). 

2.5.2 Hydrate Formation Process 

Water molecules are known to show some unusual properties through the boiling 

point, enthalpy of vaporization and expansion upon freezing when compared to other 

molecules with similar characteristics. This is explained by its possession of two 

unbounded pairs of electrons (from oxygen) which induce electrostatic charges on 

the molecules to result in hydrogen bonding. Though, hydrogen bonding is also 

present in alcohols and group 6A compounds with hydrogen, it is particularly 

stronger in water (Uno et al, 2000; Sovago et al, 2008). This enables water to form 

hydrates as a result of its hydrogen bonding property. This bonding causes water 

molecules as the host to align in regular orientation while the guest or former 

molecules (CH4, C2H6, C3H8, Cl2, H2S, CO2, e.t.c.) stabilize the aligned molecules 

through the van der Waal forces (which must be strong enough) to precipitate a solid 

mixture known as hydrate (Cwiklik and Devlin, 2010), however, there is no bonding 

between the guest and host molecules. 

Solubility of the guest molecule is also of paramount importance since it must not be 

highly soluble in water (Martın and Peters, 2009; Jacobson and Molinero, 2010). 

CO2, H2S and SO2 that are significantly soluble represent the upper limits while 

ammonia and HCl that are highly soluble in water cannot form hydrates. 

Hydrate formation is enhanced by turbulence (velocity and agitation), nucleation 

sites and free water (Moon et al, 2003; Anderson et al, 2007; Wenji et al, 2009). Gas 

is normally transported at high velocity which gives rise to agitation along the pipe-

length due to the flow condition. This gas will finally flow through the narrowing at 

the choke valves where temperature drop will be experienced due to Joule Thompson 

http://publish.aps.org/search/field/author/Sovago_Maria
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effects, hence, the formation of hydrates (Harun and Watt, 2009). Presence of 

welded spots (elbows, tee etc), dirt, scales, slits and sands also make good nucleation 

sites while free-water is an enhancer since the gas-water interface is a good 

nucleation point. 

2.5.3 Identified Types of Hydrates 

Hydrates are generally grouped into Type I, Type II and Type H as defined by their 

structures (Hashimoto et al, 2006); however, type I and Type II are the most 

encountered hydrates in natural gas pipelines. Type I, with Dodecahedron (12-sided 

polyhedron) and Tetrakaidecahedron (14-sided polyhedron) structures is the simplest 

hydrate structures. It is generally formed by CH4, C2H6, CO2, and H2S (Takeya et al, 

2006; Makino et al, 2010) and consists of 14 water molecules with the theoretical 

formula of X.5
 

 
H2O where X is the former.  

Type II, with Dodecahedron and Hexakaidecahedron (16-sided polyhedron) 

structures and formed by N2, C3H8 and i-C4H10 consists of 136 water molecules with 

X.5
 

 
H2O and X.17H2O as theoretical compositions (Das et al, 2009; Liang and 

Kusalik, 2010). While N2 occupies both the small and large cages, the other two only 

occupy the large cages due to their sizes. 

Type H can only be formed in the presence of two formers, which are of small 

molecule (mainly methane) and large molecules such as 2-methylbutane, 2-2 

dimethyl butane, cyclohexane, etc. these large molecules are rarely found in natural 

gas. 

Size-wise, the CH4, H2S, and CO2 have the molecular size range of 4.4-5.4Å. These 

sizes are small enough to occupy both the small and large cages to form Type I 

hydrate. C2H6 falls within the next region of 5.6-5.8Å to occupy the large cage alone, 

it equally forms Type I hydrate. C3H8 and i-C4H10 with size range of 6.0-6.9Å fall 

within the next range to occupy only the large cages to form Type II. 

2.5.4 Growth 

Hydrate is ideally formed as tiny particles at the interface between the water and 

hydrocarbon phases. These entrained hydrate-encrusted water droplets would start to 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science?_ob=ArticleURL&_udi=B6TFN-506W6SW-2&_user=41361&_coverDate=07%2F19%2F2010&_rdoc=1&_fmt=high&_orig=search&_sort=d&_docanchor=&view=c&_searchStrId=1433762128&_rerunOrigin=scholar.google&_acct=C000004498&_version=1&_urlVersion=0&_userid=41361&md5=a389fe46304ad35e096c1a1244632f7a#vt1
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science?_ob=ArticleURL&_udi=B6TFN-506W6SW-2&_user=41361&_coverDate=07%2F19%2F2010&_rdoc=1&_fmt=high&_orig=search&_sort=d&_docanchor=&view=c&_searchStrId=1433762128&_rerunOrigin=scholar.google&_acct=C000004498&_version=1&_urlVersion=0&_userid=41361&md5=a389fe46304ad35e096c1a1244632f7a#vt2
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grow if not quickly removed till it agglomerate into larger hydrates masses, leading 

to an increase in the slurry viscosity which finally plugs the line (Figure 2.12). 

 

Figure 2.12: Hydrate formation model in a Gas-Oil-Water multiphase flow system 

2.5.5 Hydrate Implications on Subsea Transport System 

Failure to quickly remove the formed hydrate would lead to plugging of the inner 

orifice of the subsea transfer lines (Figure 2.13). This will lead to high pressure 

build-up inside the line and eventual collapse of the line to cause serious risk to the 

safety of operating personnel and equipment. The collapsed pipeline also releases the 

fluid content into the immediate environment to cause various environmental 

degradation problems. 

  

Figure 2.13: Subsea gas pipeline plugged by hydrate (Lorenzo, 2009) 
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This problem usually costs the industry billions of dollars to mitigate annually with 

no permanent solution in focus. A significant operating expense equal to hundreds of 

millions of US dollars is annually devoted to hydrate prevention with half spent on 

inhibition while offshore operations additionally spends approximately US$ 1 

million per mile on insulation to prevent hydrate formation along the subsea 

pipelines (Jassim and Abdi, 2008). Prevention of hydrate formation requires as much 

as 10-15% of the production cost, this is a substantial investment. Also, the continual 

removal of hydrate plugs from an onshore well can cost up to $1 million with an 

offshore pipeline costing upwards of $2-4 million (Makogon, 1997). 

2.5.6 Existing Prevention/Minimization Options 

Formation of hydrates require three conditions which are low temperature and high 

pressure with formation point values depending on the gas composition; presence of 

a former (or a guest) and appropriate amount of water. One of these three conditions 

must be eliminated in order to prevent the hydrate formation. However, apart from 

being desired products, the former(s) cannot be removed from the reservoir; hence, 

the need to work on the other two conditions. 

Since hydrate formation could not be totally prevented, all efforts in the industry are 

directed towards inhibiting its formation and/or preventing its agglomeration by the 

use of chemicals generally referred to as hydrate inhibitors. These inhibitors are 

generally categorized into thermodynamics, kinetics and anti-coagulants (or anti-

agglomeration) based on their inhibiting techniques (Frostman et al, 2003; Gao, 

2009). 

Thermodynamic inhibitors, which are the alcohols and glycols (both are polar 

solvents), and the ionic salts inhibit by depressing the freezing point. At required 

concentration, these chemicals effectively shift the thermodynamic equilibrium by 

lowering the temperature of formation point or increasing the pressure. The alcohols 

used in gas industry are methanol (MeOH), ethanol and glycerol while the glycols 

are ethylene glycol, diethylene glycol and triethylene glycol. Also, the applied ionic 

salts include the NaCl, CaCl2, NaBr, K2CO3, KBr and KCl (Ostergaard et al, 2005). 

According to Carroll (2009), the freezing point depression is a function of inhibitor‘s 

concentration and molar mass. This is given as 
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         Equation 2.1 

Where    is the mole fraction of the solute (inhibitor);    is the Temprature 

depression (
o
C);   is the Universal gas constant (8.314 Jmol

-1
k

-1
);    is the Melting 

point of the solvent (K) and     is the Heat transfer coefficient 

Conversion of the mole fraction to mass fraction followed by re-arrangement gives 

    
     

 

   
 * 

  

          
      Equation 2.2 

Thus 

      
  

          
       Equation 2.3 

Where 

   is the molar mass of the solvent (the H2O),    is the molar mass of the solute (the 

inhibitor),    is the weight percent of the solute (the inhibitor) and For H2O, the   

value is     . 

While transmitting gas through pipeline, methanol is injected at low rates of 0.5 – 

1.5m
3
/day and high pressure of 7000Kpa (Carroll, 2009) at a typical deepwater 

concentration of 0.25-1.0 bbl MeOH/bbl H2O (Frostman et al, 2003). Methyl 

ethylene glycol (MEG) rates are comparable to that of MeOH but very expensive 

cost-wise. For it to be economical, MEG is usually recovered and recycled. Though, 

methanol is very useful in combating hydrate formation along gas pipeline and 

process equipment, it however has an adverse effect by forming azeotropes with 

some of the gas components such as propane and butane (Hadler et al, 2009). This 

makes binary distillation impossible as a separation option. Also, it can easily 

dissolve alcohol-based corrosion inhibitors to lead to unexpected corrosion problem 

along the line (Carroll, 2009). Also, small quantity of air from the atmosphere 

usually dissolves into methanol during its storage. As this is injected into the 

pipeline system with methanol as inhibitor, the air accumulates within the line with 

time to promote corrosion. 

Furthermore, based on National Fluid Power Association (NFPA) rating (Table 

2.19), methanol is highly flammable compared to glycols. This makes its storage 
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more dangerous especially, at a confined place such as offshore rigs. Ethylene glycol 

is slightly toxic, though, methanol, ethanol, dietheylene glycol and triethylene glycol 

are non-toxic. 

Table 2.19: The NFPA rating for methanol (MSDS, 2009) 

Item Rating 

Health 1 

Flammability 3 

Instability 0 

 

Ammonia (NH3) could have been a better economical and operational inhibitor 

compared to methanol. With NH3, lower weight percent would have been required to 

achieve the same result due to its lower molar mass. It can also diffuse through the 

gas phase to reach the hydrate plug. However, it is toxic (Megraud et al, 1992; 

Klerke et al, 2008; Li and Duan, 2012) and can also react with CO2 and H2S in 

aqueous phase. 

Acetone is expensive, thus, making its use as an inhibitor costly. It also promotes 

hydrate at low concentration while acting as an inhibitor at high concentrations 

(Mainusch et al, 1997). 

The kinetic and anti-coagulant inhibitors however require lower dosage compared to 

thermodynamic inhibitors (Villano et al, 2008). The Kinetic hydrate inhibitors 

(KHIs) inhibit by slowing down the process of crystallization. They achieve this by 

causing interference with the nucleation and/or the crystal growth of hydrate, thus, 

delaying the growth of hydrate formation and provide enough time for transportation 

of the gas to its destination (Al-Adel et al, 2008; Kelland et al, 2008). They are 

mostly polymers and significantly soluble in water. Fu et al (2001) indicated that 

KHIs can reduce the hydrate formation temperature by about 11
o
C at 3000ppm or 

lower concentration. The use of KHIs is capable of saving the industry up to 40% of 

chemical cost compared to thermodynamic inhibitors. 

Instead of preventing the formation of hydrate, anti-coagulants inhibitors allow the 

formation but prevent the accumulation. This allows its transport as slurry with the 

natural gas thus, preventing the plugging. 
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However, all the inhibitor types can only significantly reduce the hydrate formation 

temperatures; they cannot prevent its formation. Hydrate is finally formed as the 

temperature along the pipelength continues to drop. This is especially imminent at 

the cold regions and offshore pipelines where the seawater temperature ranges 

between −1°C to +6°C. The formation starts in bits and agglomerates to chips that 

finally solidify to plug the flowlines. 

2.6 Part of Present Research Contribution to Knowledge 

Before this study, all the available articles on hydrate formation have been focusing 

mainly on its ability to plug the pipe-length without any suggestion on its ability to 

initiate corrosion, thus, undermining the magnitude of this problem to pipeline 

industry. Obanijesu et al (2010a; 2011a) bridged this knowledge gap by identifying 

the ability of hydrate formation to initiate corrosion along the offshore gas pipelines. 

They further identify the types of corrosion that could be initiated, the mechanisms 

of initiation, and the consequences of the resulted corrosions and finally proposed 

some management options. Their work opened a new area of research interest on 

hydrate-corrosion relationship. 

According to Obanijesu et al (2010a; 2011a), gas hydrates are capable to initiate 

various corrosion types along the internal portion of natural gas pipelines through 

physical and chemical and electrochemical processes based on the hydrate formation 

stage, the hydrate size and the contact period with the pipe‘s surface. The acidic 

gases (H2S, CO2 and Cl
-
) that are part of hydrate composition are eventually 

responsible for the corrosions (NS, 2005; Obanijesu, 2009). Available water is also a 

corrosion agent. At each stage of hydrate processes, interaction and reaction take 

place between the hydrate composition and the pipe‘s inner wall to initiate the 

internal corrosion as henceforth reported.  

2.7 Corrosion Intiation by Physical and Electrochemical Processes 

At different formation stages, the fluid goes from liquid to semi-solid hydrate and 

finally to solid hydrate. During each of these stages, a continuous interaction 

between the hydrate phase and the pipe wall could initiate cavitations, erosion, 

pitting, galvanized and stress cracking corrosions. 
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2.7.1 Cavitation corrosion through Physical Process 

The first formation stage is in a semi-solid state with the hydrate blocks having 

liquid inside the cavities. This will readily collapse at high impact with a rigid 

surface like that of pipe‘s wall to initiate the cavitations corrosion. Cavitation 

corrosion (Figure 2.14) is caused by the collapse of bubbles formed at areas of low 

pressure in the conveyed fluid (Roberge, 2008).  

 

Figure 2.14: Cavitation of a nickel alloy pump impeller blade exposed to HCl acid 

medium (CHCMT, 2009) 

The fluid, traveling at a very high speed will experience a drop in pressure at a point 

of discontinuity in the flow path, especially, at the joints and bends. This will lead to 

the formation of gas or vapor bubbles (transient voids or vacuum bubbles) in the 

stream which would implode upon hitting the metal surface to produce a shock wave 

sufficiently strong enough to remove the protective films. The cavitations corrosion 

is then greatly accelerated at this mechanically damaged surface by the reaction 

between the pipes‘ ‗naked‘ surface and the acidic content of the fluid. 

2.7.2 Erosion Corrosion through Physical Process 

With time, the hydrates graduate from semi-solid iced-chips to solidified iced-chips. 

While traveling at high velocity, these chips will be bombarding the inner surface of 

the pipe wall to cause erosion. Erosion as the destruction of a metal by abrasion or 

attrition is caused by the relative motion/flow of liquid or gas (with or without 

suspended solids in the pipe) against the metal surface. For erosion-corrosion to 
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occur, there must be a constant bombardment of particles on the pipe wall surface. 

This gradually removes the surface protective film or the metal oxide from the metal 

surface, thus, exposing the surface to erosion-corrosion (Figure 2.15) from the fluid 

properties. Factors such as turbulence, cavitations, impingement or galvanic effects 

can add to the severity of erosion-corrosion attack which eventually leads to 

pipeline‘s rapid failure. 

 

Figure 2.15: ―Horseshoe‖ erosion-corrosion damage in a copper pipeline (Obanijesu 

et al, 2011d) 

Likewise, the hydrate chips agglomerate with time to form bigger iced-block chips 

which will require more energy to transport across the surface of the pipe-wall. This 

movement will induce a relative motion between the pipe-wall and the hydrate block 

to initiate large scale of erosion-corrosion. 

2.7.3 Electrolytic and Galvanic corrosions from Electrochemical Processes 

The CO2 and/or H2S gases from the gas constituents as well as the Cl
-
 ions (and 

sometimes the acetic acid (CH3COOH)) originating from the formation water always 

react with the available water during hydrate formation process. These will produce 

acidic solutions that dissociate with time to individually yield corrosive electrolysis 

products (Equation 2.4) that ultimately interact with the pipe‘s inner surface during 

the hydrate solidification process or melting (during hydrate removal). 









COOCHHCOOHCH

HCOHCOH

33

332
                                Equation 2.4 

Corrosion reactions will be promoted over time from these components through 

electrochemical reactions to yield galvanic and electrolytic corrosions. The corrosion 
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rate will be a function of time, composition, pH and other thermodynamic properties 

such as temperature, pressure and gas fugacity amongst others (Obanijesu, 2009). 

Oxidation-reduction (or redox) reaction takes place in electrochemical corrosions 

with oxidation taking place at anode while reduction takes place at the cathode. 

However, spontaneous reactions occur in galvanic (voltaic) cells to produce galvanic 

corrosion attack (Figure 2.16) while non-spontaneous reactions take place in 

electrolytic cells. 

        

Figure 2.16: Metals attacked by galvanic corrosion (Obanijesu et al, 2010c) 

For an electrolytic cell, the anode is positive while the cathode is negative. 

Therefore, the anode attracts anions from the solution (Equations 2.5 and 2.6). 

However, the anode of a galvanic cell is negatively charged and its spontaneous 

oxidation is the source of the cell's electrons or negative charges while the cathode is 

its positive terminal. 

Anode:         eFeFe 22                  Equation 2.5 

Cathode:     222 HeH  
           Equation 2.6 

Apart from the ability of each of these corrosion types to single-handedly collapse a 

pipeline, they can also individually or collectively lead to pitting corrosion or Stress 

cracking corrosion (SCC) to partially or totally destroy the system. 

2.8 Corrosion: Chemistry and Implications on Flow Assurance 

Corrosion has been identified to be responsible for almost 50% of pipeline failure in 

the industrialized countries (Table 2.20). Corrosion is the chemical or 
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electrochemical reaction between a material, usually a metal, and its environment 

that produces a deterioration of the material and its properties (HGMCE, 2004).  

The process involves electrolytic action whereby the substances which increase the 

concentration of hydrogen ions (H
+
) such as acids and acid salts stimulate it while 

those substances that increase hydroxyl ion (OH
-
) inhibit it. Pipeline corrosions 

could be broadly classified as internal and external corrosions. While the 

environmental conditions around the pipeline are responsible for the external 

corrosion (Soares et al, 2009), the internal corrosion is mainly caused by the fluid 

flowing through the pipeline and the pipe‘s geometry. Corrosion may also be caused 

or facilitated by the activities of microorganisms living within or on the pipe wall 

(Picioreanu and Loosdrecht, 2002; Reyes et al., 2008). 

Table 2.20: Pipeline failure by cause in some developed countries (
a
 DOT, 2005; 

b
 

Cribb, 2003; 
c 
Mokrousov, 2008)  

Cause Contribution (%) 

 USA
a
 Canada

b
 Russia

c
 

 Liquid 

Pipeline 

Gas 

Pipeline 

Gas 

Pipeline 

Gas 

Pipeline 

Corrosion 19.26 41.25 57 31 

Natural forces - - 12  

Defective Weld 8.61 - 15  

Incorrect operation 3.28 -  5 

Defective pipe 4.51 - 8 12 

Outside damage 23.36 28.75 4 23 

Equipment Malfunction 9.02 11.25   

Construction defects    29 

Others 31.97 18.75 4  

 

Corrosion of the internal wall of a gas pipeline signifies the presence of significant 

partial pressures of CO2 and/or H2S. This occurs when the pipe wall is exposed to 

water and contaminants in the gas such as oxygen (O2), dihydrogen sulphide (H2S), 

carbon-dioxide (CO2) or chloride ion (Cl
-
). On a weight percentage or weight 

fraction basis, O2 is more dissolved to ordinary steels than either CO2 or H2S (Stress, 
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2003). Although, the probability of having appreciable concentrations of O2 inside a 

gas transmission line is apparently quite low, a small partial pressure of O2 can 

produce surprisingly high internal corrosion rates in steel pipes than that containing 

liquid water. 

2.8.1 Chemistry and electrochemistry of corrosion 

Electrochemical process involves the transfer of electrons from one chemical species 

to another. Metal atoms characteristically lose or give up electrons through oxidation 

reaction (Equation 2.7) which takes place at the anode (Nakajima et al, 2008) or 

reduction reaction (Equation 2.8) taking place at the cathode (Nakajima and Tajima, 

2009). 













eAlAl

eFeFe

neMM

3

2

3

2            Equation 2.7 

Most metals undergo corrosion in acid solutions that have high concentration of 

hydrogen ion ( H ) which reduced to hydrogen gas, 2H  through reduction process 

(Equation 2.8). 

222 HeH  

          Equation 2.8 

For an acid solution having dissolved oxygen, reduction according to Equation (2.9) 

may occur (Miah and Ohsaka, 2009) whereas, for a neutral or basic aqueous solution 

in which oxygen is dissolved, reduction according to Equation (2.10) is mostly 

favored (Xu et al, 2009a). 

OHeHO 22 244  

      Equation 2.9 

)(442 22

  OHeOHO       Equation 2.10 

For multivalent ions, reduction may occur by decreasing its valence state through 

acceptance of an electron (Equation 2.11) or by totally reducing itself from an ionic 

state to a neutral metallic state (Equation 2.12). Two or more of the reduction 

processes may occur simultaneously. 


 )1(n

n MeM           Equation 2.11 
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MneM n  

       
Equation 2.12 

However, corrosion by chemical reaction does not involve electron transfer.  In this 

case, the metal is attacked by a diluted acid (e.g HCl) to evolve hydrogen gas 

(Equation 2.13). 

222 HFeClHClFe               Equation 2.13 

2.8.2 Classification of corrosion 

Corrosion can be generally classified into three major categories while the corrosion 

through microbial activities could be the fourth group. The first group belongs to 

those that can be readily identified by visual examination; this includes uniform 

corrosion, localized corrosion and galvanic corrosion. In the second group are those 

that require further examination for identification. They include erosion-corrosion, 

cavitations corrosion, fretting corrosion (these three are classified under velocity 

corrosion), intergranular corrosion and dealloyed corrosion. The third group which 

involves cracking form of corrosion and high-temperature corrosion are those that 

can only be confirmed through the use of microscope(s). Another form apart from 

these three general groups is the hydrogen ion induced corrosion (Heppner and 

Evitts, 2008). Each of these corrosion groups is uniquely initiated. 

2.8.2.1 Pitting and Crevice Corrosions 

Crevice and pitting corrosions are related because of their familiar mechanisms and 

they both require stagnant water, Cl
-
 and O2 or CO2. They are confined to a point or 

small area that develops in highly localized areas on the metal surface (Pardo et al, 

2008). This results in the development of cavities or ―holes‖ that may range from 

deep cavities of small diameters to relatively shallow depressions in the material 

(Figures 2.17 and 2.18).  

Pitting corrosion is frequently observed in both the sweet and sour fields. It is very 

difficult to detect, predict or design against at the plant design stage. Through its 

gradual formation, the products from the corrosion cover the cavities, hence, making 

the small narrow pit unnoticed. However, this small pit is capable of collapsing the 

whole pipeline structure.  
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Figure 2.17: A metal attacked by pitting corrosions (Obanijesu et al, 2010c) 

Crevice corrosion is formed by contact with adjacent piece of the same or another 

metal with a non-metallic material. When this occurs, the intensity of attack is 

usually more severe than on surrounding areas of the same surface (Kennell and 

Evitts, 2009). It is mostly formed under a shielded area such as under gaskets, 

washers, insulation material, fastener heads, surface deposits, disbonded coatings, 

threads, lap joints and clamps. 

 

Figure 2.18: A metal attacked by crevice corrosions (Obanijesu et al, 2010c) 

Chloride ions and operating temperature influence pitting formation, thus, offshore 

pipelines are more prone to this corrosion type since sea water contains sodium 
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chloride which could be produced with wet gas from the reservoir. Stagnant fluid 

inside the tubing can also easily initiate pitting corrosion and crevice attacks, 

especially, if particles settle out of the liquid. Stainless steel Type 304 can be 

attacked by pitting corrosion inside the sea at 10
O
C even, at low chloride level, while 

Type 316 which is more resistant to pitting can easily be attacked by crevices or at a 

slightly increased temperature. 

2.8.2.2 Stress-corrosion cracking (SCC) 

SCC corrosion (Figure 2.19) can be accelerated by residual internal stress in the 

metal or external applied stress. Residual stresses are produced by deformation 

during fabrication, by unequal cooling from high temperature and by internal 

structural arrangements involving volume change. 

 

Figure 2.19: Three-dimensional reproduction of SCC shape (Itakura et al, 2005) 

The steel pipeline is composed of many crystals of about 0.05mm (Itakura et al, 

2005; Choi et al, 2009) whose temperature is always kept high to prevent hydrate 

formation and/or the liquefaction of some other components during operation. This 

may generate irradiation inside the steel especially at a high temperature, thus, 

subjecting the material to tensile stress in a corrosive environment. 

This problem increases at pH≥8 but decreases at pH≤6 (Guo et al, 2002). When SCC 

occurs, its intricate crack shape follows the interface between these grains in a zigzag 
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manner. There can be multiple cracks in the pipeline, thus, making the study of SCC 

progression in a pipelength very crucial for the pipe‘s safety assessment. 

2.8.2.3 Erosion, Cavitations and Fretting Corrosions 

These corrosions occur as a result of high velocity flow of fluid inside the pipe. The 

processes of initiation for both erosion and cavitations corrosion have been fully 

explained in sections 2.7.1 and 2.7.2. 

Fretting corrosion damage (Figure 2.20) is induced by repeatedly moving a load 

across a surface at a relatively high velocity (Park et al, 2008). It is experienced at 

rough contact surfaces that are exposed to vibration during transportation because 

the interface of the two highly loaded metal surfaces will be moving against each 

other. The protective film on the surfaces is removed by the rubbing action and 

exposes fresh, active metal to the corrosive action of the immediate environment. 

This problem is experienced in the oil and gas pipelines as the motion of the fluid 

inside the tube causes a lot of vibration due to the contact of the weight of the fluid 

with the inner surface of the tubing. 

      

Figure 2.20: Fretting corrosion on metal plates (ILZRO, 2009) 

Erosion-corrosion (Figure 2.15) has been rated in the top five most prevalent forms 

of corrosion damage in the oil and gas industry (Rajahram et al., 2009). The 

industries transporting slurries and other particle-laden liquids in pipes through 

offshore and marine technologies spend millions of pounds every year to repair 

material damage from this corrosion type (Meng et al, 2007). 

 

http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.oerlikon.com/ecomaXL/get_blob.php?name=coating_systems_140px_061.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.oerlikon.com/ecomaXL/index.php?site=BALZERS_EN_tribochemical_reaction&usg=__w_F89R-DoU8dtBC131BJvXunKeI=&h=140&w=140&sz=9&hl=en&start=46&um=1&tbnid=L7kHtqMNbhrkGM:&tbnh=93&tbnw=93&prev=/images?q=fretting+corrosion&ndsp=18&hl=en&sa=N&start=36&um=1
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2.8.2.4 Uniform corrosion of carbon steel 

Uniform corrosion (Figure 2.21) is the least damaging form of corrosion in that it is 

predictable if the corrosion rate is known. This is a corrosion process exhibiting 

uniform thinning that proceeds without appreciable localized attack and commonly 

occur on metal surfaces having homogenous chemical composition and 

microstructure. As the corrosion occurs uniformly over the entire surface of the 

metal component, it can be practically controlled by cathodic protection, use of 

coatings or paints, or simply by specifying a corrosion allowance. 

         

Figure 2.21: Uniform corrosion of structural steel (KSC, 2009) 

2.9 Factors Influencing Gas Pipeline Corrosion 

The nature and extent of gas pipeline corrosion are functions of the gas pH, present 

oxidizing agent(s), the system temperature, operating pressure, the fluid velocity, the 

pipe wall‘s shear stress, size of available particles, the gas composition and the gas 

viscosity amongst others (Maier et al, 2007; Mercier and Barthes-Labrousse, 2009). 

2.9.1 pH 

Corrosion rate of most metals is affected by pH (Zhao et al, 2008) which promotes 

the galvanic corrosion in metals and alloys (Tada et al., 2004). For pH related 

corrosions, the corrosion rate of acid- soluble metals such as iron is controlled by the 

rate of transport of oxidizers (usually dissolved oxygen) to the metal surface whereas 

the amphoteric metals such as aluminum and zinc dissolve rapidly in either acidic or 

basic solutions. However, corrosion of noble metals such as gold or platinum is not 

appreciably affected by pH. The Hydrocarbon pipelines are susceptible to corrosion–

http://www.google.com.au/imgres?imgurl=http://majarimagazine.com/wp-content/uploads/2008/12/corrosion_uniform.jpg&imgrefurl=http://majarimagazine.com/2009/01/corrosion-in-material-of-construction/&h=421&w=430&sz=228&tbnid=9Kq8ZGAhmqezSM:&tbnh=123&tbnw=126&prev=/images?q=uniform+corrosion&hl=en&usg=__hobzY2XzS_EOoMbX0kUW-vs0Weo=&ei=SIJ2StvpB4LY7APVpo22Cw&sa=X&oi=image_result&resnum=2&ct=image
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induced stress and stress corrosion cracking at high pH (Guo et al, 2002; Song, 

2009). 

2.9.2 Oxidizing agents 

Oxidizing agents are often powerful accelerators of corrosion. In their study based 

on monoethanolamine (MEA) system, Veawab and Aroonwilas (2002) indicated 

bicarbonate ion (HCO3
−
) and water (H2O) as primary oxidizing agents while Stack et 

al (2003) revealed oxygen as a contributor to erosion-corrosion in aqueous slurries. 

In many cases, the oxidizing power of a solution is its most important single property 

in promoting corrosion. When oxygen is involved, there is a rapid reaction between 

the O2 and the polarizing layer of atomic hydrogen absorbed on the oxide layer and 

this reaction rapidly removes the polarizing layer. 

2.9.3 Temperature 

 Like most other chemical reactions, corrosion rate increases with temperature since 

ionic mobility increases with temperature, thus, leading to conductance increase 

(Niklasson et al, 2008; Krishnan et al, 2008; Ezuber, 2009). The process temperature 

and pressure govern the solubility of the corrosive species in the fluid. These species 

include oxygen, carbon-dioxide (or hydrogen sulfide in case of sour field), chlorides 

and acetic acid amongst others. From the rule of thumb, reaction rate doubles 

between the temperature rises of 20
O
F to 50

O
F. This linear increase stops along the 

line partly due to a change in the oxide film covering the surface. Temperature also 

has secondary effects through the influence on the solubility of air (O2), which is the 

most common oxidizing substance influencing corrosion. 

2.9.4 Fluid Velocity 

The fluid velocity plays a great role in corrosion rate (Aw et al, 2008; Stack and Abd 

El-Badia, 2008; Badiea and Mohana, 2009). When the velocity is very high, the 

available particles in the fluid impact upon the inner wall and remove the protective 

oxide layer as well as erode the exposed metals. This causes erosion-corrosion with 

time. Also, when H2O is involved, water velocity of 30 to 40 ft per second initiate 

corrosion since increase in the relative movement between a corrosive solution and a 

metallic surface frequently accelerate corrosion. 
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2.9.5 Wall shear stress  

Wall shear stress highly influence hydrodynamically induced corrosion such as 

erosion corrosion (Boutoudj et al, 2008; Demoz and Dabros, 2008; Chaal et al, 

2009). In pipeline industry, natural gas is frequently transferred at turbulent flow in 

order to increase the transportation efficiency at a minimized cost. Particles and 

other geometrical changes in the flow give rise to higher shear stress though 

abrasion. This leads to drag (skin friction) which eventually induced corrosion of the 

inner wall by wearing off the protective coatings. 

2.9.6 Particle size  

The size of the particle traveling with the gas inside the pipeline network plays a 

significant role in initiating corrosion (Lau et al, 2008; Pardo et al, 2009). Erosion 

and cavitations corrosions are among the identified corrosion types that could be 

initiated by the particle size distributions. Niu and Cheng (2008) and Xu et al 

(2009b) established that particles are capable of initiating erosion-corrosion by using 

sand and Nano-Particle-Reinforced Ni Matrix Composite Alloying Layer 

respectively while Obanijesu et al (2010a) established the capability of hydrate 

clathrates in gas pipeline to initiate the erosion, cavitation, galvanic and electrolytic 

corrosions depending on the formation stage, the point of contact, the gas velocity 

and composition. 

2.9.7 Chemical Composition and Concentration 

Composition and concentration play significant roles in the corrosion rate of a gas 

pipeline. While Zhao et al, (2008) established that ion concentrations of a conveyed 

fluid aids Stress Corrosion Cracking (SCC), various relationships between corrosion 

rates of pipes and the composition and concentration have also been established by 

other researchers (Gonzalez-Rodriguez et al, 2008; Hamdy (2008); Skrifvars et al., 

2008; Montemor et al, 2009). 

The influence of pH and concentration on corrosion rate is best understood through 

electrochemical reaction. At any considered pH, the pipe corrosion rate increases 

with concentration of non metallic components of the gas. This is so as the corrosion 

behavior of the metallic alloys is governed by a partially protective surface film, with 

the corrosion reactions occurring predominantly at the break or imperfection of the 
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partially protective film. The implication is that, the fraction of film free surface 

increases with decreasing bulk pH and with increasing fluid non metallic ion 

concentration. This is consistent with the known tendency of non metallic ions to 

cause film breakdown and the known instability of the metallic hydroxides in 

solutions with pH less than 10.5. 

2.9.8 The Gas Viscosity 

This has been an area where researchers have not really developed, Ricciardiello and 

Roitti (1972) was likely to be the most recently available literatures on this area 

before Obanijesu et al (2010b). However, science can easily be used to support this 

claim. Viscosity is the resistance of a liquid to shear forces and hence to flow 

(Obanijesu and Omidiora, 2009). This is a quantity expressing the magnitude of 

internal friction in a fluid, as measured by the force per unit area resisting uniform 

flow. Thus, the higher the viscosity, the lower the mobility and higher the time of 

surface interaction between the fluid‘s properties and the pipe inner surface to 

facilitating corrosion initiation.  

2.10 Consequences of Pipeline Failures on the Industry 

Pipeline failure is the malfunction of the pipe body due to metallurgical or 

processing abnormalities. It can be a leak or rupture. Leakage is a small opening, 

crack or hole in the pipeline causing loss of pipeline products, but not immediately 

impairing the line operation. Small leaks due to fractured or small corrosion holes 

often lead to leak rates usually less than 1% of flow and go unnoticed for weeks. 

Medium leaks are caused by fractures that remained narrow. This usually takes place 

by the worn gaskets and valve stem packing. These leaks are not large enough to 

cause a loss of working line pressure. Large leaks result in rapid loss of working line 

pressure that generates an alarm to the dispatcher even without a leak detection 

system (LDS). However, rupture is the instantaneous tearing or fracturing of pipe 

material, this immediately impairs the operation of the pipeline. 

The spate of accidents in the pipeline industry has attracted a significant level of 

awareness in safety and loss prevention, and has earned considerable public and 

regulatory attentions globally. A case study of a typical offshore platform in the 

North Sea, UK showed that the amount of gas present in a 150 km long and 0.4 m 
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diameter pipeline at 100 bars could be as much as 637,000 kg (Mahgerefteh et al, 

1997). This represents an enormous source of energy release, which in the event of 

Full Bore Rupture (FBR) poses the risks of general and extreme fire exposure to all 

personnel in open platform areas and also undermines platform safety. 

Though, hydrate formation has been established as a flow assurance problem to gas 

industry, corrosion is of higher consequences. Apart from the ability of both 

problems to collapse the offshore pipeline systems (Gbaruko et al, 2007; Netto et al, 

2007; Netto, 2009), corrosion would further deteriorate the integrity of the pipe 

material which may necessitate a total replacement (Shipilov and May, 2006; Adib et 

al, 2007). The impacts of pipeline failure on the industry could be classified into 

economic, safety and environmental consequences. 

2.10.1 The Economic Impacts 

The economic consequence of pipeline accidents includes the cost of product loss; 

the public, private and operator property damage costs, and the cleanup/recovery 

cost (Restrepo et al, 2009). Two of the six categories included in a ‗gravity scale‘ are 

related to the cost of production losses and the cost of environmental cleanup 

(Papadakis et al, 1999). The economic impact of such accident is experienced by 

both the consumer and the industry. 

2.10.1.1 Economic impacts on the consumers 

Raw natural gas from reservoir is normally treated at gas plants with ethanolamine 

and diethanolamine amongst other chemicals during the sweetening process before 

the final transport to customers. The unrecoverable trace amounts of these chemicals 

escape into the product gas stream because of their vapour pressures (Mokhatab et al, 

2006). When corrosion takes place within the pipe, these chemicals would react with 

the exposed carbon alloyed to form chelation with metals used to construct the 

pipeline. The resulting products (Figure 2.22) then travel downstream with the sales 

gas to the client terminal (consumers) where, it will be used for cooking and other 

required domestic and industry applications. 

At the client terminals, the gas often burns with discolorations, with reduction in heat 

value and potential health hazard implications. Apart from the significant heat value 

loss, cancer and memory loss are few of the resulting health hazards. This will 
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subject the client to further economic loss in taking care of their health afterward. 

Also, the client will end up using more gas to achieve the desired level of cooking or 

application. 

    

a) Copper-ethanolamine chelate  b)   Copper-diethanolamine chelate  

Figure 2.22: The copper chelates that flow with gas stream to consumers (Obanijesu 

et al, 2011d) 

Chelates are typically more stable than other metal-ligand complexes (Hunt et al 

(2011) which contributes largely to the complex remaining finely entrained in the 

product gas. This is further bolstered by the hydroxyl group co-ordination in 

ethanolamine which greatly reduces steric strain. Grigoryan et al, (2003) reported 

that Copper-alkanolamines are stable at limits of ambient temperatures, and hence 

typical transport temperatures of 45
o
C are within stability bounds. It is apparent that 

thermodynamic conditions favour the formation and stability of these copper 

chelates. 

Hunt et al (2011) applied Equation (2.14) to determine the mass percentage of 

ethanolamine (MEA) and diethanolamine (DEA) respectively, required to produce a 

0.5MJ/kg reduction in natural gas higher heating value (HHV). This was further 

extended to nickel-ethanolamine and iron-ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) 

chelates. 

                                                                   

               Equation 2.14 
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2.10.1.2 Economic impacts on the industry 

Hydrate prevention costs the gas industry about US$1 million per mile (Jassim and 

Abdi, 2008) while the pipelines eventual rupture costs the industry an extra cost on 

welding, product loss and loss of production time. 

Fingerhurt and Westlake (2000) reported that the total length of high pressure gas 

transmission lines in North America alone (USA and Canada) was more than 

480,000km, and estimated the outage cost, in case of rupture from any of the 

pipelines between $500,000 and $1,000,000 per day. This loss can be recorded for a 

rupture from both hydrate and corrosion. However, corrosion presents a worse 

scenario by introducing a further cost of assets‘ capital replacement value which can 

be estimated by applying the average cost as given by Parker (2004). This costing 

method gave the capital replacement cost for 36in and 42in pipelines as $1,767,710 

per mile and $1,977,644 per mile respectively with the cost distributed as material 

26%, labor 45%, Right of Way 22% and Misc. 7%. The miscellaneous included the 

cost on surveying, engineering, supervision, contingencies, allowances, overhead 

and filing fees.  

Applying this on existing 305,438 km (190,899 miles) of natural gas pipeline in the 

United States, additional pipeline replacement costs for USA and Canada as a result 

of corrosion are US$337 - US$378 billion and US$193 – US$216 billion 

respectively. For offshore productions, these estimations exclude other 

considerations such as location, climatic conditions, political situations as well as 

specific requirements such as the need for a barge for pipe laying, sea depth and 

wave function. In actual fact, Fingerhurt and Westlake (2000) put the total 

replacement cost for the whole North American pipelines at over US$3 trillion. 

A review on effects of corrosion on US economy showed that corrosion of metals 

and alloys cost U.S. companies and consumers approximately $300 billion per year 

with about 1% of it ($3bn) coming from the pipeline industry (Battelle, 1996). After 

much attempts to reduce corrosion problems, Thompson and Vieth (2003) later put 

the new annual cost on corrosion from the same country at $276bn (representing 3% 

of annual GDP) with $8.6bn coming from oil and gas transmission pipelines. 

Considering this economic trend, the cost implication of corrosion on USA pipeline 

industry alone has increase from $3bn to $8.6bn within a short period of 8 yrs (1995-
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2003). Since 2003 however, the country has embarked on various new gas projects 

which have reasonably increased the number and length of existing pipelines. 

Globally likewise, there is a sharp increase in the number of onshore and offshore 

transboundary pipelines from gas rich countries to those lacking the hydrocarbon due 

to increase in population and gas demand. These pipelines have been generally 

subjected to conditions favoring various corrosion accidents with related 

consequences (Table 2.21). The product loss alone from the pipeline failure of 

September 17, 1999 at Ekakpamre, Nigeria was estimated at over $10 billion dollars 

(Obanijesu et al, 2006). 

Table 2.21: Some global pipeline accidents from corrosion and consequences 

(Obanijesu et al, 2010) 

Date  Location Nature of Accident Damage Caused 

03-02-09 

 

 

 

 

19-08-00 

 

 

 

 

 

08-08-96 

 

 

 

04-03-65 

Shah Oilfield, 

Al Gharbia, 

UAE 

 

 

Carlsbad, 

New Mexico 

USA 

 

 

 

Lively, Texas, 

USA 

 

 

Louisiana, 

Tennessee, 

USA 

Corrosion led to a leakage on a 

pipeline carrying 50,000 barrel 

of oil per day; thus, releasing 

H2S gas to the environment 

before explosion. 

A 30-in diameter natural gas 

pipeline ruptured due to severe 

internal corrosion (pitting) and 

exploded. 

 

 

An 8-in diameter LPG pipeline 

transporting Liquid butane 

burst due to inadequate 

corrosion protection. 

Gas transmission pipeline 

exploded from stress corrosion 

cracking. 

3 killed by inhaling high 

concentration of H2S gas.  

 

 

 

12 members of the same 

family killed, 3 vehicles 

burnt and 2 nearby steel 

suspended bridges 

damaged. Property and 

losses totaled $998,296. 

2 men killed, 25 families 

evacuated, damages cost 

over $217,000. 

 

17 killed. 
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The Varunus Island Explosion of 3
rd

 of June 2008 offered a perfect case study on the 

economic implication of a total pipeline failure. As of then, Western Australia was 

consuming approximately one petajoule of gas per day with 35% supply from the 

Varanus Island while the remaining 65% was supplied by other North West shelf 

companies. 

The accident (Figure 2.23) occurred when one pipeline failed and caused an 

explosion which severed three adjacent pipelines. This led to stoppage of all 

operations at the processing plant and resulted in cutting gas supply to Western 

Australia by a third (Logan, 2008). Industries and the general populous were also 

asked to reduce their gas and power usage to account for the shortfalls in supply. 

Subsequently, all possible gas power stations switched to alternative fuels such as 

diesel and coal with associated coordination to ensure supplies of these fuel stocks. 

This necessitated the hurried rebuilding of a shattered turbine; also, the mothballed 

Muja AB power units and all coal fired power stations that were undergoing routine 

winter maintenance were brought online. 

 

Figure 2.23: Veranus Island pipeline explosion (Cutler, 2010) 

With industry and household power usage dropping by 28858 megawatt hours, 

North West Shelf supplies were increased by 100 terajoules per day while the Verve 
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Energy workers freed a further 100 terajoules of gas for other industry by bringing 

the Muja 7, Collie A and Kwinana B coal fired power generators back online. 

However, heavy consumers of natural gas had to reduce their production or stop 

entirely as related products such as CO2 and N2 from CSBP (a major chemical and 

fertilizer producer in Western Australia) were in short supply due to gas interruption. 

Small industries were harder hit with many customers receiving little or no gas 

supplies. Gas flow from the Varanus Island processing plant was partially restored 

by August 8
th

. The cost to the Western Australian economy from this incident was 

estimated to be AUS$2.5 billion, equating to 0.5% reduction in gross state product 

(Eggleston et al, 2008). 

2.10.2 Safety consequences 

Pipeline blow-outs always endanger human life and subject the pipeline operators 

working on the platform as well as the community to severe safety risks which are 

predominantly death. Notably is the Bellingham, Wash pipeline accident of June 10, 

1999 where 250,000 gallons of gasoline from a ruptured large transmission pipeline 

spilled into a nearby creek and ignited. This led to the death of three young 

individuals, eight injuries, and over US$45 million worth of property damaged 

(PHMSA, 2009). 

Also, the pipeline explosion of December 19, 2010 at a Petroleos 

Mexicanospumping station in Central Mexico resulted in over 27 deaths, 50 injuries 

and destruction of 32 houses. 

Again, the Piper Alpha offshore pipeline accident of 6
th

 July 1988 at North Sea 

(Figure 2.24) clearly demonstrated the catastrophic consequence. The accident 

started when the failure of a primary propane condensate pump led to an explosion. 

Within 20 minutes of the failure, the gas risers (pipes between 24 and 36 inches in 

diameter) on the platform carrying gas at 2000 pounds per square inch 

(1,406,139.16kg/m
2
) burst and created inferno. 167 out of the 226 personnel died 

with 109 from smoke inhalation (Coombs, 2003). The fire was visible up to 85 miles 

away and the heat felt at 1 mile away. Almost the whole production platform melted 

to sea level. It was further estimated that the energy released during this tragedy was 

equal to 1/5
th

 of the UK energy consumption at the period. The experience from this 
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accident can never be forgotten in gas industry and it is still regarded till today as the 

global worst offshore pipeline accident ever. 

       

A: Before the fire     b) During burning 

       

 c) Final platform stage       d) Memorial status 

Figure 2.24: The North Sea Piper Alpha accident (Obanijesu et al, 2010) 

Nigeria has a long history of devastating experience from various pipeline accidents. 

Over 2000 people were burnt to death in the Jesse pipeline disaster of 15
th

 

December, 1998 (Obanijesu et al, 2006). Consequent upon the death of many parents 

in this fire, several children were left orphaned and some parents widowed. Among 

the survivors, many suffered severe burns and damaged internal organs as a result of 

inhalations of fumes and smoke; thus, becoming liabilities because they were unable 

to fend for themselves any longer. In July 2000, another pipeline explosion outside 

http://images.google.com.au/imgres?imgurl=http://gcaptain.com/maritime/blog/wp-content/uploads/2007/09/piper-alpha-before.jpg&imgrefurl=http://gcaptain.com/maritime/blog/piper-alpha-disaster-19-year-anniversary-of-tragedy/piper-alpha-before-the-fire/&usg=__LOPGn0fZC3aBC9EOXsZZ_D3yE5E=&h=356&w=425&sz=52&hl=en&start=2&um=1&tbnid=zEMNc2i-oYAJDM:&tbnh=106&tbnw=126&prev=/images?q=piper+alpha+disaster&hl=en&rlz=1G1GGLQ_ENAU337&sa=X&um=1
http://images.google.com.au/imgres?imgurl=http://images.dailyexpress.co.uk/img/dynamic/1/285x214/51293_1.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.dailyexpress.co.uk/posts/view/51293&usg=__I_nj0yiLQVhqF_PJ2rzvLKs6i_U=&h=214&w=285&sz=53&hl=en&start=21&um=1&tbnid=B4--HbjOcf5xoM:&tbnh=86&tbnw=115&prev=/images?q=piper+alpha+disaster&hl=en&rlz=1G1GGLQ_ENAU337&sa=X&um=1
http://images.google.com.au/imgres?imgurl=http://www.exponent.com/files/Uploads/Images/thermal/Piperthumb.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.exponent.com/Piper_Alpha_Disaster/&usg=__N8-egt2ywazuIKvdWueUXKyPWD0=&h=268&w=350&sz=15&hl=en&start=13&um=1&tbnid=-iw1HB3fcEyjoM:&tbnh=92&tbnw=120&prev=/images?q=piper+alpha+disaster&hl=en&rlz=1G1GGLQ_ENAU337&sa=X&um=1
http://images.google.com.au/imgres?imgurl=http://s0.geograph.org.uk/photos/01/00/010032_d45c91e8.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.geograph.org.uk/photo/10032&usg=__zu-SA-0RxHS5sngN2GuDe6ZoQmw=&h=640&w=480&sz=79&hl=en&start=19&um=1&tbnid=TINUPVB6It5rGM:&tbnh=137&tbnw=103&prev=/images?q=piper+alpha+disaster&hl=en&rlz=1G1GGLQ_ENAU337&sa=X&um=1
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the city of Warri caused 250 deaths while an explosion in Lagos in December 2000 

killed at least 60. A pipeline fire incidence at Alagbado in Lagos on December 26, 

2006 resulted in over 500 people been burnt to death (Figure 2.25). 

 

Figure 2.25: Human deaths from Alagbado pipeline fire (Obanijesu et al, 2009) 

A similar pipeline explosion occurred at Ijegun in Lagos on May 16, 2008 after a 

bulldozer struck a pipeline. The fire spread to surrounding homes and schools with 

occupants inside. More than 15 homes and 20 vehicles were completely burnt. The 

Nigerian Red Cross claimed that over 100 people died (Figure 2.26) with a pregnant 

woman and her 4-year-old son among the dead. Eight out of sixteen primary school 

students that were trampled upon died the following day at hospital while three 

residents were killed after being run over by vehicles whose drivers attempted to flee 

the fire zone. Table 2.22 further shows some of the global pipeline accidents that 

result into human deaths. 
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Table 2.22: Some global major pipeline accidents (Obanijesu et al, 2010) 

Date Location Nature of Accident Damage Caused 

05-05-09 

 

Rockville, 

USA 

 

Natural gas pipeline explosion. 

 

Homes were evacuated 

in a one-mile area of 

explosion. 

16-05-08 

 

Ijegun, Lagos, 

Nigeria. 

A bulldozer accidentally struck an 

oil pipeline which eventually 

exploded. 

100 deaths. 15 homes 

and 20 vehicles burnt. 

01-11-07 Carmichael, 

USA 

Propane pipeline explosion. 2 deaths, 5 injured. 

26-12-06 Lagos, 

Nigeria. 

A vandalized oil pipeline exploded Over 500 deaths. 

30-07-04 

 

Ghislenghien, 

Belgium 

Explosion of a major natural gas 

pipeline. 

23 killed, 122 injured. 

2003 Chongqing, 

China 

A gas well blew out releasing toxic 

sour gas cloud to the environment. 

243 deaths. 

21-10-00 Colombia Pipeline explosion. 43 deaths. 

10-06-99 

 

Bellingham, 

Washington. 

A gasoline pipeline ruptured. 

250,000 gallons of gasoline 

escaped into a creek and resulted 

into fire. 

3 deaths, 8 injured, over 

$45 million property 

damages. 

21-11-96 San Juan PR Liquid natural gas line explosion 

due to employee‘s negligence in 

responding to leak. 

33 people killed. 

09-11-93 Nam Khe 

Village, East 

of Hanoi. 

A 9-year-old boy lit a match while 

scooping fuel from broken 

underground pipe leading to 

explosion 

45 deaths. 

01-03-98 Ecuador Pipeline explosion and fire at 

Ecuador‘s largest oil pipeline. 

11 deaths, 80 injured.  

18-10-98 Jesse Village 

Delta, Nigeria 

Oil pipeline explosion while 

villagers were scooping fuel from a 

ruptured pipeline. 

Over 2000 deaths. 

04-06-89 

 

 

Ufa, Russia 

 

The gas leaking from an LPG 

pipeline was detonated by two 

passing trains. 

 

645 deaths. 

 

03-06-89 Russia 

 

Liquefied natural gas Pipeline 

explosion 

575 deaths. 

23-06-89 Eastern 

Pakistan 

Gas Pipeline ruptured and 

exploded. 

12 killed; hundreds 

injured. 

03-10-89 Gulf of 

Mexico 

Submerged Gas pipeline exploded. 11 deaths. 

28-10-93 

 

Las Tejeria, 

Venezuela 

Telephone crew laying fiber optic 

cable ruptured natural gas pipeline 

beneath highway leading to 

explosion 

36 deaths. 

1982 Amoco field, 

Canada 

A high profile blowout releasing 

sour gas for 67 days. 

2 human and hundreds 

of cattle death. 
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Figure 2.26: Human deaths from Ijegun pipeline accident (Obanijesu et al, 2009) 

 

2.10.3 Environmental consequences 

The threats posed by a gas pipeline failure on the environment depend on the quality 

and quantity of gas released, operating pressure, failure mode and the immediate 

environment. There could be severe damage and debris throw due to stored energy 

released by the failure, vapour cloud explosion, release of toxic gases (e.g. H2S, 

VOCs, SO2, e.t.c), asphyxiation and thermal radiation, hydrate formation in water 

body, dissolution of components, loss of human lives and livestock, climate change 

as well as flammability amongst others (Stevens, 2003; Sonibare et al., 2005; 

Obanijesu and Macaulay, 2009). A catastrophic failure of pipeline at its usual 

operating pressure may cause surface damage within 50 feet of rupture while an oil 

and gas pipeline of over 800 mm in diameter and over 40 km long may affect 

sensitive ecosystems or change the lifestyle of local populations. 

Generally, the impacts are felt in all the four environmental matrices which are the 

soil, vegetation, water and air as expatiated below. 

 

http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=3148440117950&set=a.1056194093107.2010608.1473500758&type=1&ref=nf
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2.10.3.1 Soil and Vegetation Impacts 

A discharge of gas from an underground pipe would drive out the oxygen from the 

soil in the vicinity thus killing plants. Large areas of arable land get destroyed as a 

result of gas pipeline failure and the resulted fire out-breaks with degree of damage 

to soil depending on the level of contamination. The soil becomes less fertile as a 

subsequent of nutrients essential to plants growth becoming scarce while those that 

are more toxic to plants becoming more available. The effect on soil microorganisms 

may persist for several years. This adversely impacts on plant growth rate.  

2.10.3.2 Impacts on Water Quality 

A failure along a submerged offshore pipeline will strongly release natural gas into 

the water body as bubbles with high volume of gas. This generates a plume 

(McGinnis et al, 2005) which is guided by four main mechanisms of transport. These 

are the vertical bubble transport (bulk flow), vertical turbulent diffusion, dissolution 

of components and horizontal advection by ambient currents (Obanijesu and 

Mosobalaje, 2008). These gas flow patterns are controlled by laws (including Fick‘s 

law of diffusion and Brownian law of motion) to cause hazardous impacts on the 

ecosystems. Some impacts on the marine lives are explained below.  

The immediate flow pattern upon failure is the vertical bubble transport which is the 

transport of gas molecules due to the bulk flow (flux). It is a convective transfer and 

governed by principle of mass conservation.  Natural gas boils at -162
O
C, hence, its 

release at this rate and condition will result into formation of hydrates within the 

water body (Obanijesu and Macaulay, 2009). The hydrates cause problems ranging 

from behavioral nature such as fish excitement, increased activity, and scattering in 

the water as well as to chronic poisoning depending on the quantity of the gas and 

the total period of exposure (Patin, 2004). 

When discharged into water body, the water soluble components such as H2S and 

CO2 dissolve and are transported into the ocean. The dissolution and stripping are 

responsible for the noticeable changes in bubble size in a typical plume. Specifically, 

the discharged fluid increases the hydrocarbon content of swamps, streams or rivers, 

and also acidifies the water course. Dissolved CO2 indirectly affects seawater 
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temperature, salinity, ice-cover, turbulence and current while all these abiotic effects 

have biotic consequences (US DOE, 1985). 

The acidified water could be taken up by plants within the watercourse through their 

roots to impair their growth. Also, the dissolved acidic gases alter the pH of the sea 

water which is eventually taken in by the sea animals; this reduces their reproduction 

rate which also reduces their availability for human consumption, thereby leading to 

increase in price. Through the bioaccumulation process, man takes in the poisoned 

fish and this could be very detrimental to his health. 

2.10.3.3 Air Pollution 

Due to high pressure of discharge at the point of offshore failure and insolubility of 

most of the components, the gas is ultimately released to the atmosphere at a 

particular distance either through vertical transport or by water inversion. This 

causes air pollution and could further lead to deaths. Typical of this accident is the 

Lake Nyos, Cameroon, incidence of August 1986 where an enormous volume of 

CO2 was released from a collapsed underwater pipeline to atmosphere by water 

inversion. 1700 people and livestock up to 25km away from the point of discharge 

were killed (Clarke, 2001). Another example is the Lake Monoun incidence of 1984 

where a smaller release of CO2 killed 37 people (Steven, 2000). Air pollution is of 

greater environmental concern in pipeline failure because of the nature of transported 

fluid. It affects the air quality through climate change, poisoning and fire amongst 

others. 

2.10.3.3.1 Climate Change 

Considering WAGP project as an example, Nigerian natural gas contains between 

68% and 90% methane (CH4). Upon offshore failure, it would take millions of years 

for the CH4 to oxidize in the water by bacteria (Dickens, 2001). But this is not 

achievable considering the pressure at which the gas is been discharged from the 

point of failure, hence, it will reach the water surface shortly and the large volume of 

CH4 will escapes into the atmosphere. 

With 8.4years global mean atmospheric lifetime (Prather et al, 1995), 12years 

perturbation lifetime (Schimel et al, 1996) and average transport distance by wind in 

the lower atmosphere of 500 – 1000 km per day (NEGTAP, 2001), it is easy to see 
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how the substantial quantity of CH4 will be exchanged between countries in Africa. 

Any full bore rupture along the pipelength will negatively impact on the whole 

continent if left unattended to within three day. 

CH4 is a greenhouse gas (GHG) which aids climate change. The dangers posed by 

atmospheric abundance of CH4 which increase from 1520ppb in 1978 to 1745ppb in 

1998 (Prather and Ehbalt, 2001) has led to global desired declination observed 

annually over the last three decades. Global Warming Potential (GWP) increase in 

CH4 production from energy source (in Tg (CH4/yr)) has been estimated at 75 (Fung 

et al, 1991), 97 (Hein et al, 1997), 110 (Lelieveld et al, 1998), 89 (Houweling et al, 

1999) and 109 (Olivier et al, 1999). Based on its atmospheric burden and climatic 

impacts (Alcamo, 1994), CH4 was among the GHGes listed in the Kyoto Protocol of 

11 December 1997 and enforced on 16 February 2005. Definitely, any accidental 

discharge of natural gas through WAGP project will jeopardize the treaty on the 

global climate. 

Apart from being a direct threat, CH4 oxidizes in stratosphere with OH, Cl and O 

leading to in-situ source of stratospheric water vapor (equation 2.15) 

2

.

334 OOHCHOCH   

OHCHOHCH 234                   ……………………      (2.15) 

ClCHClCH 33   

.

34 HClCHClCH 
 

Oxidation of CH4 is a source of mid-stratospheric H2O and currently causes its 

abundance to increase from about 3ppm at the tropopause to about 6ppm in the upper 

stratosphere. Water vapor in the lower stratosphere is a very effective GHG. Baseline 

levels of stratospheric H2O are controlled by temperature of the tropical tropopause, 

a parameter that changes the climate (Moyer et al, 1996; Rosenlof et al, 1997; 

Dessler 1998; Mote et al, 1998). Finally, stratospheric ozone depletion increases 

tropospheric OH (Bekki et al, 1994; Fuglestvedt et al, 1994) which reacts with CH4 

to produce more water vapor. CH4 also reacts with Cl atoms in the troposphere 

(Singh et al, 1996) as shown in Equation (2.15). 

Climate change impacts negatively on fish population and aquatic life. It was 

responsible for the drastic declination in the availability of king crab stock in the 
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Eastern North Pacific which include Eastern Bering Sea and Gulf of Alaska 

(Wooster, 1982) and the rapid disappearance of California Sardine (Ueber and 

McCall, 1982) amongst others. 

2.10.3.3.2 Flammability and VOC Discharge 

Natural gas is 35% lighter than air; it therefore dissipates into air to explode or 

otherwise burn in the presence of ignition source. The fumes escaping from the fire 

are carcinogenic and have other direct and indirect impacts on human health. 

The fire resulting from the ignition (Figure 2.27) always introduces VOCs into the 

atmosphere. VOCs have been determined to be human risk factors in urban 

environment (Sonibare et al, 2005), as well as primary contributors to the formation 

of photochemical oxidants (Seguel et al 2012). To reduce anthropogenically 

produced O3, and human risk, their (VOCs) presence in the environment must be 

reduced (Huang et al, 2012). Human exposure to certain level of some of these 

compounds could increase cancer risk (Ramirez et al, 2012) and their existence in 

high concentration have been found to have negative impact on outcome of 

pregnancy (Yang et al, 2002; Chun-Yuh et al, 2004). Cape (2003) confirmed that 

adverse effects of VOCs on vegetation in urban areas cannot be rejected; 

reproductive processes (flowering and seed production) were found to be most 

sensitive. 

 

Figure 2.27: Resulting fire from Elume pipeline failure (EFR, 2000) 
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Leaf water content and photosynthetic efficiency were identified by Cape et al 

(2003) as additional parameters by which impacts of VOCs on plants can be 

determined. Water quality can be reduced by VOCs (Johnson et al, 2003) while soil 

can equally be affected if their ambient concentrations exceed certain level (Kim et 

al, 2001). Benzene, Toluene and Xylene (BTX, some common VOCs) could be of 

great risk to the environment if their emissions are not adequately controlled. They 

were found to affect luteal function in females exposed to such emissions (Chen et 

al, 2000) and Gamo et al (2003) identified them as part of the 12 major 

environmental pollutants in Japan. Chronic Benzene exposure may result in DNA 

break in bone marrow cells and peripheral blood lymphocytes and decrease the 

activities of antioxidative enzymes (Zhongha et al, 2003). 

2.10.3.3.3 Release of toxic gas  

Toxic gases are release from gas pipeline accidents and could lead to human death 

amongst several other hazards. In 1982, a high-profile blow out at an Amoco well in 

Western Canada spewed sour-gas cloud for 67 days, killing two workers and 

hundreds of cattle. In 2003, a blown out gas well near the city of Chongqing in 

Central China clouded the environment and the released toxic gas killed 243 people 

through inhalation. Hydrogen sulfide (H2S) is a corrosive material that is frequently 

associated with pipeline failure at sour fields, the gas combines with other chemicals 

in a pipeline to produce microbial reduced corrosion (tiny cracks that are not 

detectable with the naked eye but can leak deadly quantities of gas). H2S exists in 

many gas fields especially in Asian countries such as India, China, Pakistan, etc. 

Noteworthy is the Shah natural gas field in India that contains up to 30% H2S. 

Similar fields with such high sour gas are Bah, Asab and the offshore Hail fields (all 

in India). The H2S gas is heavier than air (OSHA, 2005) and can travel along the 

ground to easily cause respiratory failure and brain damage even at low 

concentration. The threshold for human tolerance to this gas is very low. It is 

estimated to be less than 20ppm (GAEI, 2009) and the fatality of the gas as a killer 

has been recorded to be high worldwide.  

Conclusively, the impacts of pipeline failure on the four environmental matrices 

(soil, water, air and vegetation) are interwoven and can only be appreciated by 
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considering real-life scenarios. Some of the existing and projected scenarios are 

discussed below. 

Many of the existing and proposed gas pipelines are routed through critical wildlife 

and wild lands. An example is the $2.23billion worth 3056-kilometres-long Bolivia-

Brazil pipeline. The 20 year contract pipeline is expected to transport 8 million m
3
 

for the first 7 years and l6 million m
3
 for the remaining 13years (Pató, 2000). The 

pipeline runs through the Amazon River Basin which contains the world‘s largest 

tropical forest and almost half of the planet‘s terrestrial biodiversity. This is the 

largest basin in the world and covers about 4,195 miles long and 2,720,000 square 

miles in area. Specifically, the river basin includes 15,000 tributaries and sub-

tributaries, four of which are in excess of 1,000 miles long each. Any failure from 

such pipelines will result in release of toxic gas or fire which in addition to affecting 

the community living could add to the destruction of the tropical ecosystems, loss of 

species and specimens, degradation of soil, water, air and destruction of basic 

infrastructures. Most importantly, it could add to the extinct of this wildlife. 

The Niger-Delta region of Nigeria is another perfect case study to showcase the 

environmental consequences of pipeline failure. Nigeria is the world‘s 6
th

 largest oil 

producer and 7
th

 for natural gas with an average production rate of 2.5 million barrels 

per day and 4 billion cubic feet per day respectively. Her proven hydrocarbon 

reserves had been estimated at 35 billion barrels of crude oil and 5.24 trillion cubic 

meters of gas, while her undiscovered gas reserves was estimated at 8.5 – 16.99 

trillion cubic meters (Oyekunle, 1999; Gbenga Biobaku & Co., 2008). However, 

these resources that account for over 90% of the country‘s revenue are located in the 

Niger-Delta region (Sonibare and Akeredolu, 2006), thus, majority of the existing 

pipeline networks in Nigeria are located in this region. The Niger-Delta region is 

described as one of the largest wetlands in the world covering an area of over 70,000 

square kilometers (Groundwork, 2003) with a number of ecological zones that range 

from sandy coastal ridge barriers, brackish or saline mangrove, freshwater, 

permanent and seasonal swamps, forests as well as lowland rain forests. The total 

population of the region is over 30 million people in long settled communities 

spreading through nine states of the Nigerian federation, this accounted for about 

20% of Nigeria‘s total population. The population density of the region is also 

among the highest in the world with 265 people per kilometer squared. Fishing, 
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hunting and subsistence agriculture are the major occupation of the people while the 

oil and gas industry is the major industrial sector. Some of the recorded pipeline 

failures (Table 2.23) included the Jones Creek of March 27th, 1998 where a pipeline 

failure spilled 840,000 barrels of crude oil into the environment (Doyle, 2002). In 

1998, a pipeline leakage in Bayelsa State spilled 800,000 barrels of oil into the 

nearby farmlands and rivers. On 19
th

 June 2003 also, a pipeline failure at Onicha 

Amaiyi-Uhu Village of Abia State caused a fire outbreak where over 200 deaths 

were recorded while the only drinking water serving the village was adversely 

polluted (Akinola, 2004). Again, Mobil Producing had a pipeline failure in 1998 that 

discharged 840,000 barrels of crude into the environment with adverse impact on the 

soils in the communities near Qua-Iboe. The spill completely extinguished the local 

fauna and flora including periwinkles – a major food source for the local people. 

Furthermore, a typical product loss from a pipeline accident in Nigeria resulted in 

contaminated soil with clay (34%), gravel (5%), heavy soil (16%), peat (12%), sand 

(6%), and others (18%) of average composition. 4.7% of the product loss resulted in 

ignition (Advantica, 2002; Onianwa, 1995). 

Generally, most of the farmlands in Niger-Delta region can no longer produce good 

harvest and the ecosystem has equally been negatively affected as a result of 

environmental degradation arising from numerous pipelines failures and perpetual 

gas flaring. Fishing is no longer lucrative for the same reason and strange diseases 

that defy medical explanations are emerging. 
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Table 2.23:  Some major pipeline accidents in Nigeria and consequences (Obanijesu 

et al, 2006) 

Date  Location  Nature of Accident Damage caused 

15-04-04 Obeakpu 

village, 

Rivers State 

Shell pipeline vandalized 

by youths resulting into 

fire 

15 deaths. 13 injured. 

26-09-03 Atlas cove, 

Lagos 

Saboteur resulting to fire Some injured. 

29-08-03 Gio Village, 

Rivers State 

Shell ruptured crude oil 

pipeline caught fire 

Farmlands destroyed. The only 

river polluted. The village 

covered with smoke and soot. 

19-06-03 Onicha 

Amaiyi-

Uhu, Abia 

State 

Fuel scooping from a 

vandalized pipeline 

resulted into fire. 

Over 200 deaths. Iyi-Eruru, the 

only drinking water polluted. 

12-02-02 Amukpe, 

Delta State 

NNPC pipeline leaking 

from valve resulted into 

fire 

4 deaths. 

2001 Atlas Cove, 

Lagos State 

Leaking PPMC pipeline 

resulted into fire 

500 deaths. 

Dec 2000 Lagos  Pipeline explosion Over 60 deaths. 

Nov 2000 Ebute-Ero, 

Lagos State 

Pipeline failure resulted 

to fire 

Over 70 deaths. 

30-11-00 Lagos  A fractured pipeline 

caught fire near a fishing 

village 

50 deaths. 

08-11-00 Elume, 

Delta State 

Fire erupted from PPMC 

pipeline that leaked for 4 

months. 

Several communities affected. 

Farmlands, rivers and aquatic 

lives destroyed. Ibada-Elume 

bridge collapsed. The stream 

polluted with diesel. NEPA 

transmission line burnt/cut.  

July 2000 Warri- 

South, Delta 

State 

Fuel scooping from a 

leaking pipeline resulted 

into explosion and fire 

40 deaths. 

July 2000 Ethiope-

West, Delta 

State 

Fuel scooping from a 

leaking pipeline resulted 

into explosion and fire 

15 deaths 

10-07-00 Egborode, 

Delta State 

Ruptured Pipeline burst 

into fire 

3000 death. Omugba, the only 

water source polluted. Over 30 

km affected. Farmlands, forest 

and crops roasted 

July 2000 

 

10-07-00 

 

July 2000 

Warri City, 

Delta State. 

Adeje, Delta 

State 

Okpe, Delta 

State 

Pipeline Explosion 

 

A damaged oil pipeline 

resulted into fire. 

Fuel scooping from a 

leaking pipeline resulted 

into explosion and fire 

250 deaths 

 

Over 300 deaths. 

 

230 deaths. 30 missing. 

Farmlands destroyed 
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Table 2.23 (Contd.) 

Date  Location  Nature of Accident Damage caused 

July 2000 Umuichichi/

Umunigbod

e, Abia 

State 

Pipeline failure resulted 

into fire 

Over 50 deaths. 

July 2000 Iffie/Ajala, 

Delta State 

Pipeline failure resulted 

into fire 

Over 80 deaths. 

09-07-00 Oviri Court, 

Delta State 

Vandalized pipeline 

resulted into fire 

Over 300 deaths. 

Jun 2000 Ogwe-Asa, 

Abia State 

Pipeline failure resulted 

into fire 

Undetermined number of 

deaths. 

Mar 2000 Adeje 

Village, 

Delta State 

Pipeline failure resulted 

into fire 

250 deaths. 

14-03-00 Osisioma 

Ngwa 

Village, 

Abia State 

Pipeline failure resulted 

into fire 

50 deaths. 

Jan 2000 Ogwo, Abia 

State 

Vandalized pipeline burst 

into fire 

Several lives lost 

26-12-99 

to  

Apr 2000 

Adeje 

Village, 

Delta State 

Fuel pipeline leaked 

continuously  for over 4 

months 

Destruction of farmland. The 

smell of petrol in air made 

breathing difficult. This 

eventually resulted into catarrh 

and cough. 

17-09-99 Ekakpamre, 

Delta State 

Ruptured Shell BP 

pipeline caught fire. 

Lives, animals, fishes and 

properties destroyed. River and 

land polluted. 

Jun 1999 

 

Oct 1998 

 

 

 

 

17-10-98 

 

 

27-03-98 

 

1998 

Aketedo, 

Lagos 

Jesse Town, 

Delta State 

 

 

 

Idjerhe, 

Delta State 

 

Jones Creek 

 

Bayelsa 

Pipeline failure resulted 

into fire 

Explosion and fire while 

scooping fuel from 

NNPC vandalized 

pipeline 

 

Leaking pipeline caught 

fire. 

 

Pipeline failure 

 

Pipeline failure 

30 deaths. 

 

Over 1200 deaths. Farmlands, 

trees, forests, crops and fauna 

roasted. Pollution of river 

body. 

 

Over 500 deaths. Lives, 

farmlands, houses and other 

properties destroyed. 

840000 barrels of crude spilt 

into the environment. 

800000 barrels spilt into the 

environment 
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2.11 Corrosion inhibition 

Various types of inhibitors are being applied by pipeline industry to minimize 

corrosion along the internal wall of pipelines during gas transport. These inhibitors 

are generally organic and inorganic in nature (Ryu and Lee, 2012; Teryusheva et al, 

2012). They include hexamine (Vashi and Naik, 2010), phenylenediamine (Abd El 

Rehim et al, 2010), dimethylethanolamine (Muller and Fischer, 2006), nitrites (Loto, 

2012), cinnamaldehyde  and condensation products of aldehydes (Kandepi and 

Narender, 2012; Seiad et al, 2012), amine (imines) (Khaled et al, 2005; Aiad et al, 

2011), chromates (Sangeetha et al, 2011), phosphates, hydrazine and ascorbic acid 

amongst others (Rani and Basu, 2011). 

The suitability of each chemical for a task in hand depends on many factors such as 

the material of the pipeline under consideration, the nature of the substances they are 

added into and the operating conditions such as temperature and pressure. The 

inhibitors could be anodic in nature or cathodic, the anodic inhibitors form a 

passivation layer on the metal surface thus, preventing its oxidation while cathodic 

inhibitors retard the corrosion by inhibiting the reduction of water to hydrogen gas. 

However, corrosion inhibitors have surfactants properties and some surfactants have 

been established to promote hydrate by increasing the gas content and the formation 

rate (Zhong and Rogers, 2000; Ricaurte et al, 2012). 

2.12 Project Focus and other Contributions to knowledge 

Hydrate formation cannot be totally prevented along the offshore gas pipeline due to 

various favourable thermodynamic conditions. As mentioned in section 2.6, these 

hydrates have been established by Obanijesu et al (2010; 2011) to be able to initiate 

corrosions along the pipelength. Also, corrosion inhibitors are equally applied to the 

gas stream in order to minimize corrosion during the transportation; however, the 

corrosion inhibitors have some surfactants properties in nature. Surfactants have 

been established to be hydrate promoters through various studies, therefore, there is 

may be a possibility for these surfactant properties of corrosion inhibitors to aid 

hydrate formation. However, all the reported research has not been studying this 

possibility, hence the uniqueness of this work. This work addressed these issues 

through various laboratory investigations. Once established, it means that the gas 

http://www.scientific.net/author/S_A_Teryusheva
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science?_ob=RedirectURL&_method=outwardLink&_partnerName=27983&_origin=article&_zone=art_page&_linkType=scopusAuthorDocuments&_targetURL=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.scopus.com%2Fscopus%2Finward%2Fauthor.url%3FpartnerID%3D10%26rel%3D3.0.0%26sortField%3Dcited%26sortOrder%3Dasc%26author%3DM%25C3%25BCller,%2520B.%26authorID%3D7403187058%26md5%3D0a5475c1e5ec3121b4b252d0ae851656&_acct=C000004498&_version=1&_userid=41361&md5=1600ebfb9a50435f6ed744fa1048f3a5
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science?_ob=RedirectURL&_method=outwardLink&_partnerName=27983&_origin=article&_zone=art_page&_linkType=scopusAuthorDocuments&_targetURL=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.scopus.com%2Fscopus%2Finward%2Fauthor.url%3FpartnerID%3D10%26rel%3D3.0.0%26sortField%3Dcited%26sortOrder%3Dasc%26author%3DFischer,%2520S.%26authorID%3D16175131000%26md5%3Dc6ec5f16c7c31db8a0bff7c77c28369b&_acct=C000004498&_version=1&_userid=41361&md5=8edfffa42b49e9747680795d8ad774b5
http://www.tandfonline.com/action/doSearch?action=runSearch&type=advanced&result=true&prevSearch=%2Bauthorsfield%3A(Seiad%2C+Linda+Loucif)
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industry is directly engaged in-between these two flow assurance problems. Efforts 

to solve one will conveniently promote the other, hence, the need to find a way to 

break away from the cyclic problems. This study further investigated the application 

of some gases to reduce the hydrate formation temperature. Any achievement on this 

will go a long way in minimizing hydrate-corrosion problems for the industry. This 

will help to save millions of dollars for the industry each year, increase production 

time which will lead to more profitability, reduce the environmental and safety risk 

of the operation thereby improve the operational conditions of the pipeline industry. 
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3. Corrosion Inhibitors as Hydrate Promoters 

3.1 General Background 

In response to the flow assurance issue raised in Chapter 2.12, this chapter properly 

investigated the use of corrosion inhibitors to aid the promotion of gas hydrate 

formation during the natural gas transport through offshore (underwater) pipelines. 

This investigation is divided into two separate studies. The first study which is 

reported in this chapter, investigated the ability of corrosion inhibitors to promote 

hydrate formation along deepwater gas pipeline. The study, carried out at 100bar and 

500ppm in a cryogenic sapphire cell at static condition involved the use of five 

different corrosion inhibitors with different sizes, structures, active functional 

groups, and affinity for water molecules. This study is significant since there is no 

existing literature on it. The results obtained established the need for further 

investigation in this research. This further investigation is reported in chapter four. 

3.2 Introduction 

Inhibition of corrosion along the inner wall of pipelines during natural gas 

transportation is a major investment in the gas industry due to the implications of 

corrosion problems on flow assurance. Corrosion has been established to be 

specifically responsible for 57% of oil & gas pipeline ruptures in Canada (Cribb, 

2003) and about 50% of worldwide pipeline failures with a replacement cost of 

about $1,767,710 and $1,977,644 per mile for 36‘ and 42‘ pipelines respectively 

(Parker et al, 2004). In 1995 alone, corrosion of metals and alloys cost U.S. 

companies and consumers approximately $300bn with 1% ($3bn) coming from the 

pipeline industry (Battelle, 1996); this cost increased for pipeline industry within the 

same country to $8bn by 2003 (Thompson and Vieth, 2003). 

Australia with good quality of natural gas (Table 3.1) is susceptible to sweet 

corrosion. Millions of dollars are annually invested on corrosion inhibition through 

chemical injections into the flow lines during the gas transportations and sponsorship 

of various researches to improve the performance of these chemicals. 

Corrosion inhibitors are generally organic and inorganic in nature. The suitability of 

each chemical for a task depends on many factors such as the pipe‘s material of 
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construction, the nature of the substance that the inhibitor is added into, the gas 

composition and the operating conditions such as temperature and pressure. The 

inhibitors could be anodic in nature or cathodic. While the anodic inhibitors form a 

passivation layer on the metal surface thus preventing its oxidation, the cathodic 

inhibitors retard the corrosion by inhibiting the reduction of water to hydrogen gas. 

However, most of these inhibitors have similar chemical properties and structures to 

the established hydrate formation promoters in gas pipelines. 

Table 3.1: Some Australian gas field compositions at platform separators (Pack, 2011) 

Component North West Shelf gas (mol %) Timor Sea gas (mol %) 

Methane 84.120 79.543 

Ethane 4.282 8.137 

Propane 1.733 1.746 

i-Butane 0.345 0.158 

n-Butane 0.532 0.133 

i-Pentane 0.213 0.023 

n-Pentane 0.193 0.012 

n-Hexane 0.132 0 

Carbon dioxide 2.513 6.146 

Nitrogen 5.938 4.102 

 

Hydrate formation along offshore gas pipelines is always aided by the favourable 

thermodynamic conditions of the producing environment, which are the gas 

transportation at a very high pressure and the low deepwater temperature of about 

4
o
C. With the presence of these conditions, the low paraffinic homologous 

composition of the gas (C1-C4) and/or the impurities present in the gas (such as H2S, 

CO2, etc) combine(s) with the available water vapour at the liquid/gas interphase in 

the presence of weak Van der Waals forces to form hydrates. If not quickly removed, 

the hydrate grows along the line and blocks the inner orifice of the pipe, hence, 

leading to pressure build-up along the line and eventual rupture. Hydrates, which 

have been costing the gas industry millions of dollars annually on prevention have 

been established to be promoted by surfactants (Karaaslan and Parlaktuna, 2000; 

Mandal and Laik, 2008). Some of the established hydrate promoters with surfactant 
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properties include tetra butyl ammonium chloride (Prasad et al, 2009) and Tetra-n-

butyl ammonium bromide (Sun et al, 2008). 

Of the five surfactants‘ classifications, the cationic surfactants are the most 

expensive due to the high pressure hydrogenation reaction carried out during their 

synthesis. However, due to their ability to adsorb on negatively charged substrates to 

produce antistatic and hydrophobant effects, they are of most value as corrosion 

inhibitors. Technically, it is observed that most of the corrosion inhibitors used in the 

gas fields either belong to the cationic surfactant group or have similar chemical 

structures with some members in the group. 

Several studies have been carried out to investigate the properties and efficiencies of 

various corrosion inhibitors (Bentiss et al, 2000; Aljourani et al, 2009) but none of 

the existing literatures have investigated the ability of these chemicals to promote 

hydrate formation, hence, the significance of this study. This study investigated the 

possibility of corrosion inhibitors to promote hydrate formation along deepwater gas 

pipelines. Five chemicals from the most regularly used inhibitors for sweet 

corrosions in gas fields (Table 3.2) are investigated due to its significance since 

carbon dioxide (CO2) corrosion is caused by carbonic acid (H2CO3) and remains one 

of the major problems associated with the oil and gas industry (Marco et al, 2001). 

Table 3.2: The list of inhibitors used for the study 

Inhibitor Abbreviat

ion 

Molecular Formula Mol. Wt. 

(g/mol) 

2-mercapto pyrimidine  MP C4H4H2S 112.15 

Cetylpyridinium 

chloride  

CPC C21H38NCl.H2O 358.07 

Dodecylpyridinium 

chloride  

DPC C17H30ClN 283.88 

Thiobenzamide  TB C6H5CONH2 121.14 

Benzl dimethyl 

hexadecylammonium 

chloride  

BDHC CH3(CH2)15N(CH3)2CH2C6H5.Cl 396 
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2-mercaptopyrimidine (MP) is a derivative of Pyrimidine. Pyrimidine is a 

heterocyclic compound containing nitrogen atoms at positions 1 and 3 in six-

membered ring structure molecule. Nandeesh and Sheshadri (1991) reported the 

corrosion inhibitory effect of MP on copper. Cetylpyridinium chloride (CPC) is a 

cationic quaternary ammonium compound with anti-microbial properties and an 

IUPAC naming of 1-Hexadecylpyridinium chloride. It is a white powder with 80-

83
o
C as melting point. The inhibitory effect of CPC on acid corrosion of low carbon 

steel was studied by Atia and Saleh (2003). Dodecylpyridinium Chloride (DPC) is a 

Heterocyclic Quarternary Ammonium Salts and cationic surfactant that undergoes 

complex formation with multicharged anionic planar substances (Murakani, 2004). 

Thiobenzamide (TB) is a sulphur-containing organic compounds used as a corrosion 

inhibitor (Zcan and Dehri, 2004). Finally, Benzyl dimethyl Hexadexyl Ammonium 

chloride  (BDHA) is a Quaternary ammonium compounds with colour ranging from 

white to creamy crystalline powder and the melting point of 54-58
o
C. It is freely 

soluble with pH of 6.0-8.5 (10% solution), non-reactive, slightly inflammable but 

stable under ordinary conditions. Marco et al (2001) studied the adsorption behavior 

of this chemical as a corrosion inhibitor on mild steel in CO2 saturated brine media. 

3.3 Methodology 

3.3.1 Reagent, Materials and Equipment 

Natural gas containing 20% CO2 (Table 3.3) was prepared by the BOC Pty Australia. 

The industrially prepared specific composition was necessary to maintain constant 

composition throughout the experimentation period. Purified water was obtained 

from a Milli-Q
†
-system (MQ-H2O). MQ-H2O is double-distilled, ultrapure 

laboratory grade water that is filtered and purified by reverse osmosis method. 

The five inhibitors were prepared from their various fresh stocks at CORR_CERT 

centre of Curtin University and the experiments were conducted at static condition 

inside a cryogenic sapphire cell (Figure 3.1) in the Clean Gas Technology Section of 

Curtin University, Perth, Australia. The cryogenic sapphire cell equipment is made 

up of piston pump, pneumatic pump, sapphire cell unit, valves, two cameras and 

other fittings. The equipment was manufactured by ST (Sanchez Technology) France 

and operates at a temperature range of -160
 o

C – 60
 o

C (with accuracy of ± 0.10
o
C) 

http://www.springerlink.com/content/?Author=L+S+Nandeesh
http://www.springerlink.com/content/?Author=B+S+Sheshadri
http://www.springerlink.com/content/?Author=M.M.+Saleh
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and pressure range of 1bar – 500bar (with accuracy of ± 0.5bar). The specified 

accuracies were given by the manufacturers with the equipment. 

Table 3.3: Composition of the studied natural gas 

Component Concentration (%) 

CH4 70.90 

C2H6 5.00 

C3H8 3.00 

n-C4H10 0.94 

n-C5H12 0.10 

N2 0.06 

CO2 20.0 

 

 

Figure 3.1: Schematic of the sapphire cell (Sucortseva et al, 2009; Obanijesu et al, 

2012a) 

The sapphire cell unit (Figure 3.2) is an inner glass cell of 60ml for liquid/gas 

interaction and has a magnetic stirrer which could be regulated to a desired speed. A 

thermocouple is screwed to the top of the cell to read the gas phase temperature (or 

TOP TEMPERATURE) and another to the bottom to read the liquid phase 

temperature (or BOTTOM TEMPERATURE) during an experiment. For each 
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experiment, the cell was properly cleaned and vacuumed in order to drastically 

minimize experimental errors. To achieve this, the cell is firstly depressurized by 

direct venting to the atmosphere followed by opening the cell door to critically clean 

the glass cell with MQ-H2O. The internal wall of the glass cell was then completely 

dried with air using a booster pump in order to minimize water retainment and the 

glass cell was finally secured with nuts at both ends. The cell door was then closed 

and securely locked while the whole cell was vacuumed and the inlet valves tightly 

closed. 

 

Figure 3.2: Liquid-gas interaction section in the sapphire cell (Obanijesu et al, 

2012a) 

During the experiment, the cell temperature was controlled using Falcon-E4378-

Curtin-Cryogenic Cell software which was a temperature regulator at constant 

pressure, (Temperature search method), this software operates using the ideal gas 

law as  as 
  

 
     With this, Temperature depends on number of dissolved moles at 

constant pressure. The cell pump was controlled for pressure regulation using 

Workbench V-5-Gas pump-Pressure software; the pump‘s motor speed was always 

set to 100% for utmost efficiency. Finally, the cell‘s temperature and pressure were 

monitored through the Texmate Meter Viewer software which displays the operating 

pressure and the temperatures (TOP and BOTTOM) inside the cell at each time. The 

Falcon, Workbench and Texmate Meter Viewer softwares were connected to a 

computer and the whole process is controlled/regulated through a computer monitor. 

Progress of each experiment was monitored through the two cameras attached to the 
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Cryogenic Sapphire Cell while the generated data were automatically logged by the 

system. 

 

3.3.2 The gas preparation for laboratory experimentation 

500ml cylindrical sampling bottles, made of steel were each vacuumed with a 2-

stage Edwards Rotation pump with an AC motor of 50Hz, Voltage of 220/240V and 

speed of 1425rpm. Each cylinder was then filled with fresh natural gas composition 

using a pressure transducer which is connected to power source with a cable of Type 

Gefion PI205. Each filled bottle is fitted to the manifold line and the whole system is 

again vacuumed. The gas was compressed into the Sapphire cell through V9 (Figure 

3.1) while 5ml of already prepared liquid phase solution was injected into the cell 

through V5. The liquid phase solution was either MQ-H2O (for blank experiment or 

0ppm concentration) or a required corrosion inhibitor whose concentration was 

prepared using  

                          Equation 3.1 

Where 

   is the concentration of the available inhibitor (ppm),    is the concentration of 

required solution (ppm),    is the volume of inhibitor (ml) and    is the volume of 

solution (ml). 

All lines (including the manifold line and the piston pump) were then connected to 

the sapphire cell and finally vacuumed. 

3.3.3 General Experimental Operations 

The system‘s pressure was raised within the desired pressure using both the booster 

and piston pumps while the WORKBENCH software was used to fix for specific 

operating pressure. The cell was heated up to 35
o
C as a reference point temperature 

(thus, giving the study a baseline for data generation), the heater was then turned off 

and the experimental SET-POINT TEMPERATURE (Tset) was fixed to 10
o
C. The 

chiller was then switched on and the experiment commenced. At the commencement 

of each experiment, the BOTTOM TEMPERATURE (TB) and TOP 

TEMPERATURE (TTop) were recorded. The TB represented the temperature of the 

liquid phase in the cell while TTop was that of the gaseous phase. As the cooling 
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progressed, changes in the TTop, TB, and AIR BATH TEMPERATURE (TAB) were 

automatically logged (in milliseconds) by the Falcon software for retrieval after each 

experiment. Other external observations such as the interphase condition (clear or 

cloudy), the point when the wall of the sapphire cell started turning (or fully turned) 

cloudy; the temperature where the first hydrate particle was formed, the 

agglomeration, growth and behaviour; the foaming properties, the point where the 

stirrer stops rotating due to complete hydrate blockage and the reduction rate of the 

liquid volume in the cell, were recorded into a log-book. These information points 

were also recorded through the video cassette recorder (VCR) embedded into the 

computer software for the study. At the end of each experiment, the hydrate 

formation temperature was recorded while the automatically logged data were 

downloaded. 

3.3.4: Experimental Procedure 

The experiments were conducted at 100bar. Before the commencement of the 

experiments, HYSYS software was used to investigate the compositional phase 

behavior of the gas at 100 bar for various temperatures. This was to investigate if the 

gas will remain gaseous at a very low temperature and maintain a constant 

composition throughout the study. This was important since the experiments were to 

be conducted at winter period; at a very low temperature, CO2 gas can undergo 

partial condensation to give the gas mixture different composition at different 

experiment based on the environmental conditions. 

HYSYS software was also used to predict the formation temperature of the gas 

composition at 100bar to give a rough formation temperature point for the blank 

studies in order to save time during the experiment. A blank experimental study was 

carried out to establish the hydrate formation temperature point. This was conducted 

by introducing 1200ml of the gas mixture through the manifold into the system and 

then pressurized with 5ml of MQ-H2O (liquid phase) in the 60ml sapphire cell at 

100bar while the temperature was gradually reduced till the first point where hydrate 

was formed. The gas/liquid mixture in the cell represents blank mixture. The value 

from this experiment served as the baseline temperature (TBlank). 

After establishing the hydrate formation temperature at blank condition, 500ppm of 

MP was prepared using Equation (3.1) to form the newly desired mixture of liquid 
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phase (blank+inhibitor). 5ml of the prepared 500ppm solution was injected into the 

sapphire cell through V5 while 1200ml of the gas was compressed in through V9 

and the experiment repeated at 100bar till hydrate is formed, this generate a new 

formation temperature (TNew). This same experimental procedure was repeated for 

the other inhibitors, one at a time. Deviation in temperature (TDeviation) was obtained 

by comparing the (TBlank) with (TNew). The difference in value for each showed how 

much the inhibitor impacted on the formation temperature along the offshore gas 

pipeline. 

To evaluate the performance of the equipment and ascertain accuracy of the 

generated experimental data, the blank study was repeated three times while some of 

the experiments (with inhibitors) were selected at random for replication; it was 

observed that the same results were obtained. Fluid leakages were also prevented 

during the experimentations in order to minimize errors; this was done by threading 

a Teflon tape along the outlet part of each valve and soap tested before starting the 

experiment. Furthermore, parallax error was avoided during the preparation of liquid 

phase solutions. Again, there was no source for the liquid head in the cell to fluctuate 

throughout the experiments. Statistical analysis on the generated data gave the 

maximum experimental error of 1.299%; this clearly showed that the data obtained 

were accurate within the limits of experimental errors since the probability limit 

(confidence level) is above 95%. 

3.4 Results and Discussions 

3.4.1 Promotion of hydrate formation 

The deviation in the formation temperature for all the investigated inhibitors was 

calculated using Equation (3.2) and the results plotted as shown in Figure 3.3. 

TDeviation =                           Equation 3.2 

Where 

        is the Formation temperature for the blank experiment and      is the 

Formation temperature for (blank + Inhibitor). 

From Figure 3.3, it is established that corrosion inhibitors generally promote hydrate 

formation along deepwater natural gas pipelines by increasing the formation 
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temperature. This development is best explained through their surfactant and 

hydrogen bonding properties. 

 

Figure 3.3: Hydrate formation temperature trend for the investigated inhibitors 

3.4.1.1 Effects of the inhibitors’ surfactant properties on formation temperature 

It was not surprising that all the investigated corrosion inhibitors aided hydrated 

formation since all corrosion inhibitors are surfactants and surfactants have generally 

been established to be hydrate promoters (Sun et al, 2003b; Gayet et al, 2005; Wu et 

al, 2011). A surfactant (also known as "surface-active agent") is a chemical that 

stabilizes mixtures of hydrocarbon and water by reducing the surface tension at the 

interface between the fluids‘ molecules. Because the fluids do not dissolve in each 

other, the present surfactant keeps the entire fluids mixture from separating into 

layers, thus, affecting surface characteristics of the system by increasing the contact 

of the two materials involved (wettability). There are generally five types of 

surfactants which are anionic, non-ionic, amphoteric, polymeric and cationic 

surfactants (Huntsman, 2010) with their production rates and utilization shown in 

Table 3.4. 

Corrosion inhibitors are mostly cationic surfactants. The cationic surfactants are 

more expensive than (and hence, rarely used compared to) the anionic surfactants 

due to the high pressure hydrogenation reaction carried out during their synthesis. 

However, due to their ability to absorb on negatively charged substrates to produce 

antistatic and hydrophobant effects, they are of most value as corrosion inhibitors. 
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Table 3.4: The surfactant types and their world production rates (Salager, 2002) 

The Surfactant Type World Production (%) 

Anionic 50 

Nonionic 45 

Others 5 

 

Cationic surfactants dissociate in aqueous solution into anion and cation but exhibits 

positively charged head groups and have anti-static properties (Salagar, 2002). Anti-

static property of a material is its ability to minimize the generation of static charges 

without depending upon the material‘s resistivity (ESD, 2009). Large proportion of 

this surfactant group corresponds to nitrogen compounds such as fatty amine salts 

and quaternary ammoniums, with one or more long chain of the alkyl type often 

coming from natural fatty acids. Karaaslan and Parlaktuna (2000) experimentally 

investigated the effects of surfactants on hydrate formation kinetics and established 

that the hydrate formation rate is increased by anionic surfactants at all 

concentrations while cationic surfactants increase the formation rate at low 

concentrations; whereas, corrosion inhibitors (which are also cationic surfactants) are 

generally introduced at low concentrations into the gas stream during transportation 

through pipelines, thus, behaving as proposed by Karaaslan and Parlaktuna (2000). 

3.4.1.2 Contributions of the material orientation 

Surfactants are amphiphilic substances by exhibiting double affinity defined from 

physico-chemical point as polar-apolar duality (Salagar, 2002). An amphiphilic 

molecule consists of two ends where the first end is a polar (hydrophilic) group with 

heteroatoms contents such as O, S, P, or N included in the functional groups. The 

other apolar (hydrophobic or lipophilic) end however is generally a hydrocarbon 

chain of alkyl or alkylbenzene, atimes, with halogen or non-ionized oxygen atoms. 

When in hydrocarbon-water mixture, the surfactant migrates to the interface and 

orientates in such a way that the hydrophilic end is placed in water while the 

hydrophobic end lies in the hydrocarbon, thus, reducing the tension at the interface 

through the surface activities. The hydrophilic end is always regarded as the head 

while the lipophilic end is the tail. 
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Just like surfactant where the hydrophilic end is placed in water and the hydrophobic 

end lies in the hydrocarbon in a hydrocarbon-water mixture, corrosion inhibitors 

when injected into a gas pipeline system have their hydrophilic end adsorbed 

(attached) to the pipe wall because of the high intensity HOMO structure while the 

hydrophobic end (carbon chain length) in the gas stream. In this case, the metal 

surface which is a conductor of electricity acts like water (which is also an electricity 

conductor). This enables the inhibitors to prevent any interaction between the water 

molecules in the gas stream and the pipeline, thus, inhibiting corrosion by spreading 

themselves throughout the entire pipe surface. However, the hydrophobic end within 

the gas stream encourage the gas components to dissolve more into the water 

molecules present in the gas stream to promote hydrate formation. This is due to the 

strong interaction between the carbon in the corrosion inhibitor and the methane 

present in the gas stream (Daimaru et al, 2007). 

3.4.1.3 Hydrogen bonding Contributions 

Gas clathrates (Figures 3.4a and 3.4b) exist due to the ability of H2O molecules to 

assemble through hydrogen bonding and form polyhedral cavities.  

      

Fig. 3.4a: Schematic drawing of natural gas clathrate structure             Fig. 3.4b: Methane clathrate  

where a methane molecule is encaged by a lattice of water molecules.                  dual structure. 

 

Figure 3.4: Methane hydrate structures (Mahajan et al, 2007) 

According to Vysniauskas and Bishnoi (2003) and Zhong and Rogers (2000), the 

hydrate formation mechanism in a water-gas system depends on the hydrogen-

bonded water molecules clustering with the solutes of the hydrocarbon gas to form 

hydrate crystals at certain concentration and size. In each water molecule, the two 

hydrogen atoms are separated at an angle of 108
o
C as a result of the hydrogen bonds 
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formed with oxygen (Caroll, 2009); this results in the formation of polyhedral 

cavities between several H2O molecules. The solute molecules (CH4, CO2, etc) are 

then trapped in- between the cavities to form the required hydrate type. 

Just like water molecule which is able to form hydrate because of its hydrogen 

bonding property, all amphiphiles exhibit hydrogen bonding abilities (Ali and Saha, 

2001). Corrosion inhibitors are amphiphiles, hence, their ability to exhibit hydrogen 

bonding property in their solid and/or liquid states. For the five investigated 

inhibitors, MP (Figure 3.5) has the ability to form a dimensional chain complex due 

to the existence N....H hydrogen bonding (Ma et al, 2005).  

 

Figure 3.5: The chemical structure of MP. 

The inhibitor also owns a de-protonated heterocyclic thioamide group (N-C-S)
-
 that 

makes it to act as an S or N-bridging ligand. Okazaki et al (1976) strongly confirmed 

the hydrogen bonding ability of CPC by experimenting with chloroform. 

Observation of the chemical structure (Figure 3.6) shows the ability of the inhibitor 

to form N—H bond. 

 

Figure 3.6: The chemical structures of CPC. 

Akba and Batigoc (2008) confirmed the hydrogen bonding ability of DPC (Figure 

3.7) while Saeed et al (2011) and Al-Kady et al (2011) equally confirmed the 

hydrogen bonding properties of TB and BDHA (Figure 3.8) respectively. 

 

Figure 3.7: Chemical formula DPC 
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Figure 3.8: Chemical formula for BDHA 

3.4.2 Impact of Different Inhibitors on Formation Temperature. 

The variation in promotion rate of different corrosion inhibitors on gas hydrate 

formation temperature was investigated based on the formation trends observed in 

Figure 3.3. This variation was necessary to study the impact of different types of 

corrosion inhibitors on offshore pipeline systems. It was observed that at the same 

inhibitor concentration, liquid volume and operating pressure, all the inhibitors 

increased the formation temperature with a trend of DPC > BDHC > MP > CPC > 

TB (Figure 3.9).  

These results show that corrosion inhibitors aid promotion of hydrate formation at 

different rates. This characteristic may depend on cumulative effects of many factors 

such as their sizes and structural distributions, active functional groups and affinity 

for water molecules which eventually impact on their hydrogen bonding properties 

and electronegativity. 

 

Figure 3.9: Formation temperature deviation of different inhibitors. 
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3.4.2.1 Structural Distribution 

The apolar (hydrophobic or lipophilic) end of corrosion inhibitors is generally 

known to be hydrocarbon chain of alkyl or alkylbenzene, and sometimes with 

halogen or non-ionized oxygen. The different sizes of this end for different inhibitors 

give them structures that are responsible for their different molecular aggregations; 

this gives each inhibitor unique chemical, physical and other phenomena ability. As 

cationic amphiphiles molecules, they possess non-polar hydrocarbon chains ending 

with methyl group; nitrogen; chloride and sulphide to enable them form onium and 

counterion structures (Vongbupnimit et al, 1995). By determining the distance 

between the active atom(s) at the outermost shell and the nucleus, the structure and 

size of each inhibitor therefore affects its electronegativity since the active electrons 

of some of the inhibitors have direct exposure to the nucleus while for others, the 

active electrons at the outermost shell have been shielded from the direct contact. 

The electronegativity of a substance has a direct influence on the impact of its 

hydrogen bonding type, the higher the electronegativity, the stronger the bond type. 

Electronegativity is a function of atomic radius, number of electrons in the outermost 

shell. The farther the electrons attached to the outermost shell from the influence of 

the nucleus charge, the easier it is to draw it away and the weaker the hydrogen bond 

that could be formed. The types and strength of the resulting hydrogen bonding will 

impact the average bond length, bond angle, the molecular packing and the torsion 

angles. 

3.4.2.2 Active functional group 

The polar (hydrophilic) group of each inhibitor contains heteroatom(s) such as O, S, 

P, or N which determines its impact on hydrate formation temperature through the 

type(s) of hydrogen bonding exhibited while in solution. The type of functional 

group will further determine whether the formed bonding will be polar covalent, 

ionic or ionic with covalent character in nature. 

While forming hydrate, MP (Figure 3.5) serves as a bridging ligand coordinate to a 

crystal structure which is stabilized by N···H, O—H···O and O—H···S (Li et al, 

2010). However Lima et al (2006) used Second- and fourth-order M ller-Plesset 

perturbation theory and thermodynamic perturbation theory implemented on a Monte 
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Carlo NpT simulation to show that the SH is more stable in gas phase while NH type 

is more stable in solution. From their structure likewise, CPC (Figure 3.10) can form 

N···H and H···Cl bond types; DPC (Figure 3.11) forms N···H, H···O and H···Cl; 

TB (Figure 3.12) forms S···H and N···H and BDHA (Figure 3.13) forms N···H and 

H···Cl. 

    

Figure 3.10: Another structural representation of CPC 

                     

Figure 3.11: Another structural representation of DPC 

             

Figure 3.12: The chemical structures of TB. 

   

Figure 3.13: The chemical structure of BDHA. 

3.4.2.3 Affinity for water 

Also, the affinity of each inhibitor for water molecules affects its level of promotion; 

the more the affinity, the more the promotion ability. This affects the inhibitor‘s 

hydration ability to forming more hydrogen bond with water by taking more water 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/9c/Cetylpyridiniumchlorid.svg
http://www.sigmaaldrich.com/thumb/structureimages/60/mfcd00008060.gif
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molecules into the complex three dimensional structures which will confine the gas 

into its cage (matrix) to form X.H2O, X.10H2O and/or X.50H20 where X is a 

particular inhibitor. The strength of the hydrogen bonds to be formed will be 

determined by the accessibility of the hydrogen atom(s) to the required site which 

thus encourages electrolyte selectivity through stericity and Nucleophelicity. 

Considering cumulative effects of the structural distribution, active functional group 

and affinity for water based on above explanations, the hydrate formation pattern as 

observed can be justified. DPC which is shows the strongest ability contains both the 

Cl
-
 and N

+
 groups that can react very fast with water molecules because of highly 

polar and strong hydrogen bonding properties which have higher affinity for water 

molecules meeting the thermodynamic energy needed for the breaks and formations. 

BDHA also contains these two groups, it however has a large non-polar part that 

restricts interaction with water because of increase in apolar character which 

involves London dispersion force (instantaneous dipole). Though, MP is expected to 

have more affinity for water compared with DPC due to it‘s readily solubility 

property, DPC and BDHA however show more polar character comparatively. 

Finally, although CPC also has Cl
- 
and N

+
 groups in its structure and expected to be 

readily soluble and reactive with water like DPC; the hydrophobic end however is 

very large. 

3.4.3 Hydrate Formation Patterns 

3.4.3.1 The blank formation patterns. 

The hydrate formation patterns for the blank and the five inhibitors were studied 

through physical observations. At the blank concentration (Figure 3.14a), the formed 

hydrate started building at the gas phase and grew gradually at the gas phase (Figure 

3.14 b-d); while the liquid volume was gradually reducing till the whole cell become 

blocked (Figure 3.14d-f). 
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(a)          (b)      (c) 

         

     (d)      (e)     (f) 

Figure 3.14: Captured images of hydrates at blank concentration 

3.4.3.2 The formation patterns for MP 

The hydrate for MP is initially formed thinly at the interphase without agglomerating 

for about 6 mins (Figure 3.15b); it then started forming disjointedly, block by block 

and piece by piece at the glass surface at a very low rate. During the growth (Figure 

3.15 c-f), the hydrate seemed suspended in the gas phase away from the liquid phase 

with the top building sky-like with snow colour. 

            

(a)          (b)    (c) 

            

    (d)      (e)        (f) 

Figure 3.15: Captured images of hydrates formed by MP 
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3.4.3.3 The CPC formation patterns. 

At the formation temperature, CPC‘s hydrates were initially formed at the interphase 

in chips form (Fig 3.16b). They then dissolved within two minutes into the liquid 

phase (Figure 3.16c) and started growing gradually but at a slow rate (Figure 3.16d). 

                

(a)             (b) 

        

(c)                                 (d) 

Figure 3.16: Captured images of hydrates formed by CPC 

3.4.3.4 Formation patterns for DPC 

The hydrate for DPC initially started growing slowly for the first 7mins after which 

the growth rate increased rapidly (Figure 3.17a-f). The growth rate was so alarming 

and the whole glass column was blocked within the next 4mins while the stirrer 

stopped rotating 1min after. For this chemical, it is observed that the liquid 

disappearance rate and the hydrate formation rate are very much higher when 

compared with the other four inhibitors. 
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  (a)    (b)    (c) 

     

      (d)        (e)     (f) 

Figure 3.17: Captured images of hydrates formed by DPC 

3.4.3.5 The formation patterns for TB 

The hydrate for TB, which was as white as snow, was formed at the interphase 

(Figure 3.18a-b), and then started growing upward along the cell glass column at the 

gas phase without mixing with the liquid phase (Figure 3.18c-d). The growth rate at 

the gas phase was rapid while the liquid phase was slightly turning cloudy and 

disappearing downward till it finally vanished (Figure 3.18d-e). Throughout, this 

experiment, the hydrate never collapsed into the liquid phase but solidified in the gas 

phase and grew. 

       

(a)      (b)    (c) 

           

 (d)      (e) 

Figure 3.18: Captured images of hydrates formed by TB 
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3.4.3.6 The formation patterns for BDHC 

The BDHC‘s hydrate was observed to form rapidly by breaking into chips and 

mixing with the liquid phase (Figure 3.19a-d). This was followed by the hydrate 

growing inside the liquid as flocs, breaking up and adding up to the existing hydrates 

(Figure 3.19e-f). The hydrate grow rate for this inhibitor was observed to be higher 

than those of the other inhibitors except for the DPC. 

       

(a)        (b)        (c) 

       

      (d)         (e)      (f) 

Figure 3.19: Captured images of hydrates formed by BDHC 

3.5 Conclusions 

This study has successfully established the ability of corrosion inhibitors to generally 

promote hydrate formation along the deepwater gas pipelines. This has strong 

consequences on flow assurance policy of the industry through creation of one 

problem while solving the other. It has further established that the inhibitors promote 

the hydrate at different rates probably based on their structural distributions, active 

functional groups and affinity for water molecules which eventually impact on their 

hydrogen bonding properties and electronegativity. Based on the experimental 

results, care must be taken in the use of DPC by the industry at deepwater facilities 

due to its alarming ability to aid the hydrate promotion compared to other inhibitors. 

Essentially, this study has brought a new focus to corrosion-hydrate relationship as 

well as establishes the need for comprehensive investigations along this area of 
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research interest. Further studies should be conducted on the growth and dissociation 

rates. Also, other inhibitors with similar structural distribution and active functional 

groups with DPC should be investigated for any correlation. 
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4. Hydrate Promotional Behaviour of DPC 

 4.1 Background 

This chapter reports a further study conducted subsequent to the laboratory 

discoveries reported in chapter three. It was conducted on Dodecylpyridinium 

Chloride based on its remarkable promotion ability as reported in the chapter three. 

This further study was carried out on the inhibitor at pressure range of 50 - 150bar 

and concentration range of 0 - 10,000ppm in order to establish its behaviors under 

different operating conditions. 

4.2 Introduction 

DPC is one of the chemicals commonly used in the gas industry to remarkably 

extend the shelf-life of process equipment through inhibition of carbon-dioxide 

corrosion (Pandarinathan et al, 2011). It is a cationic surfactant (with a molecular 

weight of 283.88g/mole and melting point of 66-70°C) that inhibits corrosion by 

adsorbing onto the active anodic and cathodic sites of the metal, and by forming 

bilayers, thus, classifying it as a mixed type inhibitor. 

DPC adsorbs onto the pipe surface both chemically and physically (Durnie et al, 

2005) through electrostatic adsorption and π-electron sharing (Durnie et al, 2003), 

although, the exact mechanism remains unknown (Likhanova et al, 2010). Where 

physical adsorption dominates, DPC molecules can associate to form bilayers 

depending on its concentration and chain length (Fuerstenau and Jia, 2004). 

4.2.1 Corrosion Inhibition Mechanism 

DPC exhibits mixed type inhibition properties by inhibiting corrosion both at anodic 

and the cathodic sites (Frignani and Trabanelli, 1999; Saleh, 2006). The important 

difference between the two sites is that physical adsorption occurs on the anodic 

sites, while chemical adsorption occurs on the cathodic sites (Likhanova et al, 2010). 

At anodic sites where iron is dissolved into the solution through electrochemical 

processes, DPC molecules slow down the dissolving rate through physical 

adsorption by generating ions with localised adsorption occurring initially, followed 

by the formation of monolayers and bilayers. The van der Waal forces between the 
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alkyl chains help to achieve a closely packed film at the metal surface, thus, 

increasing the inhibition effectiveness. 

At the cathodic site however, iron is oxidised. Without the corrosion inhibitor at this 

site, hydronium ions are adsorbed and hydrogen gas is desorbed. With the presence 

of the inhibitor however, its pyridinium head, being quite large compared to 

hydrogen, is able to cover a relatively large area of the steel surface. The pyridinium 

head bonds to the steel surface through the pi electrons in the aromatic ring and the 

free electron pair that is present on the nitrogen. The compound then accepts an 

electron from the metallic surface to achieve electroneutraility. 

 4.2.2 Factors influencing Inhibition Efficiency 

These factors can broadly be distinctly classified into two, which are the operating 

conditions and material properties.  Operating conditions include the operating 

temperature, pressure, pH, inhibitor concentration, flow rate and CO2 concentration. 

These have effects on the corrosion rate of steel. 

Also, the internal properties of a corrosion inhibitor determine its effectiveness. 

These properties include the alkyl chain length, ring size, type of head, bond type, 

bond strength, contact angle and unit cell structure and parameters. The physical 

structure of DPC consists of a pyridine head, a twelve long carbon chain and a 

chloride ion. The twelve-long carbon chain, often called a fatty chain, consists of 

carbons bonded together by single sigma bonds. The pyridine head is similar to that 

of benzene molecule, but with a nitrogen ion substituted into the ring (Figure 3.9). 

4.2.3 Study Justification 

Recent laboratory study by Obanijesu et al (2012a) however revealed that care 

should be taken in the use of DPC by the gas industry at deepwater facilities due to 

its ability to aid hydrate promotion compared to other corrosion inhibitors. This 

behaviour was justified by the presence of the Cl
-
 and N

+
 groups that could react 

very fast with water molecules due to highly polar and strong hydrogen bonding 

properties, thus, making it to have higher affinity for water molecules to meet the 

thermodynamic energy needed for the breaks and formations. 
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This study was carried out at 50bar, 100bar and 150bar since many offshore 

transmission and distribution operations are performed around these pressures. These 

encourage rapid hydrates formation, growth and agglomerate. These pressures are 

practically justified considering that the Line 300B that ruptured during pressure test 

in USA on 20
th

 October 2011 was transmitting natural gas at 52.19bar (757psi) 

(Derbeken, 2011). This 34-inch pipeline runs from Arizona boarder to Milpitas and it 

is operated by Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E). Typically, natural gas is 

transported through pipelines at 100bar and above (Mahgerefteh et al, 2011). The gas 

is transported through interstate pipelines at pressures up to 103.42 bar (1500psi) in 

order to reduce its volume by about 600 times and propel it through the pipeline 

(NG, 2011); while a compression of about 200bar (20MPa) is required for its 

transportation as fuel (Matranga et al, 1992). 

4.3 Methodology 

4.3.1 Reagent, Materials and Equipment 

This study was carried out inside the Cryogenic Sapphire Cell at the Clean Gas 

Technology Unit of Curtin University, Australia using exactly the same reagents, 

materials and equipment as explained in chapter 3.3 but with little modifications. 

The modifications include the use of DPC only for this study and the use of a range 

of pressures and concentrations. 10000ppm fresh stock of DPC was prepared at 

CORR_CERT centre of Curtin University and diluted to the required concentration 

for each experiment. Also, the experiments were conducted at 50bar, 100bar and 

150bar, these variations automatically led to more preliminary studies before the 

commencement of the experiments and other modifications to the experimental 

procedure are explained below 

4.3.2 Preliminary Study 

Before the experimentation, HYSYS software was used to investigate the formulated 

gas phase behaviour at various temperatures ranges for 50bar, 100bar and 150bar 

respectively (Table 4.1).  

This investigation was necessary before the experiment in order to establish if the 

gas will remain gaseous at a very low temperature and maintain a constant 
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composition throughout the study since the experiment was to be performed during 

winter period. At a very low temperature, CO2 gas can undergo partial condensation 

to give the gas mixture different composition at different experiment based on the 

environmental conditions (weather). 

Table 4.1: HYSYS prediction on the gas composition‘s phase behaviour 

Temperature (
O
C) Pressure (bar) 

50 100 150 

5 Gas Gas Gas 

0 Gas Gas Gas 

-5 Gas Gas Gas 

-10 Gas Gas Gas 

-15 Gas Gas Gas 

 

4.3.3 Experimentation 

HYSYS software was used to predict the formation temperature of the gas 

composition at the chosen pressures for rough formation temperature points for the 

blank studies in order to save time during the experiment (Figure 4.1).  

 

Figure 4.1: HYSYS prediction vs experimental result for the formation temperature 

at blank concentration. 
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Blank studies were then carried out experimentally at each of these set pressures to 

locate the hydrate formation temperature point (Figure 4.1). This was carried out by 

introducing a specific volume of gas as required by each pressure under study with 

5ml of MQ-H2O into the cell before carrying out the experiment. The formed 

gas/liquid mixture in the cell represents blank mixture. The value from this 

experiment served as a baseline for the deviation from the experiments to be 

conducted with the addition of the corrosion inhibitors. Introduced volume at 50, 100 

and 150bar were 600ml, 1200ml and 1500ml respectively. 

500ppm of DPC was prepared from the 10000ppm stock with a beaker, a pipette and 

Milli-Q water using the dilution factor calculated as equations (4.1-4.3).  

                          Equation 4.1 

    
    

  
                Equation 4.2 

Therefore, the required MQ-H2O for dilution    is given as  

                           Equation 4.3 

Where 

   is the concentration of the available inhibitor (ppm);    is the concentration of 

required solution (ppm);    is the volume of inhibitor (ml) and    is the volume of 

solution (ml). 

5ml of the prepared solution was injected into the system through V5 while 1200ml 

of the gas was compressed in through V9. The newly formed gas/liquid mixture in 

the cell represents (blank+inhibitor) mixture and the experiment repeated at 100bar 

until hydrate was formed. This same experimental procedure was repeated three 

times to ascertain accuracy of the result. 

The deviation in temperature    for each experiment was calculated as 

                              Equation 4.4 

Where 

       is the formation temperature for the blank experiment;      is the formation 

temperature for (blank + Inhibitor) experiment.  
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To ascertain accuracy of the generated experimental data, the blank study was 

repeated three times while some of the experiments were selected at random for 

repetition; it was observed that the same results were obtained. . Fluid leakages were 

also prevented during the experimentations in order to minimize errors; this was 

done by threading a Teflon tape along the outlet part of each valve and soap tested 

before starting the experiment. Furthermore, parallax errors were avoided during the 

preparation of liquid phase solutions by reading the values at the bottom of 

meniscus. At the concentrations where the cell solution became very foamy before 

commencement of experiment, the cell was heated to high temperature of 45
O
C to 

obtain clear solution and clear interphase. The system was then cooled to the 

reference Temperature of 25
O
C before conducting the experiment. 

Also, explosion was avoided through complete venting of the whole system before 

vacuuming the gas cylinders. This was compulsory noting that, venting the system 

after completion of each experiment usually left 3bar in the line, which must be 

totally bleeded before fixing the vacuuming pump to the line. This remaining 

pressure (3bar) was always bled off by opening all the valves connected to the lines 

for about 60 seconds. Furthermore, care was taken to prevent hydrate blockage along 

the manifold line as this usually leads to pressure drop in the cell. This was 

experienced two times during the experiments and they have to be repeated for 

certainty. Whenever hydrate blocked the line, the sensors along the line would no 

longer receive data from the pump, thus, preventing data transmission to the sensors 

in the cell. If this should occur in the industry, explosion is inevitable as the line 

operator would have been reading low pressure as generated by the system and his 

efforts to increase the pressure to ‗normal‘ operating pressure would result into over-

pressurization. 

Due to all these precautions, the statistical analysis on the generated data gave the 

maximum experimental error of 1.823%; this clearly showed that the data obtained 

were accurate within the limits of experimental errors since the probability limit 

(confidence level) is above 95%. 

4.3.4 Concentration Profile 

Due to observed high hydrate promotion rate of DPC, a concentration profile was 

investigated in order to study the inhibitor‘s behavious at different pressures and 
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concentrations. First, concentration profile for the inhibitor at 50 bar was developed. 

This was carried out by introducing a solution of (blank+inhibitor) at a required 

concentration prepared using Equations 4.1 – 4.3 into the Sapphire cell and the 

experiment was carried out. The considered concentrations of 1000ppm, 2000ppm, 

3000ppm, 5000ppm and 10000ppm were prepared from the fresh stock each at a 

time for experimentation. This wide concentration range was used for both academic 

and industrial applications. Industrially, 200ppm is the maximum applied 

concentration due to cost implication on operation; however, it is important to 

academically study the trend at higher concentrations in order to study the possibility 

of the chemical to serve as hydrate inhibitor at such concentration(s). For each 

experiment, 5ml of the prepared concentration (in ppm) and 600ml of the fresh gas 

were fed into the cell and the experiment carried out at 50bar till hydrate is formed. 

The formation temperature was recorded and the cell cleaned. The experiment was 

then repeated at 100bar and 150bar for each of these concentration ranges. 1200ml 

and 1500ml gas volume were introduced into the sapphire cell respectively for the 

experimentations at 100bar and 150bar. The hydrate formation temperatures were 

properly recorded and the cell cleaned after each experiment. The complete set of 

experimental data generated at these three pressures were analysed for the Pressure-

Concentration matrix. Many of these experimental conditions were randomly 

selected for repetition in order to ascertain the accuracy and duplicability of the 

results. 

4.3.5 Location of Critical/Peak Operating Concentration  

While the effectiveness of a corrosion inhibitor depends on fluid composition, 

quantity of water, and flow regime, the quantity of corrosion inhibitor required for 

gas line is a function of the chemical price, pipe dimension, the length of the 

pipeline, the desired film thickness, the quantity and the quality of the transported 

natural gas (Whited, 2003; Schlumberger, 2011). This quantity, which is displaced 

down the lines between pigs, is estimated by Schlumberger (2011) as 

                              Equation 4.5 

Where  

  is the vol (l);   is the length (km);     is the Desired film thickness (ml) 
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However, the chemical concentration should play a critical role since this study has 

established that there is variation in hydrate influence at varying concentration and 

pressure; hence, the need to establish the critical operating concentration. The critical 

(or peak) operating concentration is that concentration at which the highest 

formation temperature is recorded. Hydrate could easily be promoted along the 

pipeline system at this concentration due to the corrosion inhibitor‘s influence. 

Operating at critical concentration should be avoided at all cost due to the safety and 

economic impacts on the industry. Continual operation at this concentration means 

that, the industry has to invest in the continual removal of the hydrate blocks within 

the line in order to prevent full-bore rupture of the pipeline. Since it has been 

observed through the pressure-concentration matrix that at all pressure, the formation 

temperature dropped between the concentrations of 500ppm and 1000ppm (Figure 

4.7), definitely, the peak could not be within this range. Further studies were carried 

out to investigate whether the concentration falls between 0ppm (blank) and 

500ppm. This was done by carrying out the experiments at the mid-point 

concentration of 250ppm for the three pressures. The results (Figure 4.2) established 

that, at all pressures, the influence on formation temperature at 250ppm was higher 

than both at 0ppm and 500ppm, hence, the conclusion that the critical concentration 

lies between 0ppm and 500ppm. 

 

Figure 4.2: Investigation of critical operating concentration of DPC 

The experiment was repeated on DPC solutions between the blank (0ppm) and 

500ppm at 50ppm interval (0, 50, 100, ...., 450, 500). Each concentration was studied 
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at a time inside the cryogenic cell at 100bar and the results recorded. The 100bar 

pressure was selected for this study because, 150bar is very dangerous when 

considering safety factors, whereas, at 50bar, the hydrate formation temperature was 

more difficult to locate and the formed hydrate grew too slowly for recognition. 

4.4 Results and Discussions 

4.4.1 Hydrate Formation Ability 

At all inhibitor concentrations for the three experimented pressures, it was observed 

that hydrate was always formed at temperatures above those for blank studies; this 

shows that DPC promotes hydrate formation at all concentrations. This is a negative 

influence on gas industry since the chemical is introduced into the gas stream to 

assist in solving a flow assurance problem by minimizing corrosion along the 

pipeline network; due to this negative influence however, the same pipeline is 

subject to hydrate formation which is another flow assurance problem. Either way, 

the outcome will result into loss of product, environmental degradation and other 

economic losses apart from the political issues depending on the sensitivities of the 

terrain and neighbouring habitat. 

Throughout the experiment, the liquid phase never turned cloudy for all 

concentrations and pressures until the formation period and hydrate always started to 

form at the gas (Figure 4.3), the hydrates are very clear and ice-like in colour. 

      

1000ppm at 50bar      2000ppm at 100bar           3000ppm at 50bar     

        

            5000ppm at 100bar      10000ppm at 150bar       

Figure 4.3: Images of hydrates formed at various concentrations and pressures. 
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The liquid phase takes a long time to completely disappear as the hydrate turned into 

slurry and built-up very slowly in the glass cell. 

It was also observed that the inhibitor was very foamy regardless of the 

concentration, the foaming ability however reduced with increase in concentration 

except for 5000ppm (Figure 4.4). Also, the formed hydrate flake at this 

concentration failed to completely block the glass orifice. Furthermore, unlike other 

concentrations, the stirrer keeps rotating at 5000ppm even after all the liquid had 

turned into hydrate. All these showed that 500ppm could be a special concentration 

to the chemical. After further differential results were obtained at this concentration, 

it was later believed to be the Critical Micelle Concentration (CMC) for the 

chemical. 

         

1000ppm at 100bar           2000ppm at 100bar       3000ppm at 100bar      

      

          5000ppm at 100bar                       10000ppm at 100bar 

Figure 4.4: Decreasing foaming property with concentration except at 5000ppm 

Critical Micelle Concentration (CMC) is that concentration where all the available 

molecules of a surfactant in solution go into micellization. Micellization is the 

submicroscopic aggregation of surfactant molecules (DPC for this study) that are 

dispersed in a liquid colloid. This aggregation is formed at each polar (hydrophilic) 

end of the molecules that are in direct contact with the surrounding liquid to form 

micelles, and this leads to sequestration of existing hydrophobic tails within the 

micelle centre. These polar ends are capable of forming hydrogen bonding. The 

shape and size of each micelle is determined by the molecular geometry of the 
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surfactant molecules and the solution conditions such as the pH, temperature, 

surfactant concentration, and the ionic strength. For any given surfactant, CMC is 

strongly dependant on temperature, pressure and concentration (Hara et al, 2004; 

Metha et al, 2005). Surface tension is strongly influenced below CMC but remains 

relatively constant once CMC is reached. Korotkikh and Kochurova (2006) gave the 

CMC value for DPC at 20
0
C as 1.78*10

-2
M and gave those of 25

0
C, 30

0
C, 35

0
C and 

40
0
C as 1.75*10

-2
M, 1.36*10

-2
M, 1.97*10

-2
M and 2.15*10

-2
M respectively. 

It was further observed that the inhibitor remained foamy even after the hydrate 

might have stopped the stirrer from working due to total blockage of the orifice 

(Figure 4.5). 

            

Towards blockage                   Towards blockage           Towards blockage        

    

      About to block                Foamy at blockage 

Figure 4.5: Foam growth with time at 3000ppm and 150bar. 

At each pressure, it was further observed that the liquid disappearance rate decreased 

with increase in concentration. At 100bar and 1000ppm for instance, over 80% of the 

liquid had disappeared within 5 minutes after formation whereas at the same pressure 

but 5000ppm and 10000ppm, it took 12 and 15 minutes respectively to have this 

same quantity to disappear. Likewise, the hydrate growth rate followed the same 

trend. These suggest the possibility of using this chemical to aid the transportation 

and storage of natural gas in slurry form. This research area was investigated by 

Gudmundsson and Børrehaug (1996), Javanmardi et al (2004) and Rogers et al 

(2005) as a means of solving hydrate problems. Recently, Wang et al (2010) 
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conducted a similar study using tetrahydrofuran, while Delahaye et al (2011) 

conducted a similar work to study the rhelogical properties of CO2 hydrate slurry 

flow using surfactants and antiagglomerants as additives. 

For both 100bar and 150bar, the blockage time decreases with increase in 

concentration. At 100bar for instance, it was observed that at 1000ppm, the stirrer 

stopped working due to total blockage of the glass orifice at 18minutes after 

formation time whereas, the stirrer stopped at 28 minutes and 32 minutes 

respectively for 5000ppm and 10000ppm respectively. This means that at very high 

concentration, DPC exhibited some hydrate inhibition properties which might make 

it a useful additive for transporting natural gas at such concentration. This might 

further support the potential of using the chemical in natural gas transportation in 

slurry form. 

It was further observed that increase in agitation (stirring) rate could prolong the 

hydrate growth rate. At 150bar as an example, when the rate was very slow, the 

hydrate was formed at 17.3
O
C; however, when the rate was significantly increased, 

the flocs dissolved into the liquid completely and later started to form again at 16
O
C. 

This might have to do with the combined influences of pressure, temperature, 

agitation and particle size on the gas solubility which could be explained as follows. 

According to kinetic theory, reduction in kinetic energy was experienced by the gas-

liquid system as temperature dropped towards the hydrate formation point. This 

resulted in reduction in the molecules‘ motion that eventually led to reduction in the 

rate at which the gas molecules escaped from the solution since there was already a 

reduction in the rate that the intermolecular bonds broke up. This effectively 

increased the gas solubility. The gas solubility is further enhanced by the 150bar at 

which the study is conducted. At this high pressure, Henry‘s Law is obeyed and the 

gas molecules are further pushed into the liquid; hence, the initially obtained hydrate 

formation temperature of 17.3
O
C. 

When the agitation rate was increased however, the solubility now depended on the 

particle size. The existing fine hydrate particles had more exposed surface area to the 

surrounding solvent. The solute (hydrate particles) then dissolved rapidly into the 

liquid since agitation brought the available fresh solvent into contact with the surface 

of the solute. As the temperature dropped further to 16
O
C, another hydrate formation 
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temperature was reached based on the new agitation rate. At this point, the hydrate 

agglomerated and grew to form an ‗ice‘ that blocked the glass orifice. 

Agitation and particle size can only affect the solute (hydrate) dissolution rate but 

cannot influence the saturation point, this phenomenon could further be investigated 

as related to deepwater natural gas pipeline in order to understand the hydrate growth 

process. 

4.4.2 Specific Observations at Various Operating Pressures 

During the experimentation, specific observations were made that were unique to the 

operating pressures. There were some unique to 50bar while others were unique to 

the high pressure range of 100bar and 150bar. These are discussed below. 

4.4.2.1 Specific observations at 100bar and 150bar 

Experiments for all concentrations at 100bar and 150bar followed the same observed 

trends. At all concentrations, hydrates were generally formed at the interphase and 

grew along the gaseous phase (Figure 4.6) while the liquid disappeared downward.  

               

   10000ppm and 150bar         10000ppm and 100bar 

Figure 4.6: Images showing the hydrate growth in gas phase. 

At Initial stage after formation, each time hydrate flocs were formed within the 

liquid phase, they would quickly rise to the interphase (this hardly happened and 

required a very good observation to notice); with time however, the flocs started to 

dissolve in the liquid thus, turning it into slurry and the floc particles became 

noticeable in the liquor or as the hydrate agglomerated and grew. The growth pattern 

might have been influenced by concentration and pressure (Figure 4.7). 
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    3000ppm and 100bar           5000ppm and 100 bar           5000ppm and 150 bar 

Figure 4.7: Formation of flocs in the liquid phase 

As the temperature continued to drop, the hydrate slurry turned into flakes up to 

about 0.5
O
C below the formation temperature. Within this period, the hydrate growth 

rate was generally slow. At about 0.5
O
C below formation temperature however, the 

temperature started to rise but suddenly dropped sharply while approaching the 

formation temperature. Within this period, the hydrate growth rate was noticed to 

increase sharply and completely block the whole glass orifice within a very short 

period of time at a temperature varying between 0.3
 O

C and 0.5
O
C away from 

formation temperature. This trend was noticed for all concentrations except for 

10000ppm where the temperature dropped to 1
O
C below the formation temperature 

before it started rising again. Again, at 10000ppm for both 100bar and 150bar, it was 

observed that at some point, the formed hydrate collapsed inside the liquid and 

started rebuilding and growing until the blockage time (Figure 4.8). 

                 

Initial stage                 Collapsed          Rebuilding      

               

    Growing            Growing            Final growth 

Figure 4.8: The collapsing and rebuilding trend at 100bar and10000ppm 
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4.4.2.2 Specific observation at 50 bar 

At each concentration, hydrates were generally formed at lower temperature 

compared to those of higher pressures. After formation, the temperature is generally 

reduced to a very low value compared to those at 100bar and 150bar before the 

hydrates agglomerate, even despite that, the growth rate is noticed to be very very 

slow comparatively. This is an indication that hydrate growth rate may be directly 

proportional to operating pressure. The hydrates, independently formed in bits, 

formed a ‗ring‘ at various spots and cycle round the glass wall at interphase while 

growing. At a pressure mostly between 2
O
C - 3

O
C below the formation temperature, 

the temperature usually increased sharply due to heat transfer process taking place at 

this point. This resulted in the hydrates completely filling the glass orifice which in 

turn blocked the glass and stopped the stirrer within 4-6 minutes. 

4.4.3 Concentration Profile 

The concentration-pressure matrix study carried out on DPC showed a unique trend 

at all the pressures (Figure 4.9). From the figure, it is observed that though, at same 

the concentration but different pressures, the formation temperature was different; 

however, a look at the results from the three pressures gave a similar ‗camel back‘ 

structure with that of 100bar more obvious. Generally, the formation temperature 

increases sharply from 0ppm to 500ppm and then reduced at 500ppm to 2000ppm 

and then starts to increase at 3000ppm; however, a sharp increase was noted at 

5000ppm before a final drop at 10000ppm. 

The experiment for 5000ppm was repeated to confirm the noticed sharp increase as 

against the normal on-going reduction trend and the same result was obtained. This 

increase may be due to the effect of change in the hydrate formation rate beyond the 

critical micelles concentration (CMC). According to Zhong and Rogers (2000), at a 

concentration above its CMC, the formation rate of gas hydrate in a static system 

increases in multiple times (over 700). 
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Figure 4.9: Concentration–pressure matrix showing similar structure at all pressures. 

4.4.4 Critical Operating Concentration 

Because of the very significant saddled structure observed at 100bar, this pressure 

was used to further investigate the trend in relationship between concentration and 

formation temperature in the concentration range of 0-500ppm. From Figure 4.10, it 

could be proposed that the critical operating concentration for DPC at 100bar is 

200ppm. This result suggests that the gas industry should avoid the use of this 

chemical around this concentration for the deepwater pipeline in order to prevent 

hydrate promotion. All points close to this value may have the same effect which 

could easily lead to full bore rupture and the subsequent consequences. 

 

Figure 4.10: Result establishing the peak concentration for CPC as 200ppm. 
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4.4.5 Pressure Effect on Formation Temperature Point 

The pressure effect on formation temperature was studied from two angles. First, the 

pressure effect on the hydrate promotion ability of corrosion inhibitors was studied 

and noted to reduce with increase in operating pressure. As an example, analysing 

the generated data between the blank (0ppm) and 500ppm at different pressures 

showed that while the difference in formation temperature (deviation value) at 50bar 

is 3.8
o
C, it is 1.5

o
C  and 0.7

o
C  at 100bar and 150bar respectively. Also, this study 

showed that at any concentration, the hydrate formation temperature increases with 

operating pressure (Figure 4.11). This perfectly agreed with the scientifically 

established findings (Ganji et al, 2007; Palmer and King, 2008; Moraveji et al, 

2010). 

 

Figure 4.11: Pressure impacts on formation temperature at studied concentrations. 

4.5 Conclusions 

This study has shown that care should be taken in the use of DPC as corrosion 

inhibitor at deepwater gas facilities due to its significant ability to aid hydrate 

promotion. The resulting hydrates from this influence were very foamy at all 

investigated concentrations and pressures. This specifically showed that some 

surfactant properties of the chemical were highly influential at all stages of the 

hydrate formation. It was observed however that this foaming ability decreased with 

concentration except at 5000ppm where anomalous behaviour was generally 

observed probably due to the CMC influence. The combined influence of pressure, 
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temperature, agitation and particle size were noticed on hydrate solubility. At all the 

investigated pressures, it was also realized that DPC prolonged the complete 

blockage of the glass orifice at 10000ppm. This special characteristic may suggest 

the potentiality in applying the chemical as an additive for natural gas transportation 

and storage in slurry form. Besides, it may further suggest the possibilities of using 

the chemical as corrosion and hydrate inhibitor along offshore gas pipeline at very 

high concentrations. Though the usage as both the corrosion and hydrate inhibitor 

could be expensive, it could be cost effective since it would serve a dual purpose and 

there would be no further need to add another hydrate inhibitor.  

Finally, this study has further confirmed the need to investigate the hydrate 

formation ability of the corrosion inhibitors that are used along the deepwater natural 

gas pipeline. 
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5. Hydrate-Corrosion Model: Development and Simulation 

5.1 Background 

Chapters 3 and 4 have established the ability of corrosion inhibitors to aid in the 

promotion of gas hydrate within the offshore natural gas pipelines. Considering 

Chapter 2.6 that suggested that gas hydrates can initiate internal corrosion along the 

same pipelength with time, it is then necessary to consider measures to handle this 

possibility. Preventive and corrective options are the only available options. The 

preventive options are always better since they are easy to control with no future 

repercussions. This chapter considered development of a predictive model as a 

preventive measure. 

5.2 Introduction 

Hydrate formation along a long natural gas pipeline has been established as a 

potential initiator of different types of internal corrosion along the pipe-length based 

on the formation stage and point (Obanijesu et al, 2011b). These corrosions may lead 

to disintegration of the pipe‘s properties and eventually result into the pipe‘s leakage 

or full-bore rupture. Apart from the enormous economic implications on the 

operating company, the conveyed fluid upon escape to the environment poses the 

risk of fire, reduction of air quality and other health hazards. 

This work theoretically developed an empirical model on natural gas corrosion rate 

with gas hydrate as the corroding agent. The model considered carbon steel pipelines 

(with iron as alloyed metal) conveying natural gas at different temperatures, pHs, 

fugacities and wall shear stresses and is based on turbulent flow (Re › 2300), closed 

system and homogenous phase conditions. This model, with emphasis laid on the 

thermodynamic properties of the gas composition is a preventive model which will 

enable prediction of the pipe‘s shelf-life. 

 5.3 Existing Corrosion Rate Monitoring Methods 

In recognition of the dangers posed by corrosion to gas pipeline, various methods 

have been proposed by scientists to minimize its occurrence. These methods can 

broadly be classified as preventive and corrective measures and many of them are 
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presently in use in the industry while several studies are still going on globally for 

improvement. One of the corrective techniques is the use of on-line electrical 

resistance (ER) probes for instantaneous corrosion velocity readings (Huang and Ji, 

2008; Saravanan et al, 2009). These readings are linked to computer software 

systems over a determined period to establish an accurate corrosion rate. This 

method allows for a continuous monitoring without multiple exposures to transferred 

fluid. However, it is subject to fouling and may not read pitting corrosion (Pickthall 

et al, 2011). Also, this method has a slow reaction time and there is a need to obtain 

a balance between the sensitivity and the probe lifespan. 

Pigging is another corrective method commonly used in the pipeline industry. A pig 

is used to scrape off the corroded surface of the inner portion of hydrocarbon 

transporting pipeline but eventually reduces the pipe‘s thickness. Guided wave 

corrosion detection (Konstantinidis et al, 2006; Clarke et al, 2010; Croxford et al., 

2010) could have been a valid substitute for smart pigging considering the recent 

advances in the technology which makes it more reliable on unpiggable process 

lines, road crossing and overhead (gantry lines). It however has an accuracy of 

location detection problem among others (ETF, 2011). Also, it is only applicable in 

buried lines but not on a subsea line where the probes are exposed. 

Predictive model development is a preventive measure. It predicts the likely shelf-

life of the pipe for the industrial use on planning the replacement time. Both the CO2 

corrosion (sweet corrosion) and H2S corrosion (sour corrosion) are major concern in 

the application of carbon and low alloy steels which are still the principal 

construction materials offering economy, availability and strength (Nesic et al, 

2004). In practice, localized corrosion is the most dangerous mode of attack and can 

result in serious failures, hence, the need to predict the occurrence. Localized 

corrosion of metals is stochastic in nature (Williams et al, 1985, Bertocci et al, 1986; 

Gabrielli et al, 1990; Wu et al, 1997; Frankel and Sridhar, 2008; Caleyo et al, 2009; 

di Caprio et al, 2011) and it is believed to relate to two stochastic processes: the 

breakdown of the passive film and repassivation of the exposed area (Bettocci et al, 

1986; Hashimoto et al, 1992; Stockert and Bohni, 1989; Pistdrius and Burstien, 

1992; Gabrielli and Keddam, 1992; Pujar et al, 2007; Estupinan-Lopez et al, 2011; 

Montesperelli and Gusmani, 2011). The probabilistic characters of localized attack 

make a stochastic approach to its study attractive. Gunaltum (1996) proposed a 
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localized corrosion prediction model, which applies a turbulence factor to general 

corrosion rate, assuming the flow to be the main parameter initiating localized attack. 

Schmitt et al (2000) developed a probabilistic model for prediction of flow-induced 

localized corrosion. It is well known however that there are other environmental 

factors such as pH, temperature, partial pressure of the corroding agent (Sun et al, 

2003a) amongst others, causing carbon steel to undergo rapid, localized corrosion 

and therefore, a model that could predict it should take all these into account. 

van Hunnik et al (1996) developed a two-dimensional (2-D) stochastic algorithm to 

simulate the morphology of localized attack (Equation 4.1). The rule-based 

algorithm operated on the assumption that the morphology of corrosion attack 

depended on the balance of two processes: corrosion (leading to metal loss) and 

precipitation (leading to metal protection). This balance was effectively quantified 

using a single parameter: the scaling tendency ST: 

CR

R
ST

FeCO3                       Equation 5.1 

Where  

3FeCOR is the precipitation  rate of iron carbonate (mm/yr) and CR  is the corrosion 

rate  (mm/yr) 

The algorithm produced a wide range of acceptable corrosion surface morphologies. 

Though, there was not much physico-chemical contents built into the algorithm, the 

appearance of the 2-D corroded surface, including the one with localized attack was 

rather similar to what is seen in Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) images of 

corroded steel samples (Plates 5.1 and 5.2). 

However, the model‘s strength (the requirement of only one input: the ST) turns out 

to be its weakness since knowing the ST was not straight forward. ST depends on 

both the precipitation rate and corrosion rate, and neither is easy to predict as they 

depend on many other factors including water chemistry, steel composition, surface 

electrochemistry and transport of species in the solution. 
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Figure 5.1: SEM image of the corroded steel surfaces taken from the study of CO2   

     corrosion in multiphase flow (Nesic et al, 2004) 

 

 

Figure 5.2: Simulated metal surface morphology following moderate precipitation 

leading to a partially protective film and localized corrosion. ST = 0.53 (Nesic et al, 

2004) 

Nesic et al (2004) modified the van Hunnik et al (1996) to enable simulation of a 

broader variety of localized corrosion morphologies found in practice. The 2-D 

algorithm, which used ST as the only input parameter was connected with the 1-D 

mechanistic model of CO2 corrosion so that the morphology of localized attack can 

be predicted as a function of primitive parameters such as temperature, pH, partial 

pressure of CO2, velocity, etc. The model which was on uniform corrosion, stretched 

from the steel surface though the pores of a surface film and mass transfer boundary 

layer, ending in the turbulence bulk of the solution. The concentration of each 

species was governed by a species conservation (mass balance) equation. The model 

equation was finally presented as 
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5.1  is the net flux; jR  is the 

source or sink due to chemical reaction; jC  is the concentration of species j 

(kmol/m
3
);   is the porosity of the film; 

eff

jD is the Effective diffusion coefficient 

of species j (which include both the  molecular and the turbulent components, m
2
/s); 

jR  is the source or sink of species j due to all the chemical reactions in which the 

particular species is involved, kmolm
-3

s
-1

); t  is the time, (s) and x  is the spatial 

coordinate (m). 

Based on the results of its simulation, the model postulated that partially protective 

films were all that was needed to trigger localized attack; this was in agreement with 

the experimental study of Sun et al (2003a). The shortcoming in the model was the 

neglect of electromigration component in the transport equation. An assumption that 

its contribution to the overall flux of species was small as the cumulative 

contribution from various species could be significant. Also, turbulent convention 

was replaced with turbulent diffusion as the former was difficult to determine 

explicitly in turbulent flow. This will however affect the final output of the model. 

Further improvement and adjustment on this model was reported through Xiao and 

Nesic (2005). 

Song et al (2007) developed a micro-mechanics based corrosion model to predict the 

service life of reinforced concrete (RC) structure. The corrosion model consisted of a 

chloride penetration model (Equation 5.3) to evaluate the initiation of corrosion, an 

electric corrosion cell model (Equation 5.4) and an oxygen diffusion model to 

evaluate the rate and the accumulated amounts of corrosion products (Equation 5.5). 

0



ClCl

Cl
i QdivJ

t

C
                  Equation 5.3 
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Where 

 i  is the specific capacity; ClC  is the amount or concentration of chlorine ions; ClJ  

is the diffusion flux of chloride ions; ClQ  is the sink term and t is the time. 

)( 12  skgm
FZ

iM
SR

Fe

corrFe
Corr                       Equation 5.4 

Where 

  is Porosity of the porous media; S is the Saturation; FeM  is the Molecular weight 

of iron; corri  is Corrosion current density; FeZ  is  Number of electric charge of 

iron and F  is the Faraday number. 

   0)1(
2222





OOdOgO QdivJSS

t
                    Equation 5.5 

Where 

  is the Porosity of the porous media; S  is the Degree of saturation of the porous 

media; 
2gO is the Density of dissolved O2 in pore water (kg/m

3
); 

2dO  is the Density 

of gaseous O2 (kg/m
3
); 

2OJ  is the Total flux of dissolved and gaseous O2 (kg/m
2
.s); 

2OQ  is the Sink term that represents the rate of consumption due to corrosion   

(kg/m
3
s) and t is the  Time (s). 

A corrosion cracking model (Equation 5.6) was then combined with the three models 

to evaluate the critical amount of corrosion product required for initiating cracking in 

covered concrete. By implementing the model into a finite element analysis program, 

a time and space dependent corrosion analysis and a service life prediction of RC 

structures due to chloride attack are simulated. 

  so

stst

rustst
Critrust ddDWW 







                  Equation 5.6 

Where 

rustW  is the Accumulated corrosion amount; CritW  is the Critical amount of corrosion 

products; st  is the Density of steel; rust  is the Density of rust; od  is the  Original 
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diameter; sd  is the Displaced steel (i.e. diameter of displacement) and D  is the 

Material thickness. 

Classifying deterioration process due to corrosion into initiation period, propagation 

period, acceleration period and deterioration period with service life defined as the 

time for the corrosion initiation, the model predicted corrosion rate of a pipe at 

submerged zone exposed to marine environment over a period of ten (10) years. The 

model, however, could have overestimated the chloride content to be penetrated into 

the RC structure, hence, underestimated the service life of the concrete structure. 

Development of refined corrosion wastage models is another interesting aspect in 

corrosion science. This is so since the quality of any analysis on collapse and 

reliability depends to a large degree on corrosion model. Southwell et al (1979) 

proposed linear and bilinear models for corrosion wastage that were considered 

appropriate for design purposes while Melchers (2001) suggested a steady state 

trilinear and another power function for corrosion wastage. Yamamoto and Ikegami 

(1998) proposed a three-stage corrosion model based on analysis data collected from 

plate thickness measurements. Soares and Garbatov (1999) proposed a non-linear 

model that described the growth of corrosion wastage in three phases: durability of 

coating, transition to visibly obvious corrosion with an exponential growth, and the 

progress and leveling of such corrosion. Sun et al (2001) and Sun and Yong (2003) 

used the same mathematical formulation of Soares and Garbatov (1999) to describe 

the corrosion rate instead of corrosion wastage. Qin and Cui (2002) assumed that the 

corrosion rate is defined by equating the volume of pitting corrosion to uniform 

corrosion. The corrosion model of Paik et al (2003) also categorized the corrosion 

behaviour into three phases. The model of Ivanov et al (2003) assumed that the 

transition phase of non-linear thickness reduction increases with time by a linear 

relation. A different probabilistic model was developed by Melchers (2003a) which 

divided the corrosion process into four stages: initial corrosion, oxygen diffusion 

controlled by corrosion products and micro-organic growth, aerobic activity with 

limited food supply, and anaerobic activity. Wang et al (2003) collected a very large 

databank of measurements of thickness of ships to derive regression relations of 

corrosion wastage as a function of time that provides a consistent fitting to the 

collected data. Garbatov et al (2005) use the model of Soares and Garbatov (1999) to 
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fit the data from Wang et al (2003) and found that the nonlinear model represents the 

data very well. Though, all the above mentioned models derive the duration of the 

coating system, or in a broader sense, the time to initiation of the corrosion process, 

they all assumed time as a unique parameter and defined various corrosion phases 

but none of them accounted for the influences of  the contributing environmental 

factors.  

To improve on these models, Soares et al (2005) studied the effects of different 

marine environmental factors as being identified by Melchers (2003b and 2003c) on 

the corrosion behavior of steel plated totally immersed in salt water. They proposed a 

new corrosion model based on a nonlinear time-dependent function. The model 

accounted for the effects of various environmental factors, including salinity, 

temperature, dissolved oxygen, pH and flow velocity. During the model 

development, influences of salt content, temperature, dissolved oxygen, pH water 

velocity and coating breakdown as given in Equations 5.7 - 5.12 respectively were 

considered 
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                Equation 5.7 

Where 

)( rSf  is the Corrosion rate correction factor for salinity (Corrosion rate at actual 

salinity/Corrosion rate at nominal condition); rS  is the Salinity ratio (Actual 

salinity/nominal salinity);   is the A constant introduced as a magnification factor 

)0(  ;   is the a constant introduced to adjust a truncated portion )0(  ;   is a 

constant corresponding to mean value of the distribution and   is a constant 

corresponding to the standard deviation of the distribution. 

dcTTf rr )(                     Equation 5.8 

Where 

)( rTf  is Corrosion rate correction factor for temperature (Corrosion rate at actual 

temperature/Corrosion rate at nominal temperature); rT  is the Temperature ratio 
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(Actual temp/nominal temp); c  is a constant representing the slope of the rr TTf )(  

relationship and d  is the The constant representing the )( rTf  value at zero rT  
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Where 

T is the Temperature (
O
K); S is the Salinity {Part per thousand (

oo
o )}; and A1, A2, 

A3, A4, B1, B2, B3 are Constants to be found in Kester (1975) 

)(10)( npHkpHf                Equation 5.10 
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Where 

)( rVf  is the Corrosion rate correction factor for velocity; rV  is the  Velocity ratio;   

is the Magnification factor )0(  ; v  is the  Velocity and   is an introduced 

constant to adjust the truncated portion of the distribution )0(   
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t

eSR




1                   Equation 5.12 

Where 

SR  is the Saturation ratio; 
o

  is the  Constant controlling the slope at (t=0) and 
o

1
 is 

the Slope at t=0 

Equations 5.7 – 5.12 were synchronized to give a model on a long term effect of the 

environmental factors as 
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Where 

iP  is the Weighting factor representing the relative duration of the ith stationary 

period along the lifetime of material; and icd ,  is the short-term corrosion wastage of 

the ith period. 

This model has an advantage over most others because instead of providing only the 

average corrosion wastage, it also provided information about how the corrosion 

changed with respect to the associated environmental factors. However, the model 

was too cumbersome to solve. 

Also, further studies have shown that metals could be corroded through microbial 

activities (Geesey, 1991; Schwermer et al, 2008; Little and Lee, 2009). It was 

discovered that patchy bacterial colonies could enhance corrosion by formation of 

differential aeration cells. The possible oxygen depletion at the metal surface in the 

areas covered with biofilms, combined with a higher oxygen concentration in the 

zones exposed to bulk aqueous phase, may create differential aeration cell which 

could lead to intensification of local corrosion rate under the biofilm. Moreover, 

anaerobic bacteria could later colonize the biofilm, producing corrosion substances 

like acids (Videla, 1996). Picioreanu and Loosdrecht (2002) developed a three-

dimensional mathematical model to investigate interactions between aerobic biofilms 

and a metal surface, and to clarify conditions under which the onset of localized 

corrosion caused by anaerobic microorganisms is likely to occur. The model includes 

transport of seven chemical species (O2, Fe
2+

, Fe
3+

, HO
-
, H

+
, Na

+
 and Cl

-
) by 

diffusion and migration, electrochemical reactions at the metal surface, and 

homogenous reaction in solution. Material balances for a small liquid volume 

element were developed for all the seven chemical species as  
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Where 

  is the Electric potential (V); iD  is the Diffusion coefficient (m
2
s

-1
); iZ  is the 

charge (e
-
/mol); F  is the Faraday constant (96487 C/e

-
); R  is the Universal constant 

(Jmol
-1

k
-1

); jiS ,  is the  Stoichiometric coefficient of species i in the jth homogenous 

reaction; jr  is the Rate (molm
-3

s
-1

) and   is the Divergence operator written in 3-D 

Cartesian coordinates. 

The system was solved using classical Newton-Raphson procedure and Jacobian 

matrix computed with the symbolic package from MATLAB. The model results 

show that the degree of metal coverage with bacteria significantly influences the 

heterogeneity of the corrosion pattern. The results equally show that in certain region 

of the parameter space, formation of differential aeration cells leads to localized 

enhancement of corrosion under biofilm colonies, although the average corrosion 

rate decreases by decreasing oxygen concentration. The model however assumed 

amongst others, a steady-state operation, isothermal system and that physical 

parameters (e.g. diffusion coefficient) were constant, which are not likely to be 

accomplished in real-life situation. 

5.4 Hydrate Corrosion Rate Modeling 

Of the entire existing corrosion model, none has focus on developing a model on 

hydrate-corrosion relationship. In actual fact, there was no known existing literature 

identifying the possibility of hydrate chips to initiate corrosion along the natural gas 

pipeline till 2010 when a paper was presented on this area by Obanijesu et al (2010). 

This chapter develops a predictive model on internal corrosion rate resulting from 

hydrate formation along the offshore segment of natural gas pipeline. The model is 

developed based on the Norsok method and application of the thermodynamic 

properties of the possible hydrate composition. The hydrate composition is based on 

the recommendation of Abdel-Aal et al (2003) that water is of 90% composition of 

the hydrate lattice while other components constitute 10%. The other component in 

this work is taken to be the natural gas composition used in the laboratory as given in 

Chapter three of this thesis. 
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5.5 Model Development 

From the laboratory studies conducted on the specially prepared 20% CO2 natural 

gas composition, it had been deduced from Chapter three that the hydrate formation 

temperature range from 10  and 18  for the operating pressure range 5 Mpa (50 

bar) and  15 Mpa (150 bar). 

At the operation condition of 5  ≤ T ≤ 15 , NORSORK STANDARD (2005) 

proposed a corrosion rate equation as  

           
       

 

  
 
                   

                        Equation 5.15 

   is a constant with values at various temperatures given in Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1: Constant     at different temperatures (NORSORK STANDARD, 2005) 

Temperature ( )     Value (dimensionless) 

5 0.42 

15 1.59 

20 4.762 

40 8.927 

60 10.695 

80 9.949 

90 6.250 

120 7.770 

150 5.203 

 

5.5.1 Calculation of the pH factor (      ) 

The pH factor within this operating temperature range is given as  

                                     Equation 5.16 

3.5 ≤ pH ≤ 4.6 

Or 

                                                  Equation 5.17 

4.6 ≤ pH ≤ 6.5 
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5.5.2 Calculation of the Wall Shear Stress (S) 

Wall shear stress is a parameter to be accounted for when modeling corrosion rate. 

High shear stress may cause a mesa corrosion attach (Singh and Krishnathasan, 

2009; Nyborg, 2010). The wall shear stress is a function of friction factor at the 

specific temperature (  ), mixture density (  ) and superficial velocity (  ). It is 

given by NORSORK STANDARD (2005) as 

                           Equation 5.18 

Where  

                    
 

 
      

     
 
    

             Equation 5.19 

The mixture density, mixture velocity and mixture viscosity are calculated as 

       
                             Equation 5.20 

        
      

    
                Equation 5.21 

        
                             Equation 5.22 

Where   is given as  

   
  

     
                                      Equation 5.23 

5.5.3  The formation fugacity 

Apart from the water molecule, every other molecule in the hydrate is gaseous. 

However, at high pressure, an ideal gas situation can no longer be assumed, hence, 

the partial pressure of individual gas should be multiplied by its fugacity constant. 

The general equation for the fugacity of the multi-component hydrate can be 

expressed as 

                                        Equation 5.24 

The partial pressure    is found using  

    
                                                                    

                                           
    Equation 5.25 
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The fugacity coefficient ( ) as a function of temperature and pressure is given by 

Waard et al (1991) as  

              
   

 
                                                    Equation 5.26 

                
   

 
                                           Equation 5.27 

Since   is constant for the system, then, 

                                    Equation 5.28 

However, Equation (5.26) was applied for this study since most pipeline operations 

are carried out below 250 bar coupled with the fact that hydrates could even be 

formed at the pressure as low as 28 bar (Moudrakovski et al, 1999). 

5.6 Model Simulation 

The composition of the natural gas used for this study is presented in Table 5.2a. For 

the appropriate simulation of the model as applied to hydrate formation, an 

assumption of 90% water composition in the total hydrate as given by Abdel-Aal et 

al (2003) was used to compute Table 5.2b. The computational method is shown in 

Equation 5.28. 

     
                           

             
               Equation 5.28 

Where 

     is the Mole fraction of gas X in the hydrate;      is the Mole fraction of gas X 

in the natural gas stream and Water content is 90%. 

5.6.1 Calculation of the Fluid Fugacity 

The fugacity of a fluid is given by Smith et al (2008) as 

  
 

 
  

  

  
               Equation 5.29 

Therefore, for a multi-component stream 

  
  

  
  

   

  
              Equation 5.29a 
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Re-arrangement of this gives 

          
 
   
  

               Equation 5.29b 

Table 5.2: The hydrate composition used for the study 

Component Natural gas component (mole %) 
a
 Hydrate component (mole %) 

b
 

CH4 70.90 7.090 

C2H6 5.00 0.500 

C3H8 3.00 0.300 

n-C4H10 0.94 0.094 

n-C5H12 0.10 0.010 

N2 0.06 0.006 

CO2 20 2.000 

H2O (l) -- 90.000 

a 
Natural gas formulation in use for the on-going laboratory experiments.

 

b 
Calculated values using Equation 5.28 based on Abdel-Aal et al (2003). 

A component‘s Gibb-free energy is a state property which is expressed as  

                               Equation 5.30 

Where each component‘s enthalpy change (   ) is given as  

         
  

 

  
              Equation 5.31 

And    , a component‘s entropy change is expressed as 

   

 
   

   

 
  

 

  
   

  

  
            Equation 5.32 

Equations 5.30 – 5.32 are property related only and completely independent of the 

process causing the change of state.    
 is temperature dependent however and 

expressed as 

   

 
           

     
             Equation 5.33 
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Thermodynamically, the temperature dependence of Equation 5.33 allows for the 

integration of Equation 5.31 and Equation 5.32 to give more simplified equations for 

the enthalpy change and entropy change respectively as 

   

 
           

  

 
  

        
  

 
  

        
  

  
 
   

 
            Equation 5.34 

   

 
                   

  
  

    
   

   

 
           

  

  
        Equation 5.35 

Where  

   
 

  
               Equation 5.36 

A, B, C and D are the characteristics of a particular fluid and are of constant values 

for specific fluid regardless of operating conditions. Either C or D is zero depending 

on the fluid. 
   

 
 is dimensionless, thus, the unit of    depends mainly on the unit of 

  chosen. The values of A, B, C and D for the gases present in hydrate composition 

for this study are presented in Table 5.3 

5.6.2 Calculation of the wall shear stress  

Equations 5.18 to 5.23 are necessary to calculate the wall shear stress. However,    

and    are respectively given by NS (2005) as 

    
               

          
             Equation 5.37 

For multi-component fluid therefore,  

        
   

                
 

           
         Equation 5.37b 

                                       Equation 5.38 

The only liquid for this study is water; therefore,    is not a multicomponent 

parameter. The data to calculate the hydrate density are presented in Table 5.4. 
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Table 5.3: Values of the constants in 
   

 
           

     
   (Smith et al, 

2005) 

Component A B (10
3
) C (10

6
) D (10

-5
) 

CH4 1.702 9.081 -2.164 0.000 

C2H6 1.131 19.225 -5.561 0.000 

C3H8 1.213 28.785 -8.824 0.000 

n-C4H10 1.935 36.915 -11.402 0.000 

n-C5H12 2.464 45.351 -14.111 0.000 

N2 4.982 1.195 0.000 -0.792 

CO2 5.457 1.045 0.000 -1.157 

H2O (l) 8.712 1.250 0.000 -0.180 

 

Table 5.4: Values for the mol. wt,    and    for the hydrate components (
a
 TET, 

2011a; 
b
TET, 2011b) 

Component Molecular wt 

(Kg/Kmol) 

  (NTP) 

(Kg/m
3
) 

  (STP) 

(Kg/m
3
) 

   

CH4 16.043
 a
 0.668

 a
 0.717

 a
 0.5537

 b
 

C2H6 30.07
 a
 1.264

 a
  1.0378

 b
 

C3H8 44.09
 a
 1.882

 a
  1.5219

 b
 

n-C4H10 58.1
 a
 2.489

 a
 2.500

 a
 2.0061

 b
 

n-C5H12    2.487
 b
 

N2 28.02
 a
 1.165

 a
 1.2506

 a
 0.9669

 b
 

CO2 44.01
 a
 1.842

 a
 1.977

 a
 1.5189

 b
 

H2O (l) 18.016
 a
 0.804

 a
 0.804

 a
  

 

Furthermore, the compressibility factor for each component,   , can be calculated 

using the Ptizer Correlations for the Second Virial Coefficient given as 

      
      

              Equation 5.39 

Where  

  
  and   

  =      
    

             Equation 5.40 
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              Equation 5.41 

   
 

 

   

              Equation 5.42 

Thermodynamically for a multi-component system,   
  and   

  can be respectively 

represented as 

  
      

    

   

             Equation 5.43 

  
    

    

   

              Equation 5.44 

Where   
  and   

  are given by 

  
        

     

   
                Equation 5.45 

  
        

     

   
                Equation 5.46 

Substituting Equations 5.43, 5.44, 5.45 and 5.46 into Equation 5.39 gives 

             
     

   
    

   

   

          
     

   
    

   

   

        Equation 5.47 

Therefore 

                  
     

   
    

   

   

          
     

   
    

   

   

        Equation 5.48 

The required values for   ,     and     for the hydrate components are presented in 

Table 5.5. 

The associated water in the hydrate is considered incompressible; hence, the liquid 

superficial velocity is given as 

  
  

  

 
              Equation 5.49 

Also, the gas superficial velocity is expressed as 

  
   

  

 
   

 

    
              Equation 5.50 
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Table 5.5: Corresponding values of   ,          for the hydrate components (Smith et 

al, 2005) 

Component      (/K)    (/bar) 

CH4 0.012 190.60 45.99 

C2H6 0.100 305.3 48.72 

C3H8 0.152 369.8 42.48 

n-C4H10 0.200 425.1 37.96 

n-C5H12 0.252 469.7 33.70 

N2 0.038 126.2 34.00 

CO2 0.224 304.2 73.83 

H2O (l) 0.345 647.1 220.55 

 

   is expressed by Lide (2006) as a function of temperature only as 

     
 

    

                                     
         

                

               Equation 5.51 

While 

            
 
                            

       
 
                                

                   Equation 5.52 

However, equation 5.51 was considered for this study since the temperature range 

used for this study is within this region. Also, since the main liquid in the hydrate is 

water while the other component(s) which might liquefy within this temperature 

range at a very high pressure are infinitesimal,    is assumed to be equal to    i.e. 

                    Equation 5.53 

The gas viscosity ( ) for the hydrate fluid was calculated using the Sutherland‘s 

viscosity law with 3-co-efficient (FLUENTS Incorporated, 2001; Roux et al, 2008) 

expressed as 
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                                      Equation 5.54 

Where  

  is the Viscosity in       ;    is the a reference value in       ;    is the a 

reference Temperature    ;   is the static Temperature    ;   is the Effective 

Temperature also known as Sunderland constant which, is the characteristic of the 

gas    . 

Other set of data used to evaluate the model‘s performance include pH, specific 

gravity, water density and others as stated in Table 5.6. At moderate temperature and 

pressure, values for the reference points in Equation 5.54 are presented in Table 5.7. 

Sutherland gave the viscosity law in 1893 from a kinetic theory by using an idealized 

intermolecular-force potential. The solution flowchart for the simulation is displayed 

in Appendix A.  

Table 5.6: Other parameters used to test the model 

Parameter Value 

  , Ambient temperature    (K)* 298.15 

  , temperature at zero degree (K)* 273.15 

    , Temperature at standard condition, K (
o
F)* 288.70 (60) 

Operating temperature, T ( )** 5, 6, 7, 8, ……, 13, 14, 15 

Operating pressure (MPa)** 5, 7, 9, 11… 21, 23, 25 

   Atmospheric pressure (KPa)* 101.33 

Typical liquid rate in pipelines,    (m
3
/day)*** 100 

Typical gas rate in pipelines,     (m
3
/day)*** 10200 

pH range**** 3.5 - 6.5 

D, pipe diameter (inches)*** 12, 18, 24, 30, 36, 42, 48 

K, Pipe roughness (m)**** 50*10
-6

 

 

Where 

* are from Smith et al (2005); ** are assumed based on the experimental results and 

others factors; *** are typical natural gas flowrate in a pipe (CNL, 2007) and **** 

are obtained from NORSORK STANDARD (2005). 
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Table 5.7: The values for Sutherland‘s reference points (FLUENTS Incorporated, 

2001) 

Parameter Value 

   1.7894 * 10
-5

 

   273.11 

  110.56 

 

5.7 Result and Discussions 

The trend of the results obtained from the model agreed comparatively with various 

existing predictions models and experimental works. 

The effect of temperature and wall shear stress on corrosion rate as predicted by the 

model at 100bar and pH of 5.0 was presented as Figure 5.3. The Figure showed that 

the corrosion rate increases with temperature; this perfectly agreed with various 

existing related experimental and predictive models (Liu and Weyers, 1998; Popova 

et al, 2003; Chen and Mahadevan, 2008; Nyborg, 2010; Obot and Obi-Egbedi, 2010; 

NPF 2011a). This could be attributed to the temperature‘s secondary effects through 

its influence on the solubility of the corroding agent which is the most common 

factor influencing corrosion. This further showed that a change in operating 

temperature would affect many other factors influencing corrosion rate. 

 

Figure 5.3: Temperature against wall shear tress and corrosion rate at pH=5.0 and 

100bar 
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Specifically, Figure 5.3 showed that within the studied hydrate formation 

temperature range and 100bar, the minimum corrosion rate for the transportation 

pipeline is about 175mm/yr (0.48mm/day) while the wall shear stress is also 

increasing at high rate. This is alarming since at this rate, the pipeline may be subject 

to permanent failure within weeks due to continuous usage of the pipeline. This is 

true since hydrate chips will be increasing in size and this will initiate more pitting 

and crevice corrosions. 

Also, the Figure agreed with related studies to show that corrosion rate increases 

with the wall shear stress (Ahammed and Melchers, 1997; Vlachos et al, 1997; 

Wharton and Wood, 2004). Corrosion can be accelerated by stress through either 

residual internal stress in the pipe or externally applied stress (Ginzel and Kanters, 

2002; Mochizuki, 2007). Residual stresses are usually produced by deformation 

during the pipeline fabrication, unequal cooling from high temperature and /or the 

internal structure arrangements that involve the volume change. The geometrical 

changes and any obstacles in the flow regime also give rise to higher shear stress. 

Again, the the different flow regimes and geometrical obstacles may generate 

flunctuation in shear stress at those points where the shear stress peaks may be 

considerably higher than the average shear stress. 

As the operating pressure increases, the erosion-corrosion rate increases while the 

velocity loss also increases (Figure 5.4). The obtained pressure-corrosion rate 

relationship is true considering the thermodynamic properties of hydrate formation 

(Sarshar et al, 2010). Increasing the operating pressure would lead to increase in 

velocity along the pipe-length, this would increase agitation in the transport fluid 

which would aid hydrate formation through turbulence (Moon et al, 2003; Anderson 

et al, 2007; Wenji et al, 2009). At choke also, temperature drop will be experienced 

through Joule Thompson effects to further promote the formation (Harun and Watt, 

2009) while the presence of welded spots (elbows, tee, etc), dirt, scales, slits and 

sands along the pipe will make good nucleation sites and the available free-water 

will be an enhancer due to gas-water interface. With time, the formed hydrates will 

increase in quantity and size through agglomeration inside the pipeline. This will 

cause reduction in the pipe‘s orifice, thus, resulting into velocity loss. This ultimately 

results into line plugging, pressure build-up and eventual pipeline rupture. 
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Figure 5.4: Pressure against velocity loss and corrosion rate at 15
o
C and pH=5.0 

The impact of pH on the eventual corrosion rate along the longitudinal section of a 

pipeline depends on the soluble corroding agent and the type of metal used for the 

pipe‘s construction. If the metal is acid soluble, the corrosion rate is controlled by the 

rate of transport of available oxidiser to the metal surface. Amphoteric metals such 

as aluminium and zinc dissolve rapidly in acidic or basic solutions to aid corrosion 

while noble metals such as gold and platinum are not appreciably affected by pH. 

 

Figure 5.5: Impact of pH on corrosion rate 

Figure 5.5 perfectly agreed with NPF (2011b) that pH hardly influences corrosion 

rate of iron within the pH region of 4 - 10. Within this range, corrosion rate of iron is 
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would react with the absorbed atomic hydrogen. This will depolarize the pipe‘s 

surface and allow continuation of the reduction reaction. 

Ferrous oxide (FeO) is however soluble below pH of 4 and would dissolve upon 

formation rather than being deposited on the metal surface for film formation. The 

pipe‘s surface will directly be in contact with the acid solution due to an absence of 

the protective film, and this will result in sharp increase in corrosion rate. At this 

lower pH range, corrosion rate is dependent on both the depolarization of oxygen 

and hydrogen evolution since hydrogen will be produced in the acid solution at this 

lower pH range. Above pH of 10, corrosion rate decreases with an increase in pH 

probably due to the increase in reaction rate of oxygen with hydrated FeO (Fe(OH)2) 

to form a more protective FeO in the oxide layer. 

The sharp variation noticed at pH of 4.6 in Figure 5.5 is due to the change in the 

corrosion modelling formula at this point as indicated by Equations 5.16 and 5.17. 

This further confirmed the activeness of the developed MATLAB code for 

simulation. 

5.8 The Limitations of the Model 

Since the parameters needed for the model are subjective to various operating 

conditions and often change with distance within the pipe-length, the model could be 

thought of as being a point corrosion rate model. Nonetheless, since the model 

makes use of some physical data such as temperature and pressure, other parameters 

such as concentration, composition e.t.c. could be assumed to be constant over a few 

kilometers to reduce the iteration of measurement. This assumption could be costly. 

Also, where gases such as CO2, H2S, O3, and other organic and inorganic gases are 

present, this model should be modified to accommodate the contributions of each 

agent to corrosion rate of the pipeline. 

Finally, the generated results from this model were calculated without full 

consideration being given to corrosion inhibitors, like the introduction of glycol. 

When these inhibitors are present (which is common in pipeline systems) their 

effects must be evaluated separately. 
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5.9 Conclusions 

The model adequately predicted the pipe‘s shelf-life due to corrosion initiated 

through hydrate formed within a pipeline transporting natural gas at deepwater 

location and its effectiveness is confirmed by the ability of its plotted trends which 

agree with existing literatures. The resulting corrosion rates from this model 

increased with temperature, pressure and wall shear stress. This is in agreement with 

the existing mathematical and experimental reports, hence, the reliability of this 

predictive model. The resulting corrosion rate from hydrates could be as high as 

174mm/yr (0.48mm/day). This is extremely alarming compared to the industry‘s aim 

to operate below 2mm/yr. At this rate, a pipeline would be subjected to full bore 

rupture within some days if corrective actions are not quickly taken. This extreme 

increase in corrosion rate will negatively impact operation by reducing the pipe-shelf 

life as well as the pipe‘s integrity. Also, increase in operating pressure increases the 

hydrate formation temperature. This increase in temperature will have secondary 

effects through its influence on the solubility of the corroding agent(s). Since CO2 as 

the corroding agent for this study is very soluble in the formation water, any change 

in temperature would have resulting effects on other factors influencing the 

corrosion rate. 

Again, an increase in operating pressure increases the erosion-corrosion rate as well 

as the velocity loss along the pipeline system. Finally, further work should be done 

on improving this model to accommodate other operating conditions experienced 

during the gas transport operation. 
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6. Application of Component Interactions for Gas Hydrate 

Inhibition 

 

6.1 Background 

Chapter 5 has shown that the rate at which gas pipelines corrode as a result of 

hydrate formation is significantly very high, hence, the need to investigate some 

avenues of inhibiting the formation. Corrosion rate highly depends on gas 

composition, therefore, there is need to investigate the contributions of the 

components before a deceleration options could be ascertained. CH4 and CO2 are the 

major components for sweet gas (and Australian fields majorly produce sweet). 

These two gases are also strong guests for Type I gas hydrates. Using ‗Temperature 

Search‘ method, this chapter investigated the consequences of CH4 and CO2 varying 

compositions in gas stream on formation temperatures. Finally, the use of pure H2 

and N2 gases to inhibit the resulting effects was investigated. This chapter goes a 

long way in proposing a solution that could help the gas industry to minimize the 

pertinent hydrate problems that have besieged the industry for several years. 

6.2 Introduction 

The quality of natural gas at a particular location is measured by its methane (CH4) 

content, the higher the CH4 content, the better the gas field. This is informed by the 

industrial desire for gases ≥96% CH4 composition as sales gas as a result of its high 

caloric value as fuel which is the quantity of heat produced by its combustion. 

Studies have shown that gas hydrates are formed due to interactions between water 

and the gas components. These interactions could be functions of gas composition, 

concentration and operating conditions. 

Various studies have been conducted on component interactions within the resulting 

gas hydrates. Snell et al (1961) investigated the initial hydrate conditions for C2H4-

H2O and CH4-C2H4-H2O systems. They finally compared the experimental and 

predicted hydrate forming conditions for several mixtures of CH4-C2H4-C3H6-H2O 

hydrate formation systems. Again, Ma et al (2001) used the ―pressure search‖ 

method to study the CH4+C2H4 and CH4+C3H6 interactions in a cylindrical 
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transparent sapphire cell and finally presented valuable data that could be used to test 

the existing hydrate models and softwares. Furthermore, Fray et al (2010) measured 

three-phase (ice + clathrate hydrate + vapour) equilibrium in a water system with 

xenon (Xe), CO2 and CH4 as guest species. The generated results were used to 

determine the empirical laws that could be used to calculation the equilibrium 

pressure of pure Clathrates at all temperatures. Using the ‗Pressure search‘ method, 

Li et al (2010c) also reported the ability of Tetrabutyl Ammonium Bromide to 

remarkably reduce the equilibrium hydrate formation pressure of CO2+H2 hydrate. 

This study primarily investigated the CH4+CO2 gas mixture because Australia gas 

fields have been identified to be rich in high level of CO2 content. A typical example 

is the Gorgon Project with 14% CO2 content as explained in Chapter 2. This CO2 

would have passed through the underwater pipeline systems before the separation at 

Barrow Island is carried out. 

‗Temperature search‘ method was employed for this study and all the experiments 

were conducted in a cylindrical transparent sapphire cell. This method allows the gas 

industry to operate at any desired pressure while the hydrate formation temperature 

is controlled. By this, there will be no restriction to the operating conditions of the 

industry, hence, no negative impact on the net profit margin except for the additional 

investments resulting from utilizing any recommendations from this study. 

6.3 Methodology 

6.3.1 Reagent, Materials and Equipment 

This study was carried out inside the same Cryogenic Sapphire Cell at the Clean Gas 

Technology Unit of Curtin University, Australia as explained in chapter 3.3 but with 

several modifications. The modifications included preparation of CH4+CO2 

mixtures, CO2 +H2 mixtures, CH4+H2 mixtures, CH4+CO2+N2 mixtures and 

CH4+CO2+H2 mixture for investigations. All the gases used are industrial grades and 

the hydrate formation temperature was monitored for each set of experiment at 

100bar, 125bar, 150bar, 175bar and 200bar. 
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6.3.2: Preliminary Study 

HYSYS software was used to initially predict the hydrate formation temperature of 

each gas mix at the chosen pressures for estimates. This assisted in saving 

experimentation time. 

6.3.3 Preparation of Experimental Gas Mix 

CH4 and CO2 gases were used for the first set of studies while H2 and N2 were 

subsequently added to these gases for further investigations. Each gas mix was 

prepared by the following two steps. The first step was achieved by the use of a 

transducer to fill a specific gas into a 500cc cylinder bottle and the second step was 

by weighing the quantity of the gas in the bottle. The second step was necessary to 

confirm the accuracy of the first step. Subsequent steps were taken as well before the 

experimental runs. 

When filling a specific gas, a cylinder steel bottle was first vacuumed and weighed 

with an electrical weighing balance. The 500cc bottles were then filled with the gas 

using an electrical transducer that was fitted to the main gas cylinder at one end and 

the bottle at the other end. While other gases were filled directly from the main gas 

cylinder to the bottle, CO2 gas had to be heated to 60
o
C before filling in order to 

prevent CO2 gas from undergoing partial condensation during experimentation. 

The quantity of each gas needed for each experiment was determined as a calculated 

ratio following the general gas equation principles as shown in Equations 6.1 – 6.13. 

The general gas equation is given as 

                         Equation 6.1 

Where 

   is the Pressure of gas component n (bar);    is the Volume of gas component n 

(cc);    is the Number of mole of component n (mol);   is the Desired operating 

Temperature (
o
C) and   is the Universal gas constant (lit.barK

-1
mol

-1
). 

In case of two gas mix (CO2 and H2 for example),  

    
    

     
                 Equation 6.2 
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                 Equation 6.3 

Dividing Equation (6.2) by Equation (6.3) gives 

        

      

    
    

   

               Equation 6.4 

Since the volume of the cylinder to be used is fixed, then, 

    
     

                Equation 6.5 

This implies that 

    

   

    
    

   

                Equation 6.6 

Equation (6.6) was then used to work out the quantity of each gas to be pressurized 

into the sapphire cell at a certain gas mix. 

Consider 20% mol of CO2 and 80% mol of H2, and taking 100 moles as basis, then 

    

   

    
    

   

  
  

  
  

 

 
                  Equation 6.7 

   
  4    

                Equation 6.8 

                                                     i.e.       

       
 
                   Equation 6.9 

For this system therefore 

       
    

                                         Equation 6.10 

Though, the experiments were conducted inside the sapphire cell in bar, the available 

laboratory gauge could only measure in psi, thus, the need for conversion. 

According to Smith et al (2007) 

                                   Equation 6.11 

Therefore a successful operation at 80% H2 and 20% CO2 gas composition and 

100bar requires 294psi (20 bar) of CO2 and 1176psi (80 bar) of H2. 
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After using the calculated pressure ratio to fill the cylinder bottles with the desired 

gases, weight was used to confirm accuracy before the experimentation. This was 

achieved by weighing the bottles again to calculate the weight difference as shown in 

Equation 6.12 with a typical example given as Table 6.1. 

                     Equation 6.12 

Where 

   is the initial weight before filling the cylinder,    is the Weight of the gas filled 

into the cylinder (Mass difference) and    is the final weight after filling the 

cylinder. 

Table 6.1: Typical measured values for H2 and CO2 mixture during the experiments 

Cylinder 1 Cylinder 2 Cylinder 3 

Empty 

(E) 

E + H2 H2 E E + H2 H2 E E + 

CO2 

CO2 

1276.98 1278.68 1.70 1597.50 1599.21 1.71 1359.20 1377.79 18.59 

P (psi) 793 P (psi) 782 P (psi) 394 

 

The accuracy of the filled in gases was determined by the ratio of the weighed 

differences as given by Equations 6.13 – 6.20. 

                     
                         

                               
         Equation 6.13 

For CO2 and H2 for instance, 

    
  

    

    

              Equation 6.14 

   
  

   

   

              Equation 6.15 

From 6.13 and 6.14, the weight ratio is given by 

    

   

 = 

    
    
   
   

   
    

    

  
   

   

               Equation 6.16 

Molar masses for the two gases are given respectively as 
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        ;    

                 Equation 6.17 

Therefore, Equation 6.15 becomes  

    

   

  
    

  
  

 

   

                Equation 6.18 

For 20% mol CO2 + 80% mol H2 as earlier calculated in section 6.3.4, the mass ratio 

will be 

    

  
  

 

   

    
  

  
                         Equation 6.19 

    

   

                  Equation 6.20 

This simply means that, filling the cylinders A and B for CO2 (20% mol) and H2 

(80% mol) respectively, increase in weight A (  ) will be 5.5 times that in    

where    is the weight of gas component  . 

As an example from Table 6.6, the pressure ratio was calculated as 

Quantity of CO2 (psi)  = 394 

Quantity of H2 (psi)  = 793 + 782 = 1575 

Therefore,  

    

   

  
   

    
                ** 

The mass ratio was calculated as 

Total mass of CO2 = 18.59 

Total mass of H2 = 1.70 + 1.71 = 3.41 

Therefore,  

    

   

 
     

    
               ***  

Comparing the values from Equation (**) with Equation (6.7) with further 

comparison of Equation (***) with Equation 6.20 confirmed the accuracy of this gas 
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mix. These calculations and confirmations were repeated for all the gas mixes 

throughout the experimentation. 

 6.3.4 The study of Hydrate formation points 

Prepared gas mixtures containing CH4, CO2+H2, CH4+CO2, CH4+CO2+N2 and 

CH4+CO2+H2 were individually fed into the sapphire cell, each at an 

experimentation time through V9 (Figure 3.1) while 5ml of Millin-Q water (the 

liquid phase solution) was injected into the cell through V5. The system was heated 

up to TB of 25 
o
C, operating pressure was set at 100 bar while the Tset was set at 

15
o
C. The experiment commenced by switching on the system while the Tset was 

gradually and systematically reduced through the cooling system. The chillers was 

switched off immediately the hydrate particles were noticed in order to stop further 

supply of external cooling to the system, the formation temperature was recorded 

and the hydrate behaviours were visually observed. The beginning and end of 

dissociation studies were then carried out and recorded as explained in section 6.3.7. 

This set of experiments was then repeated for the same gas composition at 125bar, 

150bar, 175bar and 200bar respectively and all the data recorded. The system was 

then purged, vented and cleaned before changing the gas composition.  

6.3.5 The Experimental Sequence 

The experimental study sequence was divided into two separate parts. The first part 

considered the consequences CH4 and CO2 compositions in natural gas mix. The 

second part considered the application of H2 and N2 gases for inhibition purposes. 

This was carried out by addition of these two gases (one at a time) to the CH4+CO2 

gas mixtures. These two gases were considered because H2 does not form hydrate at 

any pressure and temperature while N2 can only form hydrates at a very high 

pressure. Each of the following was investigated. 

a. CH4 hydrate study 

Experiments were conducted on industrially prepared methane gas in the sapphire 

cell at 100bar, 125bar, 150bar, 175bar and 200bar. The experiments were divided 

into three parts which included a study on the formation temperature, beginning of 

dissociation and the end of dissociation. All generated data were properly recorded 

and stored. 
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b. CO2 hydrate study 

Studies were carried out on CO2 hydrates. This very study was technical due to the 

ability of CO2 to undergo partial condensation at a very low temperature. To solve 

this problem, hydrogen gas was mixed with the desired percent of CO2 gas. Initially, 

10% mol CO2 was mixed with 90% mol H2 gas for experimentation. This was later 

changed to 20%CO2 +80%H2. H2 gas was considered as a mix because H2 gas forms 

hydrate at about 2000bar, therefore, it is inert at these experimented pressures. By 

this claim, the gas would have absolutely no effect on the hydrate formation point of 

the CO2 gas. 

c. CH4+CO2 hydrate study 

After the individual studies, a gas mix of CH4 and CO2 was then fed into the 

sapphire cell to enable a study on typical natural gas composition in the pipelines. 

d. CH4+H2 hydrate study 

Effect of hydrogen gas on CH4 hydrate formation temperature was study at all the 

pressures. This is necessary to investigate the impact(s) of H2 gas on CH4 hydrate 

properties. 

e. CH4+CO2+H2 hydrate study 

H2 gas was later added to the CH4+CO2 mixture and the hydrate formation 

temperatures were studied at all experimental pressures. This was to investigate the 

impact of H2 gas on real natural gas environment. 

f. CH4+CO2+N2 hydrate study 

Another round of experiments were conducted by adding N2 gas to the CH4+CO2 

mixture and the hydrate formation temperatures studied at all experimental 

pressures. This was also to investigate the impact of N2 gas on real natural gas 

environment. 

6.3.6 Beginning and end of dissociation study 

Beginning and end of dissociation study was carried out on each composition under 

study.  Beginning of dissociation point is the temperature where the first solid 
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hydrate turns to liquid while end of dissociation is that point where the last hydrate 

solid turns to liquid form. 

These were determined for each composition through physical observations. 

Immediately the hydrate was formed, the chiller was switched off to prevent further 

supply of external cooling effects to the system and the system temperature was 

allowed to rise on its own accord till the hydrate begins to dissociate. This required 

heat needed to raise the temperature was naturally transferred from the environment 

to the enclosed system. The temperature where the first liquid was formed was 

recorded while the heating continues till all the solid turned to liquid. The final 

temperature was also recorded. 

6.3.7 Instrumental Analysis of Gas Composition 

After each experiment, the compositions of the gas in the cell were instrumentally 

analysed in order to compare with that estimated. The estimation was carried out 

through calculation and filling the cylinders at the calculated ratios using the 

pressure transducer while the actual value was measured using a gas transmitter. 

The gas transmitter used for the analysis was a PolyGard (R) Transmitter 

manufactured by MSR in Germany with serial number No: 38/08. It was an AT-A2-

3400-4-001 model with 100% Vol. CH4. It had an alarm controller system attached 

with model MGC-03-02-02-9-110005011. The alarm system which was also 

manufactured by the same company had a serial number of 03-31/08. The equipment 

had a rating of 230V, AC/0.1VA and input of 4-20mA. To analyse, a rubber tube 

was connected from the outlet part of the cell to the inlet part of the analyzer. The 

gas inside the cell was then gradually released for the transmitter to read. The gas 

composition, displayed in percentage was read off and the value compared to the 

previous estimated value for precision. 

6.3.8 Precautions 

All the experimental and equipment precautions stated in section 4.3.3 were 

observed. Further precautions taken for this study included carrying out pressure test 

on the cell before starting the experiments. This was carried out to make the system 

leak-proof. A leak within the system could lead to discharge of hazardous gas(es) to 

the environment and/or explosion in the laboratory when operating at high pressure. 
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The pressure test was carried out after the system had earlier been decoupled and 

sent for a proper industrial cleaning. The system was coupled back, vacuumed, filled 

with N2 gas, and pressurized at 150bar for 30 minutes. Generally, the system 

pressure used to increase at the initial stage of pressurization. The leakage is bound 

to be noticed either during the pressurizing because at a point, there will be a sudden 

drop in cell pressure. Alternatively, after reaching the 150bar, the cell pressure 

would start dropping after few minutes. A chemical ―Gas and Air Leak Detector‖ 

was sprayed at all joints to enable location of the leaking point or joint. In case this 

failed, the system would need to be re-pressurized but this time, some sections of the 

system would be closed while others left opened in order to isolate the leaking 

point(s). To achieve this, the whole system was sectionalized into the feeding unit, 

the piston pump unit and the cell unit. After locating a leak, the point would be 

tightened and the pressure test repeated till a stable pressure was achieved for the 30 

minutes period. 

Also, since the gas composition was used for a set of pressure range, it could have 

been wise enough to just reduce the operating pressure for the next experiment. This 

would have dissociated the hydrates formed at higher temperature. However, wrong 

results would have been generated if this was done because the gas composition 

would not have been at equilibrium. To prevent this error, the cell was heated to 

30
 o

C and left for about 2 hours before the next experimentation. The heating to such 

temperature released all the gas that had dissolved into the liquid phase while the 

2-hr time lag allowed both the liquid and gaseous phases to be at equilibrium with 

one another before the next experiment. After these precautions, the statistical 

analysis on the generated data gave the maximum experimental error of 1.68%. This 

was acceptable since the confidence level was above 95%. This confirmed the 

accuracy of the generated data set. 

6.4 Results and Discussions 

6.4.1 Validity of generated data set 

The validity of the generated data sets for all the conducted gas mix was 

investigated. This was carried out by plotting them all on a chart (Figure 6.1) and 
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their trends compared with those on similar study presented by Ma et al (2001) and 

Li et al (2010c). For each gas mixture from this study (regardless of the 

components), the formation temperature increases with pressure, and this trend is in 

perfect agreement with those from existing literatures. This validity test indicated 

that this study is reliable within the limit of experimental errors. 

 

Figure 6.1: Gas hydrate formation point by component 

6.4.2 Studying the characteristics of pure CO2 hydrates 

This study was conducted by investigating the hydrate formation characteristics of 

10% CO2 and 20% CO2. It was observed that the 10%CO2 did not form hydrate even 

at 200bar whereas the 20%CO2 formed. Figure 6.2 showed that CO2 form hydrate at 

comparatively low temperatures and high pressures. At pressures close to 100bar, the 

chart showed that CO2 might not form hydrate till the whole liquid is solidified. 

However, exception to all these took place when the gas was mixed with CH4 as 

obtainable in natural gas. 

At all pressures, the hydrate particles started forming inside the liquid and travelled 

to the interphase in the tangential form according to the direction of agitation. The 

formation was very rapid with the particles independent of one another. 5 minutes 

after, the particles started to form slurries that look like ‗corn flakes‘ and suspended 

at the interphase. However, the growth rate, even at 200bar, was very slow to the 

extent that, the particles were still independent at 0
o
C. Visual observation showed 

that the hydrates were thinly deposited at the wall of the glass within a short 
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thickness of about 1 mm while others kept moving within the liquid phase. The 

stirring rate was later increased vigorously to study the impact but there was not 

change. The same observations were made at other pressures for this composition; 

however, different formation temperatures were obtained as a function of pressure 

(Figure 6.2). While the hydrates were pronouncedly noticed at 150bar and above, it 

was hardly noticed at 125bar and was formed below 0
o
C at 100bar. 

 

Figure 6.2: A chart on CO2 hydrate formation pattern 

6.4.3 Methane and methane mixture hydrates 

This study was conducted to understudy the implications of having other 

components with methane gas in the pipeline during natural gas transport. 

The characteristics of hydrates generated from CH4 and its mixture with CO2 and H2 

are presented as Figure 6.3. Pure CH4 showed a strong ability to form hydrate at all 

experimented pressures. This is justified by its small molecular size range of 4.4-5.4 

Å which is capable to occupy the small and large cages to form Type I hydrate. 

Though, CO2 also falls within the same molecular size range, it could not exhibit this 

same hydrate formation behavior with CH4 due to its solubility. CO2 is readily 

soluble in water while CH4 is sparingly soluble. 

At about 110bar however, the hydrate forming part of CO2 gas became suddenly 

activated when mixed with CH4. Figure 6.2 showed that the CH4+CO2 mixture is 

more hydrate prone compared to CH4 gas at all pressures above 110bar. This might 

be due to the combine property effects of the two guests on hydrate formation point. 
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Also, the Figure clearly showed the inhibition ability of H2 gas by seriously reducing 

the hydrate formation temperature at all pressure. The ability to this could be 

attributed to the fact that hydrogen forms hydrate at a very high pressure of about 

2000bar but not these pressure and temperature. Introduction of H2 gas also 

discourage agglomeration of the hydrates. 

 

Figure 6.3: Hydrate characteristics of methane and gas mixtures. 

For 100% CH4, the formed hydrate was very whitish like snow. It was formed at the 

interphase as tiny flocs that gradually increased in size and kept building up 

downward into the liquid. At all pressures, the hydrate particles rapidly 

agglomerated to produce slurry, which solidified to block the whole orifice within a 

period range of 5 minutes at 100bar and 3 minutes at 200bar. This showed that the 

uncontrolled presence of CH4 within natural gas is very ‗poisonous‘ to pipeline 

industry. 

The hydrates from CH4+CO2 were formed within the waterbody but quickly 

travelled to settle at the water-gas interphase. The hydrate cloud was usually formed 

within the waterbody and travelled fast to the interphase to join and stick to the 

existing hydrate particles for fast agglomeration. The growth rate at all pressures was 

observed to be significantly very high. At 200bar and Tset of 5
o
C, the whole liquid 

turned to hydrate block within 8 minutes of spotting the first hydrate particle and 

further 3 minutes stopped the stirrer (blocked hydrate formation). This showed that 

gas within this compositional value could be extremely troublesome for pipelines in 

Australia at winter period. Various analyses have shown that Australian gas fields, 
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already known to have high CO2 problem, operate at a composition within this range 

(Roarty, 2008; Cook, 2009;  Ferronato et al, 2010). 

The agitation rate was significantly increased at 175bar in order to study the effects 

on formation temperature and agglomeration rate. It was noticed that the formed 

hydrates quickly dissolved back into the liquid. This showed that agitation rate 

played a significant role by breaking the tension at the interphase to allow more 

interaction between the liquid and gaseous phases. This enabled more gas molecules 

to be available and dissolve in the liquid to promote hydrate formation. 

Furthermore, the hydrates from CH4+H2 mixture generally formed in thin paper 

sheet forms within the liquid and travelled with the water in flow direction. The 

agglomeration rate was very low while the formed hydrates were deposited at the 

interphase; however, they never stick together. The agglomeration rate was very 

insignificant at 100 and 125bar. To successfully study the sea conditions (about 

4
O
C), the system temperature was dropped to 0

o
C at each pressure while the 

agglomeration condition was continually monitored. Despite this extremely low 

temperature, the hydrate growth rate was still very slow and retained its ‗thin paper‘ 

form without sticking together. 

6.4.4 Studying the effects of H2 concentration on methane hydrates 

This study was conducted as a preliminary investigation on the inhibition ability of 

pure H2 gas. It involves experimenting with two different CH4+H2 gas mix with 

different concentrations. The results were then compared with those generated from 

the experiments conducted on pure CH4. 

The results confirmed the high tendencies of pure H2 gas to inhibit hydrate formation 

temperature (Figure 6.4). At all pressures, the hydrate formation temperature was 

remarkably reduced when H2 was added. 

The expectation would have been for the formation temperature to further reduce 

when H2 concentration increased in the mixture, surprisingly; this was not the case as 

can be observed in the Figure. This suggested the possibility of optimal effective 

concentration for the inhibition ability.  

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science?_ob=RedirectURL&_method=outwardLink&_partnerName=27983&_origin=article&_zone=art_page&_linkType=scopusAuthorDocuments&_targetURL=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.scopus.com%2Fscopus%2Finward%2Fauthor.url%3FpartnerID%3D10%26rel%3D3.0.0%26sortField%3Dcited%26sortOrder%3Dasc%26author%3DFerronato,%2520Massimiliano%26authorID%3D6603711909%26md5%3D4008429be382c0cd1f3c1d5b27105245&_acct=C000004498&_version=1&_userid=41361&md5=3e34d03886c345d5f9dfb383cf0899d3
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Figure 6.4: Effects of varying H2 concentration on methane hydrates 

6.4.5 The effects of concentration variation on sweet gas hydrates 

The effect of concentration variation of the hydrates from sweet natural gas was 

studied through the CH4+CO2 gas mixture. This study was important considering the 

variations in gas composition from field to field and from region to region. 

Knowledge from this study would assist in predicting the hydrate expectations from 

a field based on the gas composition. A set of experiment was conducted on two 

different gas mixtures with the same compositions but 2% concentration variation. 

The experiments were conducted at the five pressure points. 

From Figure (6.5), it could be seen that the presence of CO2 in the gas mixture 

reduced the hydrate formation temperature. Considering the CH4+CO2 gas mix, the 

difference in the hydrate formation point at each pressure is significantly large 

despite just a slight variation of 2% in their concentrations (Figure 6.5). 

Further observation of Figure 6.5 showed that the gas mix with 22%CO2 

concentration was able to promote hydrate more than that of 20%CO2; this may 

probably be due to the combined hydrate promotional effects of the individual 

component. It could be further noticed from the Figure that the difference increases 

with pressure. This gives more credence to the explanation from section 6.4.2 that 

CO2 gas has the ability to display greater hydrate promotional tendencies at higher 

pressures. 
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Figure 6.5: Effects of concentration variation on CH4+CO2 gas hydrates 

6.4.6 The effects of N2 and H2 on hydrates formation temperature 

Effects of N2 and H2 on hydrate formation temperature were individually studied in 

order to investigate their abilities to inhibit the formation of gas hydrates. A positive 

achievement in this area would suggest a cost effective process of handling this flow 

assurance problem along the deepwater pipelines. For the first study, 10%N2 was 

added to 100% (CH4+CO2) and then normalized to final 100%. A gas mixture, 

prepared based on the normalized composition was then studied in the sapphire cell 

at all the five pressures for the formation temperatures, beginning of dissociation and 

end of dissociation. After this set of experiments, the cell was vacuumed, thoroughly 

cleaned and vacuumed again.  These same experiments were repeated for 10% H2. 

The results were processed for analysis and comparison, and finally presented as 

Figure 6.6. 

The effects of the two gases on gas hydrate were glaringly shown in the Figure 6.6. 

The two gases were able to remarkably reduce the formation temperature at all 

pressures. However, the reduction ability of H2 gas was very much significant 

compared to N2 gas (Figure 6.7).   
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Figure 6.6: Effects of pure N2 and H2 gases on gas hydrate formation. 

 

Figure 6.7: Comparison of inhibition trend between H2 and N2 

The sharp difference in the hydrate inhibition capability of the two gases may be due 

to their abilities to individually form gas hydrate. N2 gas, with small molecules forms 

Type II hydrate at a relatively higher pressure above the experimented pressures but 

can still form hydrate within other higher operating pressures practice at gas fields 

during the gas transportation. However, H2 gas can never form hydrate at any natural 

gas transportation conditions. H2 gas can form hydrates at extremely high pressure of 

about 2000bar because its molecules are too small and usually leaked out of hydrate 

cage, thus, reducing the amount that could be stored. By extension, these individual 

properties affect their interactions with natural gas during the hydrate formation 

process.  
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The observed downward and upward trend for the Nitrogen gas in Figure 6.7 may be 

due to diffussional resistance at higher pressures. At lower pressure, nitrogen 

molecules could move more easily between the hydrates. However, increasing the 

pressure causes the hydrate particles to become more compact and then proxy 

between the particles will decrease; this will result in increase of the diffusional 

resistance to the nitrogen molecules. However, at these higher pressures, hydrogen 

molecules are small enough to still penetrate. This justification should be further 

investigated experimentally. 

 

Further laboratory observations showed that hydrates produced after adding each of 

these two gases were very tiny with low agglomeration rates. In actual fact, 

agglomeration was not taking place at all for H2 mixture at all pressures. The floating 

hydrates remained in tiny bits throughout. For N2, agglomeration was hardly noticed 

at 100bar while the rate was almost ignorable at other investigated pressure points up 

to 4
o
 below the formation temperature. The formed hydrate particles were only 

floating at the liquid phase without any agglomeration. The hydrates were very 

distinct while the liquid phase was very clear. 

Though, this could be pointing towards the preference for H2 gas as inhibitor, 

however, care must be taken by considering other factors such as safety, cost 

implications, material availability and recovery before a final decision could be 

taken. Any dissociation of H2 as a result of partial pressure would easily initiate 

internal corrosion along the pipeline; whereas, N2 as an inert gas is less dangerous. 

6.4.7 Study on software prediction accuracy 

Industrially, there are many available software packages in use to predict the hydrate 

formation temperatures for both gas and liquid mixtures. Some of these packages 

include HYSYS, PVTsim, OLGA, e.t.c. This thesis conducted this part of the study 

on HYSYS since it was the Software used to roughly estimate the formation 

temperatures before the laboratory experimentations. This study was conducted by 

comparing the outputs from HYSYS software to those generated from the 

experimental sets. The HYSYS outputs were generated through the Hydrate 

envelope in the software after supplying the composition, concentrations and other 

operating conditions while the experimental data were generated through the 
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Sapphire cell equipment with strict precautions. For a robust study, the experimental 

aspect included investigating the hydrate formation temperature, the beginning of 

dissociation and the end of dissociation on four different types of gas mixtures. 

All the results as shown in Figure 6.8 (a-d) gave exactly almost the same trends. The 

Figures revealed that the HYSYS predictions are closely the same with the values 

obtained as end of dissociation. It can then be deduced that the software has been 

predicting the end of dissociation value instead of the actual hydrate formation point. 

Nevertheless, this ability of the Software to predict values that are a bit higher could 

be viewed as a preventive guide to the industry. 

 

Figure 6.8a: Comparing the HYSYS and experimental results for CH4+H2 

 

Figure 6.8b: Comparing the HYSYS and experimental results for CH4+CO2 
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Fig. 6.8c: Comparing the HYSYS and experimental results for CH4+CO2+H2 

 

Figure 6.8d: Comparing the HYSYS and experimental results for CH4+CO2+N2 

Also, the experimental results showed that the hydrate formation temperature is 

closely equal to the temperature of the beginning of dissociation. This is 

thermodynamically correct because the amount of heat the system lost to the 

surrounding at the hydrate formation point (through the cooling process) would be 

the same amount gained at the point where the hydrate would start to melt.  

Water molecules could appear in gaseous, liquid or solid (ice) state. The liquid 

molecules could move through rotation, vibration and translation motions while the 

ice molecules could only vibrate due to rigidity of the structure. Gas hydrates are 

Ice-like. During the experimentation, the water-gas system released latent heat to the 

surrounding at the point of changing from liquid phase to hydrate. This slowed down 

the hydrogen bonds till the liquid could no longer rotate (freezing point), thus, the 
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formation of gas hydrate. For the hydrate to dissociate (the beginning of 

dissociation), latent heat was absorbed from the surrounding. This enabled the 

hydrate to go from higher ordered state to the lower one by weakening the hydrogen 

bonds between the hydrate molecules. 

Temperature remained constant throughout the phase changes (solidification or 

melting) because the available energy was used either to loosen or tighten the 

hydrogen bonds. The entire hydrogen bonds must be broken (in case of melting) or 

tightened (in case of solidification) before further energy could be used to increase 

the temperature. 

 

6.5 Conclusions 

This study has successfully investigated the implications of component interactions 

of CH4, CO2, CH4+CO2, CH4+CO2+N2 and CH4+CO2+H2 gas mixtures on hydrate 

formation temperature. It was discovered that CH4 played key roles on hydrate 

formation patterns during natural gas transportation through offshore pipeline 

system, the higher the CH4 content in a natural gas mix, the higher the risk of 

hydrates promotion. The resulting CH4 hydrates grew very fast and blocked the 

pipe‘s orifice within a short period of formation. It was also discovered that CO2 

does not form hydrate at low concentrations. However, its presence in CH4+CO2 gas 

mix showed its remarkable ability to aid hydrate formation. This is not surprising 

since it is also a former with ability to form Type I hydrate. 

 Furthermore, the study confirmed the ability of pure N2 and pure H2 gases to 

significantly inhibit the formation of gas hydrate; however, H2 experimentally 

showed a more promising characteristic. This was ascribed to the fact that H2 gas 

only forms hydrate at an extremely high pressure of 2000bar and above. This 

pressure range is far above the operating pressure range for gas transport; thus, 

making it to behave as an inert gas at all the investigated pressures. However, safety 

factors, material availability, cost implication and recovery from stream should be 

further investigations for these two gases in order to choose the better option. 
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7. Conclusions and Recommendations 

This chapter is divided into conclusions and recommendations. The conclusion part 

highlights the various conclusions generated from the different sections of the study 

while the recommendation part proposes two potential PhD studies for future 

investigation. 

7.1 Conclusions 

This thesis extensively evaluated the implications of corrosion and hydrate formation 

along underwater natural gas pipelines systems on the industry. Experimental studies 

were conducted to assess the links between these two flow assurance problems, these 

included several laboratory experiments to investigate the ability of corrosion 

inhibitors to promote hydrate formation along the offshore/cold region pipelines due 

to similar chemical and structural properties. Based on the findings, a comprehensive 

mathematical model was developed to predict the corrosion rate as a result of the 

formed gas hydrate. Finally, another set of experimental study was carried out to 

investigate the ability of H2 and N2 gases to inhibit the formation of hydrate along 

the gas pipeline. The study comprises of four parts which are summarized below. 

7.1.1 Impacts of Corrosion and Hydrate Formation on the Industry 

Pipeline industry is searching for all possible means to minimize the occurrence of 

these two flow assurance problems during operations as a result of their economic, 

safety, health and environment implications. Some existing and proposed global 

natural gas pipeline networks systems were considered while the causes of these two 

flow assurance problems were thoroughly evaluated. The full impacts of any failure 

along the pipelength as a result of any of these problems were presented with the 

support of many case studies. This was followed by descriptions and analyses of the 

existing prevention measures. Finally, it was established that gas hydrate could 

initiate corrosion. This is one of the major contributions of this work to knowledge. 

 The conclusions of this part of the study included: 

 Increase in natural gas demands due to economical and increased population 

purposes have driven the industry to deepwater (offshore) regions in search 

of this energy source. 
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 Attempts to Prevent hydrate formation along these pipelines annually cost 

millions of dollars to the industry while its eventual occurrence was equally 

fatal. Unfortunately, all existing preventive measures could only minimize its 

occurrence but cannot stop its promotion along the pipelength. 

 Through extensive literature search, this study successfully justified a need to 

investigate the ability of the corrosion inhibitors to promote hydrate 

formation. This was due to the observed similar chemical and structural 

properties between the corrosion inhibitors and established hydrate 

promoters. This has been outside the existing general research on hydrates. 

 Finally, this study has successfully recommended a need to investigate the 

ability of gas hydrates to initiate different types of internal corrosions along 

gas pipelines. This research area is also completely new. 

7.1.2 Corrosion-Hydrate Relationships (Experimental Assessments) 

This is another major contribution to knowledge from the thesis because all known 

literature have not considered this research area. Ability of corrosion inhibitors to 

promote hydrate formation was experimentally investigated. Five corrosion 

inhibitors commonly used in the gas industry were studied in a cryogenic sapphire 

cell at 500ppm and 100bar. They were all discovered to aid hydrate formation but at 

different rates. DPC was further studied at different pressures and concentrations due 

to its significant promotional ability compared with other investigated inhibitors. 

The conclusions of this part of the study included: 

 Corrosion inhibitors generally promote hydrate formation along the 

deepwater natural gas pipeline due to their surfactant properties and hydrogen 

bonding distributions within their chain lengths. 

 They however promote at different rates based on their different structural 

distributions, active functional groups and affinity for water molecules. These 

properties affect the hydrogen bonding and electronegativity properties of 

individual inhibitor. 

 Care should be taken in using DPC as a corrosion inhibitor along the 

deepwater gas pipelines due to its significant ability to aid hydrate formation. 
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 The resulting hydrates from DPC are foamy at all operating pressures and 

concentrations. This showed that the surfactant properties of this chemical 

are highly influential during operation. 

 Hydrate formation temperature is directly proportional to the operating 

pressure. 

 The CMC for DPC is about 5000ppm due to various anomalous behaviours 

observed at this particular concentration compared to other concentrations. 

 At all pressures, the liquid disappearance rate and the hydrate growth rate for 

DPC decreases with increase in concentration. This suggests the potential of 

using the chemical as an additive for natural gas transportation and storage in 

slurry form. 

 At high concentrations, DPC prolonged the complete blockage of the glass 

orifice. This strengthens the potential of the chemical to serve as both the 

corrosion and hydrate inhibitors at high concentrations such as 10000ppm 

and above. 

7.1.3 Corrosion-Hydrate Relationships (Mathematical Assessment) 

A predictive corrosion rate model was mathematically developed to further assess 

the resulting problems from the established corrosion-hydrate relationships. This 

study area is entirely new, hence, the need for an extensive literature search on the 

existing corrosion models. Finally, a model was developed and validated by 

comparing the generated results with the outputs from other corrosion models. This 

new model again serves as another contribution to knowledge from this work. 

The conclusions from this part of the study included: 

 The resulting corrosion rates increased with temperature, pressure and wall 

shear stress. This perfectly agreed with all existing mathematical and 

experimental reports, hence, the reliability of this predictive model. 

 The resulting corrosion rate from hydrates alone could be as high as 

174mm/yr. This is extremely alarming compared to the industry‘s aim to 

operate below 2mm/yr. At this rate, a pipeline would be subjected to full bore 

rupture within some days if corrective actions are not quickly taken. 
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 This extreme increase in corrosion rate will negatively impact on operation 

by reducing the pipe-shelf life as well as the pipe‘s integrity. 

 Increase in operating pressure increases the hydrate formation temperature. 

This increase in temperature will have secondary effects by influencing the 

solubility of the corroding agent(s) and other factors affecting the corrosion 

rate. 

 Increase in operating pressure also promotes the initiation of erosion-

corrosion as well as increases the rate of velocity loss along the pipeline. 

7.1.4 The Gas Component Interactions 

The final stage of this thesis searched for some means to inhibit hydrate promotion 

within the pipeline system. The investigation was carried out by initially studying the 

interactions between different components of natural gas, and then followed by 

investigating the ability of H2 and N2 gases to achieve the inhibiting feat. 

This final part is another major contribution to knowledge from this work and 

successfully place both academic and commercial values on the entire thesis. These 

are clearly shown in the recommendations section. 

The conclusions from this part of the study included: 

 The higher the CH4 content in a natural gas mix, the higher the risk of 

hydrate formation along the deepwater pipeline networks. The resulting 

hydrates from this component agglomerate very fast to block the pipe‘s 

orifice. 

 Regardless of the operating pressure, CO2 does not form hydrate at very low 

concentrations. 

 Addition of H2 and/or N2 to CH4 and CO2 mixture significantly reduced the 

formation temperature at all operating pressures and concentrations. This 

confirmed that the two gases can individually serve as hydrate inhibitor along 

the deepwater natural gas pipelines. 

 H2 gas has better inhibition capability compared to N2. This is attributed to 

the fact that pure H2 gas forms hydrate at extremely high pressure and low 

temperature whereas, pure N2 gas will form hydrate at a very low 

temperature but relatively very low pressure. 
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7.2 Recommendations 

Further studies should be conducted on the types of corrosion that could be initiated 

by gas hydrates along the inner wall of underwater pipelines and the likely points of 

initiation. Also, further studies on the use of H2 and N2 gases as hydrate inhibitors 

are highly recommended for further investigation. The importance of the two 

recommended studies is highlighted below. 

7.2.1 Laboratory Investigation on the Corrosion Patterns 

This thesis has presented (through extensive literature review) that resulting hydrates 

could initiate different types of corrosion within the internal wall of gas pipelines; 

therefore, there is a need to experimentally authenticate this discovery and 

understand the patterns and the extent of damages that could be caused at each point. 

Figure 7.1 was designed by the author for consideration. It involves cutting a typical 

gas pipeline with various pits that could be caused by hydrate particles during the gas 

transport. This alone could be the basis for a Ph.D. thesis in the area. 

 

Figure 7.1: Proposed diagram for corrosion-hydrate interaction study 

7.2.2 Investigations on Applicability of H2 and N2 as Hydrate Inhibitors 

In-depth investigations should be conducted on the abilities of H2 and N2 gases to 

inhibit the formation of gas hydrate based on the observations from the latest part of 

this work. From what this thesis has achieved so far, it would have been more 
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appropriate to recommend H2 gas instead of N2 gas because of its hydrate inhibition 

capability which is more significant compared to that of N2. However, this could be 

negated by the cost implications and reactivity properties of the two gases. Pure N2 

gas can be obtained from the atmosphere thus, an initial cost of plant installation for 

processing is all that is required and the freely obtained N2 gas would thereafter be 

passed through the pipe-length with the raw natural gas. In other hand, H2 gas has to 

be obtained from another source (through a process) before passing through the 

pipeline; this simply means that, using H2 gas will involve the initial cost of 

installation, the continual processing cost from the source and other operational 

costs. To prevent the continuous processing of fresh H2, the gas can be recycled after 

separation at the exit; however, this will require additional pipelines which will also 

add to the cost of production. 

Also, N2 gas can easily be separated from the natural gas compared to H2 gas. This 

means that after successfully transporting the natural gas through the pipeline 

system, more capital will be required to separate H2 gas from the stream and this will 

add to the cost of production. Again, passing H2 gas along the pipeline might be 

dangerous for the safety of the pipeline system because any dissociation of the gas as 

a result of partial pressure will easily initiate corrosion along the pipe-length. 

The procedures itemized below might assist in achieving this goal; 

1. Application of N2 gas at various concentrations. 

2. Application of H2 gas at various concentrations. 

3. Application of N2 and H2 mixed at various concentrations. 

4. Engineering design for installing the required inhibitor at the inlet point. The 

design should consider the inhibitor and the natural gas as the feeds into the 

pipeline. This should involve material of construction, the feed rate, the feed 

point(s), etc. 

5. Engineering design for the required separation at the outlet of the pipeline. 

From the foregone, it can be seen that this recommendation could also form the basis 

for another Ph.D. thesis in this area. 
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Figure A1: The solution flowchart for the newly developed corrosion model 
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